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. UNITY AND LIBERTY.
Sermon by Rev. Henry Frank of James*  

town, N. Y.

Text: Giving diligence to keep the Unity of the Spirit in the 
bond of Peace.—Ephesians 4:3.
Have these words of Paul any practical 

application to this age and especially to that 
portion of humanitarian toilers which lies 
without the pale of the so-called evangelical 
churches? ‘

This is distinctively the age of intelleetu-? 
al, social and ecclesiastical disintegration.

It is the period of agitation. Theology, the 
deepest bedded crust in the bowels of con
ventionalism is beiDg dug up and exposed to 
the decomposing air. Its surface.is cracked 
and fissured. Its fossil founts are lying ex
posed to view. As an-antiquarian curiosity 
it invites attention. As a practical instru
ment for modern use it is to say the least 
pass«?. Our forefather’s 'clothes are still in 
the closet, musty with age, but few living 
forms can now be found on which they will 
set with ease.

How full of agitation, of intellectual 
spontaneous combustion is this age of ours! 
The very air bursts continually with shock
ing detonations that split our ancestral ears 
and torture our grandmotherly hearts.

it is foolishness to cry‘peace, peace, when 
there is no peace.” It is impossible for the 
w de awake inhabiter of this globe to lie down 
o’ nights without experiencing the torture 
of some revolutionary nightmare or to awake 
in the morning without enjoying some 
winsome reverie—a Bellamy’s dream or a 
Reel ns’s philosophisms—that waft him into 
Utopian empyreans! The man who doesn’t 
think to day is a dullard. The man who 
thinks is either a coward or a valliant! Let 
him who wishes not to be branded with the 
craven’s curse beware how he open up the 
Pandora box of his brain to-day. For if he 
does fib will think, dare and be happy; or he 
will think, fear, and be doubly damned a 
slave.'

This is still the period of disintegration. 
The prophetic dawn of the fair day of recon
structiveness is yet but faint if at all ex
posed. ■

But those who are on the mountain height 
may, I think, discern the first faint gray 
beams just paling the rim of the far horizon.

The day must come\yea is about to come; 
the day of recomposition, reconstitution, re
construction, the day when the magnet of 
love and unity will go abroad and gather up 
the decomposed and scattered atoms of hu
manity, and rear new forms, build up a new 
people, a new heaven and a new earth, and 
when some Anqelus or 'Gloria in excelsis of 
the higher redemption shall once again echo 
through an exultant world. “Glory to God 
in the highest; on earth Peace; Good will to
ward men.”

Blessed are they who have this hope. For 
they purify themselves and the world in the 
furnace of their trials, when such a hope 
spans the clouds that rise from their tortur
ing flames. >

But few there are to-day that see, yet 
blessed are they who seeing not still have 
eyes to see.

It is always safe to pause and analyze each 
transitional period in the process of evolu
tion. We have reached one of those world
wide, “far-furrowing’’ revolutionary periods 
of thought and action. They come not often, 
but when they come they are the high tides 
of history. When we walk back over the 
fossilized past we discover their leavings on 
the rocks.

Here you see the tracings of a time we 
call the foot-prints of a Zoroaster; another 
we call the reformation of the Buddha; an 

other the age of Pericles; another the Caesar
ean epoch; another the Judean age; another 
the Jesuan or Christian uprise; another the 
Gregorian or Romanistic 'onsweep; another 
the German or Lutheran reformation; another 
the Cromwellian; another the American; an
other the French revolution; until we reach 
the rising tide of to-day which we might des
ignate as the climacteric period of the dread 
disease of Universal Reformation.

Now such periods are always seemingly 
dangerous. The portentous pessimist sees 
oifly its evil. The sun-eyed optimist only 
its good. The true philosopher sees both. 
Such periods are fraught with boundless pos
sibilities of evil. Not only that but it is im
possible that the world should pass through 
such-periods of upheaval without much pain 
and suffering, disruption and turbulent ruin. 
But if we will regard such periods as noth
ing but healthful diseases all our foolish 
fears will pass away.

The sensible mother expects her child to 
have all childish diseases. She is delight
fully surprised if he have not his colic and 
croup, his measles and mumps, his broken 
bones and black and blue spots. It is the 
hysterical mother who regards eaeh such at? 
tack as the sure approach of dissolution.

Now, most of 'our would-be philosophers 
and teachers suffer with hysteria. Why 
shall we not rather regard all these in cohe
rencies and conflicting idealities, these jars 
and jangles’, these “wars and rumors of wars,” 
these Macbeth daggers of fright and torture, 
these Anarchistic dynamites and Haymarket 
assassinations, as nothing else than cataclys
mic periods in the process of social and ethi
cal evolution? After all in those times that 
try men’s souls there are few Noahs to be 
found. But there are some and those of us 
who can enter the ark of the true philosophy 
shall ride the deluge and yet behold the olive 
leaf and the dry ground of the new age.

But: in such an age what incongruities, and 
intellectual and social deformities one does 
find! This is the age, as we commonly say, 
of Liberalism. It might be well to pause and 
ask what is a liberalist? Well, he is one who 
has found himself lullabied in the cradle of 
Conventionalism, tied with hemp cords to 
the waist of mother Superstition, blinded by 
the torturing flames of Conscience, defeated 
by the fierce shouts of Condemnation, till at 
last he has broken through the crust of the 
seeming and risen to self-realization, when 
suddenly he lifts the sword of indignation 
and forever severs the Gordian knot of slav
ery! Well, what should you expect of such 
a swiftly liberated soul? What would you 
expect of a quarry slave who for years had 
been scourged to his slow andsullen toils, 
and in all these years heard not the twitter 
of a bird or beheld a ray of light; If suddenly 
he were disenthralled, thrown upon the wide 
worid. and from every valley and mountain 
side, from every breath of wind and wave of 
water he heard the echoings of his own soul 
rung back in a thousand thrilling tones, 
“You are a free man, free forever and for
ever”? Why, be would imagine that Nature 
were the pigmy and he the Giant of the Uni
verse. He would hold converse with the 
stars and command them from their orbits. 
He would, laugh at mountain masses and. 
order them removed to yonder sea. He would 
be the incarnation of insanity and the laugh
ing stock of creation.

Well, though somewhat exaggerated, this 
is the condition of many so-called Liberal- 
ists. In fact when a religious slave once 
leaps from the roof-tree of bigotry be turns 
eo many summersaults in mid air that it is 
quite impossible, to prophesy whether he shall 
alight on his head or on his feet. Indeed it 
is usually safe to prophesy he will strike on 
his head.

This perhaps somewhat accounts for the 
number of crack brains we find among Lib- 
eralists. Indeed, I used to be frightened by 
the word Liberal. I thought it meant any
thing from Crankism to Diabolism. I haven’t 
wholly got over that feeling yet. For the 
truth is when one passes through a field 
where acrobatic Liberalists have just leapt 
into the new found freedom one finds so 
many fractured skulls and’oozing brains, so 
many once strong faces “sicklied o’er with 
the pale cast of thought,” that one’s feverish 
enthusiasm is for a moment chilled. One 
doesn’t relish being classed with brain- 
twisted impracticables. Yet so soon comes 
the reassurance that this is nothing but the 
acrobatic period of mental evolution and of 
universal reformation that “peradventure 
one might be willing to die (in reputation) 
even for his friends.”

But soberly let me ask have we not had a 
sufficiency of philosophizing acrobatism to 
warrant us in calling a halt? What is the 
cause of this acrobatism? I will answer in 
one word, individualism. Now what I mean 
is that so long as reformers go forth to move 
the world single-handed and alone, so long 
will disturbance and disintegration ensue.but 
the true reformation will never be realized. 
Individualism is the cause of all the incon
sistency, counteraction and apparent use
lessness of the liberal religious movements 
of our age. The marked danger that accrues 
to liberalism from individualism is that-of 
mutual fear and distrust. Each man. has 
had his own skull cracked in the process and 
he is sure every other man’s skull must have 
been cracked. Hence he is not yet sure if 
the other man’s fracture is quite thoroughly 
healed. He doesn’t know but that he may 
yet have a. hole in his head. His own brains 
were once twisted and he is not yet certain 
that the kink in the other fellow’s brain is 
fully smoothed out. Hence each distrusts the 
other. Hence each says, “I know my way is 
good, because I’ve thought it all over and

realized it in my own life and experience, 
but what do I know of that other fellow’s? 
He’s all theory and moonshine so far as I can 
see. I’ve found a good enough path of life 
and thought for myself; let those follow me 
who choose to, but as for the other so-called 
thinkers, teachers and leaders, well I don’t 
believe the blind can lead the blind.”

And so each pauses in the self-compla
cency of his own phariseeism.

Individualism cultivates invidiousness of 
comparison, which Dogberry assured us was 
“odorbus.” Every individualist liberal or re
former stands with his arm akimbo, at a 
sharp angle, to thrust into the ribs of every 
other liberalist or reformer who happens to 
crowd himself across his pathway.

.Now what will be the outcome of all this 
counter action, and antagonistic combus- 

. tion? It will doubtless succeed well enough 
in keeping up the brimstone of agita
tion. It will fill the air with lightning 
shocks of thunder peals. These are doubtless 
good enough in their way. But an everlast
ing rain of lightning is really a little dis
agreeable. It is pleasant when the thunder 
storm prophesies the calm afternoon with its 
golden sunset; but when it comes in mid
winter and increases the cold and disagree
ableness it is not a welcome visitor.

Now in my feeble way I hope through-this 
essay to lift the signal of danger. “A house 
divided against itself cannot stand.” “Divid
ed we fall, united we stand.” Would that 
from the mast-height of every vessel of re
ligious liberalism there might float the en
sign of the new reformation which America’s 
greatest orator pleaded for as the only ti ue 
principle assuring our national integrity: 
“Union and Liberty, one and inseparable.”

We will best appreciate our opportunity 
by the virtue of contrastive comparison. Let 
us make a casual survey of the history of 
evangelical Protestantism. The object of 
Protestantism is chiefly to oppose and over
throw Catholicism. This is true especially 
on the other continent. Witness the slow 
decay of the Catholic control in all the con
tinental governments as well as in the Brit
ish isles since the French Revolution. No
where has Catholicism succeeded in main
taining its control save in the moribund na
tions where readjustments to the modern age 
have not yet set in. But how was all this 
effected? It was by the trial test of united 
effort. We will recall how the spontaneous 
movements of John Huss and John Wickliffe, 
of tbe<Lollards and Flagellants were of little 
avail save as premonitory or preparational 
movements.These were the individualistic up
risings of that far away reformatory period. 
But what could little puppets like Huss and 
Wickliffe, Cranmer and Ridley, or Luther and 
Erasmus accomplish against the might; arm 
of Rome? It was like rapping your finger 
knuckles against Gibraltar and expecting to 
see the mighty fortress crumble. But when 
Martin Luther tacked his little theses to the 
church door at Wirtemburg, it was the call 
“to arms.” It raised the cry “to your tents, 0 
Israel.” It was the challenge that went forth 
to all individualistic leaders to rally under 
one flag and be willing in common to fight a 
final battle for the truth. Polished and 
dreamy Erasmus could never agree with rude 
and rash Martin Luther. Prophetic and well 
poised Zuinglius could not be narrowed into 
the spiritual horizon of Melandfhon; and 
Savanarola perhaps the mightiest of all the 
giants and nearest God among the gods, 
chose rather like a John the Baptist to feed 
on locusts than to herd even with such fine 
visioned souls as the self-assumed reformers 
of his age. Yet had each swung only in the 
circle of himself, held fast bonnd to his own 
altar his coterie of individual followers the 
momentous reformation of the fifteenth cen
tury had been unwritten and unknown.

But did not Protestantism herself soon 
learn the bitter lesson of individualism? 
Once united and strong, she soon became dis
severed and weak. Creeds were her curses. 
But creeds are the very incarnation and fos- 
silization of individualism. When creeds 
came, then Cse^ar fell. “And you and I and 
all of us fell down.” Wider and wider the 
gulf developed from creed to creed. Firmer 
and higher grew the rock-bound coasts—till 
even the splashings qf the waves from other 
shores could not be heard above the deaden
ing walls. Church was deaf to church, altar 
to altar, priest to priest. Then came the dis- 
integration of Protestantism. Rot and decay 
set in and the beautiful tree of Protestantism 
is to-day dying of the dry-rot of individu
alism. But let us take a lesson from those who 
constitute themselves our enemies. When 
one of the great African generals heard from 
flying refugees the tactics of Roman war
fare, he threw aside his pride and the fear of 
condemnation, assumed the tactics of the 
victorious army and turned defeat into tri
umph.

Now study the meaning of that late move
ment in the Protestant ranks known as the 
Evangelical Alliance. As far back as 1845 
when the waters of denominationalism were 
yet very tumnltnous, a few far-sighted lead
ers proposed that the scattered forces of Prot
estant Christendom be bonnd together on a 
spiritual basis. How should this be done? 
On the basis of a creed? Impossible. No one 
creed can ever express the ever varying dif
ferences of the Protestant creeds. Nine chief 
principles are adopted as the basis on which 
this spiritual union or bond shall rest. Bnt 
what are these nine principles or bases of 
Union? They are called for convenience or 
rather for soothing sake, “essentials.” Now 
“essentials” might be well translated “ex
cases.” If the Evangelical Alliance should 
say these are our nine excuses for uniting in 
common fellowship it were really the truth.

For these “essentials” are simply declara
tions of those broad principles of doctrines, 
each of which creeds distinctly interprets for 
itself, on which the great denominations may 
agree, if they simply are willing peaceably 
to agree to disgree. These essentials are the 
disguises that cover up the differences, that 
make ecclesiastics laugh under their sleeves 
and echo Puck’s derisifin, “What fools we 
mortals be.” They are, not points of agree
ment. bnt agreeable points on which to differ. 
In other words these nine points are the only 

' ones that can be selected out of all the Evan
gelical creeds which you would dare to read 
aloud in a common body of Evangelical 
Christians without stirring up a row. Now 
this is my apologetic understanding of this 
comforting term “essentials,” so commonly 
used in this age of Evangelical fellowship. 
While there is a great deal in this cunning 
device of our neighborly contestants that 
tickles ourrisibles and oscillates our floating 
ribs, still there is much sensible philosophy 
in it which might be made very practicable 
in Liberalistic religionism.

Is there no common ground on which we 
can stand long enough to shake hands? We 
laugh at Protestantism because it is cut up 
into countless sects. But are we not uncon
sciously living in a house of very thin glass? 
Who are we, nursing our sores on the dusty 
road, laughing at the lepers that pass 
us by? We call ourselves Individualists 
and we speak the truth. But let us 
call ourselves by the names we are 
known by. Here we are: Universalists, Uni
tarians (right and left wings), Free Religion
ists, Secularists, Monists, Dualists, Agnos
tics, Positivists, Humanitarians, Utilitarians, 
Spiritualists, Swedenborgians, Theosophists 
(orient and Occident), Mental and Spiritual 
Healers, Christian Scientists, Social Regen 
orators, (Marxites, Georgettes, Gronlundites, 
Powderlyites, McGlynnites, Pentecostites,) aa 
infinitum, until the brain Wearies of de
ciphering and the pen of inditing.

Now is there not one common crust to 
which all these hungry dogs may feel them
selves drawn? Is there not one bond that may 
hold them together? Is it not possible for 
even such variant and vagrant spirits to “give 
diligence to keep the unity of the spirit in 
the bond of peace”?

At once let us say that there is in these 
ranks too much practical sincerity and hon
esty to allow of any such a ludicrous shift as 
that indulged in by the Evangelical Alliance. 
We cannot come together on any basis of 
elective or eclectic; dogmatism. No state
ment of intellectual doctrine formulated in 
the Sanhedrim of heaven with Gabriel in the 
ebief seat could be at once so analytical and 
synthetical as to satisfy the aching void of 
harmony in this assembly of mongrel intel
lectualities. f~

Let no New Religionist arise and proclaim 
his fondled and fancied eclecticism to the 
world as the age’s panacea for all agitative 
and evolutional diseases. For the human 
brain is not yet big enough for any such 
conception.

Oaly Talleyrand’s advice will do here: For 
such a religion “let one die and rise the third 
day” or the world will none of it.

I wish emphatically to assart my convic
tion: The new religion will not be on the 
basis of intellectual philosophy or definitive 
thought.

No Gabriel will come to mankind to tell us 
how to think, all together, at the same time, 
and just as the clock strikes, identically the 
same premise and how to deduce the same 
conclusion. Heaven’s schools of logic are not 
good enough for this and even Gabriel would 
faint before the’task.

Intellectualism will never harmonize the 
world. Intellectualism is the mother of In
dividualism. As I have said, individualism 
is disharmony and disruption.

I have no faith in this talk about the New 
Religion. There is no new religion. The 
religion that humanity craves is as old as the 
heart of man. A new religion can only mean 
a new formulation, a hew dogmatism, a new 
creedism, a new ecclesiasticism, and a new 
Christianity; The world is sick and tired 
of all these.

Minerva may leap from the brow of Jove, 
but religion never can. Mark you, all the 
gods did not generate in the brain of Jove. 
Mythology, the science of symbolism, teaches 
not so. Only Minerva, who was intellectu
alism in its higher or female form, intuition, 
sprung from the brow of Jove. But this is 
not religion. It takes all the gods to sym
bolize true religion. But all the gods and god
desses were not the offspring of divine crea
tive intellectualism (Jove’s brow), but of the 
over soul of heaven And the soul of man; in 
other words, they all symbolize man—his 
possibilities, his experiences, his evolution. 
But to borrow the figure further—there is no 
true religion until all the gods are given a 
habitation. Olympus must be or there are 
no gods. Let me say, Olympus must be (that 
is, a. place of common habitation or fellow
ship for man) or religion^cannot be! Olym
pus is alone in the soul of man. Here alone 
is a common foothold,a common experience, 
a common intuition. Here then let all man
kind be brought that religion, not the new 
but the old, may be discovered and developed. 
Here is the possible unity of spirit, the bond 
of peace. (

Let hearts meet in love and the electric 
flash will light the soul. There is a common 
hand, a common heart, and a common soul 
in humanity, but there is not a common 
head 1 Moreover I trust there never Will be. 
A common head would be stupidity, but a 
common heart great heroism. .

Love is, after all, the only Merpnry and 
messenger of the gods. He alone carries the 

sceptre of divine authority,' plenipotentiaried 
by the Creator himself. Without love there 
is not only no peace, but no knowledge.

Is it not possible then to establish the lib
eralism or religion and modern generation 
on the common spiritual basis of loving fel
lowship? May there not be found that mys
tic tie that can hold us together as one, 
though we be Legion. May we not be able 
yet to prove to the world that though we are 
struggling for a hundred varying and often 
conflicting ends, that though one of our 
schemes established would be sure to over
throw the other, yet that there is in our 
midst the ope overwhelming centrifugal 
force of love—the mystic cord of the divine 
magnetism, that sublimes all our dreams 
and combines all our hearts?

O, that we might show the world that the 
old age of rivalrous chivalry is past. No 
more are there to be the makeshift tourna
ments of war, to gratify onr self-a'ggrandize*  
ments and selfish ambition. No more are we 
to urge our leaders forth with spear in hand 
and sword at side on some richly jeweled 
steed of pride to dash down through the 
ranks of contestants and wade back to us 
through rivers of triumphant blood and 
mountainous wrecks of human forms. '

0 let us prove that age is past. It is ours 
to show how we may dwell as brethren in 
peace—keeping the unity of the spirit, de
spite the clash and conflict of intellectual 
steel. It is ours to show we are not the ene
mies of our foes, much less the enemies of 
ourselves. It is ours toprove no new religion, 
based on sublimated and chimerical hypothe
ses, but to demonstrate the oldest of the old 
religion», the love of the only true God, who 
is in man and in his whole creation.

The mission of liberalism is not disorgani
zation but re-formation; not to slash and 
cut and crush, but to »chisel, carve and pol
ish. The iconoclast is the Robin Hood of all 
reformations. He boasts that his staff is

Eight foot and a half, it will knock down a calf, 
And I hope it will knock down thee.

His argument ier purely a “knock down.” 
He cares not whether there will ever be a ris- 
'ingup.

Whenever I hear one of these iconoclastic, 
knock down, anti-religious orators it reminds 
me of the song which the old poet rhymed 
concerning the ruffian Robin Hood, the gen
tlemanly pugilist of his age, and his oppo
nent:

And knock for knock they lustily dealt, 
Which held for two hours and more, 

Till all the wood rang at every bang,
They ply’d their work so sore. .

But the bipod which the pugilistic iconoclast 
draws from moribund religionism is no 
nobler or more praiseworthy than the blood 
drawn by old religious boxers and theologi
cal pugilists. ■

The age of Robin Hood is past in religious 
discussions and the occupation of the Icono
clast is gone. I would propose then “The 
Universal Alliance of Spiritnal Fellowship.” 
The basis of this alliance shall be free from 
every vestige of creed and intellectualism. 
It shall be for purposes o‘f unification, ac
quaintanceship, helpfulness, mutual comity; 
for the establishment of a bureau of publica
tion for purposes of propagandism and edu
cation; for the development of auxiliaries in 
ail the liberal churches, societies and assem
blies in all the cities and towns and hamlets 
in the land; for the encouragement of all 
liberal and independent movements whose 
object is distinctively for good and whose 
works shall be their only fruit by which they 
shall be judged; for the encouragement of 
the interchange of public preachers, speakers 
and lecturers between their respective fields 
of labor from time to time: for the develop
ment of a scheme of popular visitations and 
consultations with the religiously ostra
cised and unchurched, as well as with the 
discontented among the churches, to en- 
lighten, educate and enlist all such as far 
as possible; in the spirit and achievements of 
this new age of reformation; and for the 
carrying forward of all such suggestions and 
schemes for popular benefit as may seem to 
be practicable and praiseworthy. If an Evan
gelical Alliance was possible after all the 
contentious denominationalism and secta
rian warfare of the past, how very easy ought 
such an alliance of spiritual fellowship to be 
capable of initiation and successful develop
ment amidst the free-hearted ranks of Liber
alism!

Let Love be our inspiration and Charity 
our watchword.

Then will this common reformation be
come the Aurora of the New Day, riding her 
golden chariot of purity, dragged by the fiery 
steeds of enthusiasm,- and gnardianed by the 
prophetic figures of time, until in some far 
off age another Guido will paint the mystic 
dream of his soul, and another Homer sing 
the eloquence of this Dawn of-the New Re
generation.

Liberalism is but an exotic to-day. It has 
wafted a lone seed fro.m the far off shores of 
dreamland. But it has fallen on goodly soil, 
though the atmosphere is very oppressive 
and ehn oxious.

But le« _3 see to it that the seed is not af
fected by the virus of this unaccustomed en
vironment. Let^ her grow in the ideal at
mosphere of truth. Let her petals be her 
own sincerity, and her protecting leaves her 
own sturdy honesty. But above all let the 
hue andfragrance which she unfolds be the 
brightest, purest, sweetest, softening the 
hearts of all who handle or breathe her, and 
compelling them, however intense their 
biases had .been, to leave her presence feel
ing that from her had come a new and true

(Continued on Elghtli Pace, i
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QUESTIONS AN» RESPONSES

1. To what church, or churches, did, or de your 
Sarents belong; aDd are you now, or have you ever 

Ben, in fellowship with a church, and if so of what 
B6Ct?

2. How long have you been a Spiritualist?
8. What convinced you of the continuity of life 

beyond the grave, and of the intercommunion be
tween the two wot Ide?

4. What is the most remarkable incident of your 
experience with spirit phenomena which you can 
satisfactorily suthenticate? Give particulars.

5. Do you regard Spiritualism as a rel-gir n? 
Please state yuu/reasons, briefly,tor the answers you 
give. ....

6. What are the greatest needs of Spiritualism, 
or to put it diff^rrnt'y. what are t! e greatest needs 
of the Spiritualist movement to-day?

7. In what way may a knowledge of psychic 
laws tend to help one in the conduct of this life—in 
one’s relations to the Family, to Society aud not 

• Government?
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RESPONSE BY WILLIAM HENRY.
6. Unity of purpose. The question then 

immediately comes op. what cardinal-ideas 
or principles shall form the basis of such 
union? In the first place it seems to me 
that Spiritualists should unite and employ 
every means in their power to establish spir- 
itual communion as a fact no more question
ed than telegraphy or any of the certain sci
ences. Untfi—this is accomplished we shall 
have failed to establish the first fact upon 
which to commence a structure, and build 
up a system of religion founded upon all 
truth, so far as discovered, with what it 
seems to me will be the keystone of the arch 
reaching from earth to heaven—Spiritual
ism! All this is easily said; but to devise 
the means to be used, and organize and agree 
uponanethods is a far more difficult thing to 
accomplish. We have many facts in the ex
perience of individuals, all pointing in the 
direction of the truth of spirit communion, 
as far back as we have a written history, We 
have records of similar phenomena that have 
interested millions during the last forty 
years. Previous to the advent of modern 
Spiritualism no effort has ever been made to 
establish the fact as a science, a discovery, 
and the only foundation for a reasonable re
ligion. I know there are many defiuitionsof 

' religion, but all will admit that each relig
ion is founded upon a belief in a life beyond 
this.

There is but one desire and opinion among 
thoughtful men in reference to the probable 
benefits which would come to this sphere 
through reliable and constant communion 1 
between the two worlds. The Scientific 
American but feebly hints at the possibili
ties resulting from such a discovery: “If the 
pretensions of Spiritualism have a rational 
foundation, no more important work has 
been opened to men "of science thau their 
verification. A realization of the dreams of 
the elixir vifse. the philosopher’s stone and 
perpetual motion is of less importance to 
mankind than the verification of Spiritual
ism.” It is but reasonable to conclude that 
such a condition would enhance the happi
ness and help the growth of denizens in the 
next life, as much as ours. We are told 
that there is joy in heaven over one sinnpr 
that repenteth. Ts it unreasonable to believe 

 

there is sorrow for the sufferi-o, ,4.ly for the 
ignorant, and weeping over the ieiou-s? 
Looking at Spiritualism by tthis added light, 
should double our diligence pnd quicken our 
zeal to convince the world its truth. No 
fact is better established thin this. Some 

 

' persons have been by nature or by circum
stances endowed with certain spiritual gifts, 

 

as Paul called them. Those gifts are various 

 

and exist in all degrees is to perfection or 
development. Paul urged his followers to 
desire such gifts. Spiritualists not only ad
vise people to desire them, but to study and 
practice them with the view of helping their 
growth and increasing their happiness, and 
the growth and happiness of all beings in all 
spheres. The more there are seeking those 
gifts with the use of reason, caution and- 
judgment, the sooner will a desirable and 
unquestioned intercourse be established.

All experience shows that spiritual-gifts,- 
like the rain and sunshine, fall upon the just 
and the unjust, the relatively pure and those 
who are relatively vicious. Shall we shrink 
from, condemn and Refuse to be taught any 
fact or learn any duty because we are purer 
than they? To ask the question is to answer 
nay, for all except the modern scribes, phari
sees and hypocrites, who curse the world now 
as much as did those in Christt/time, and 
merit as scathing a condemnation as did. 
their ancient counterparts.

It has been said: “The soul is mad that re
fuses food from the meanest in God’s em
ploy.” If Madame Dis De Bar is the kind of 

- medium that Lawyer Marsh and hundreds 
more reliable people believe her to be, Xhe 
authorities in New York were more'foolish 
than the authority that imprisoned Galileo 
for proclaiming what now is a primary prin
ciple in astronomy. It must not be inferred 
that there are no limits to our patronage and 
approval of such-as claim to be mediums. 
There are two extremes: one in being too cred
ulous and giving countenance aud support to 
such as are either very imperfectly devel
oped and inflated with self-conceit, making 
a pretence to more than they can perform, 
also countenancing unscrupulous frauds; the 
other extreme that of being too skeptical, too 
exacting. One of the most desirable things 
to be accomplished would be an earnest seek
ing for the golden mean. The too credulous 
are driving the thoughtful and educated 
away from investigation. The others are 
discouraging and hindering the genuine by 
their uncharitable exactions and suspicions. 
It seems to me much of this might be avoid
ed by contemplating the glorious fact that 
the genuine everywhere is more than a 
match for the false. All should be encour
aged by an ancient maxim, “Fret not thyself 
because of(evil doers.” Frauds, hypocrites 
and phariseeshave within themselves the ele
ments of their own destruction; they are so 
rooted and grounded with the genuine that 
it Is dangerous for bungling hands, directed 
by impatient minds,to attempt to weed them 
out; the chances are they will destroy too 
much wheat to justify their bungling work.

Though there are. millions who think 
they know Spiritualism to be true, and many 
insist that the truth is already establish
ed,, there is yet, I think, too much contra
diction, too much that is obscnre, too much 
that fosters superstition and too much that 
seems too weak and foolish to expect educat
ed and skeptical minds to receive it. We 
are sure, however, we have brought within 
their reach enough proof, free from any of 
the above objections, so that none are excus
able for neglecting to investigate a subject 
which opens to man a field for observation, 
as much broader and grander than the nar-. 
row contracted system of faith in religion 
as our present system of astronomy is vaster 
than the most ancient system.

As space is limited I will add a few short 
maxims and single words which the present 
needs of Spiritualism demand study and prac 
tice upon. “Precepts lead; examples draw;” 
sincerity, simplicity, patience, labor, faith, 
hope, charity, knowledge, wisdom; a- fear
less defense and an earnest seeking after

truth and when found proclaim it to the 
world through the press and in kindly words 
without exaggeration or partiality; “A lit
tle learning is a dangerous thing.” One 
short story and I must close, feeling I have 
only commenced. .A poor peasant asked a 
priest to teach him a psalm; the first vopse 
wa«, "I will take heed to my ways that J^sin 
not with my tongue.” Along time after the 
priest met him, and in a reproving manner 
asked why he had not b. en to take another*  
lesson? The peasant’s reply was he had not 
learned the first verse yet.

Farmersville, N. Y.
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Guard Again-1 Obsession.
To the Eilttor of the Rellelo-Phtlosophlcal -Journal.

Reading in the Religio Philosophical 
Journal an account of the man who wa9 
so troubled oy voices telliug him to do this 
and that, sometimes goqd and at other times 
bad things, who was apparently rational and 
intelligent at one moment and the next re
lapsing into silence during which time he 
said he was listening to voices, 1 am remind
ed of many others, both men and women, ( 
who have come to me complaining of simir 
lar affections during my many years of psy
chic investigations. Known a9 I am to bea 
practical psychologist it was but natural 
that they should come to me seeking an ex
planation and perhaps a cure of their ail
ment. Most of these cases, in fact I think I 
may 8ay all of them, were people who be
lieved themselves to be spirit mediums and 
had first gotten into those conditions by sit
ting for development either in circles or by 
themselves. It "seems that tbié^jrinter had 
considerable to do with spirits, but they 
were of the ardent kind, and were undoubt
edly the direct producing cause of his trouble. 
These people who came to me believed 
themselves to be obsessed by evil spirits 
who tortured them through malicious intent, 
and I wish not so much to discuss this par
ticular case quoted from a Western paper by 
the Journal as to call attention to the fact 
that these mental states are liable to be in
duced by suggestion in the development of 
mediums, and tò warn pec.ple to be aware 
that in their anxiety to become mediums 
they do not yield themselves to .every notion 
that is abroad ¿among the ignora'nt and: un
thinking who are always prone to believe in 
the presence and power of diabolical .influ
ences. To bédome a medium onRmust be- 
come hypnotic and subjective, and. in that ■ 
state all impressions made upon the mind 
act with extraordinary force and power. .

I have said in a previous artice that there 
was no danger in hypnotism in any of its 
phases within proper limits and that all in
vestigations might be‘conducted in safety 
with an intelligent understanding of the 
nature of mental action which occurs in-tha| 
state. The mind, is necessarily subject to ■ 
suggestion, aud any prevalent idea may 
possess and control it. A belief existing in, 

.the mind may become a dominant idea-that 
will Cliug ‘to a person and reproduce itself 
with intense realism whenever.the.individu- 
al thinks of it. The idea'of the presence and 
power of evil spirits is as old as man. It is 
especially taught in the Bible—both Old arid 
New: Testaments—and is incorporated inter- 
the theology of Christendom • as a most po
tent factor. People cóme into Spiritualism 
with this idea existing- as à part of t-heir ed
ucation, and necessarily they bring it with 
them. Spiritual circles are formed and the 
members are told to be passive and yield to 
whatever influence may come to them. The 
spirits must be submitted to in.whatever 
way or whatever character they Choose to 
present themselves. ‘ -That evil spirits will 
come everybody believes and most of the 

•members expect, and with’these ideas in the 
mind they sit down and await results. Those 
who enter the hypnotic state readily are the 
mediums and soon beeome influenced. They 
are encouraged by the others to yieldto what- 

’ ever comes. Perhaps some one suggests that 
low and undeveloped spirits being nearer the 
earth plane can most readily gain control. 
The suggestion is taken up and acted upon 
by the medium, and perhaps a refined wom
an may suddenly commence to use course 
and vulgar language mingled with dreadful 
oaths and while the others may be shocked, 
still it is an evidence of some foreign influ
ence for they say she would .riot use such 
language of herself. The test is complete, 
although the character of it is not so agree
able. '

In Providence, R, I., a circle whose' mem
bers believed in the spirits of animals, one of 
them a lady of apparent intelligence, would 
get down on her hands aud ‘knees, and, 
go about the room barking like a dog,-sup
posed to be under the influence of the spirit 
of a defunct canine. In New Yotk City a 
gentleman came to me with his wife, a lady 
of most pleasing appearance and refined 
manner. He related to me a sad tale which" 
was corroborated by his wife. She had been 
attending séances for development a/hd had 
become obsessed by evil spirits. She could' 
hear them talking all around her, using the 
most horriblri language; she was often pos
sessed by them and .made to utter the most 
fearful oaths and urie the vilest imaginable 
language, that she could , herself hear, but 
was powerless to- prevent. She seemed per
fectly sane and*  to all appearance was a lady 
of unusual intelligence. ■

I have no doubt but her condition was the 
result of suggestion either of her formejr be
lief or what she had heard frôm other per
sons, while sitting hypnotic and responsive 
in the circle of which she had been a mem
ber. The lady was greatly distressed and 
suffered intolerably from her imaginary tor
menterà, for such I believe they were. The 
moral would naturally be that sitting in pro
miscuous spiritual circles is dangerous to 
Some of its members, and I am inclined to 
think that it is; not, however, from the fact 
that the medium is necessarily hypnotized,for 
there are no unpleasant results following the 
simple entering of that state, but the danger 
lies in the suggestions which are made to the 
mind while in that condition, or the possible 
possession of the mind by some previous im
pression that suddenly springs into a dorni-’ 
nating power and becomes what^eems to be 
an objective fact.

It would be well if àll circles were under 
the supervision of some one or more persons 
who are acquainted with the power of hvp-' 
notic suggestion and would see to it that all 
ideas of evil influences are carefully kept from 
the minds of the sensitives present. First,this 
idea should be strongly impressed uprin the 
minds of all, that; mediums have the power 
of selecting the kind of influence.to which 
they may yield; that in regard to spirits, as 
well as mortals, we can discriminate as to 
the kind of company we would.ke.ep, and not 
give oursejves in to the keepingot any person 
who leads us to do improper things. The right 
to exercise this discrimination should never 
be surrendered-. The prevailing idea among 
many Spiritualists is that there is no poWer 
of choice existing; that once- the door.is 
opened all kinds'of spirits may pass through 
and the bad ones are the most likely to come. 

.Thisneed not be. The medium must be 
taught to make herself positive against all 

thoughts of evil influences and refuse to yield 
herself to that kind of control. How much 
of what comes to us through mediumistie 
sensitives is really from disembodied spirits 
it is impossible to tell. Each communica
tion must be judged by the intrinsic evidence 
it contains to determine the source from 
which it originated. The mind in the super 
sensitive hypnotic state is subject to impres
sions from all sources, seep and unseen, but 
the origin of these impressions are difficult 
to -determine.

One fact I have thoroughly established in; 
my psychological experiments, and that is 
that a previous fixed impression well formed; 
in the mind before entering the hypnotic 
state cannot be broken after having entered 
it. What is true of embodied influences is 
is also true of the disembodied and unseen. 
So if a medium before yielding herself to the 
passive state determines positively in her 
own mind that she will not be need for evil 
purposes, she will be entirely safe from any
thing unpleasant. In this she not only forti
fies herself against the possibility of evil 
spirit influence, but is proof against sugges
tion by other members of the circle. Let the 
rule of all circles and all mediums be, to seek, 
only the good, the true and the beautiful, and 
evil influences will vanish away seeking other' 
•associations that are more congenial to their 
tastes. A. E. Carpenter.

i.
For the Rellgio-Phllosophlcal Journal. fi

- Is Spiritualism True?

a thoughtful person fully conversantTo a thoughtful person fully conversant 
with the spiritual phenomena, ancient and 
modern, there can be no more rational doubt 
that man survives the change called death, 
and under proper and -favorable circum
stances has the power to, and does communi
cate with men in the body than there is of 
any truth of science or of any fact, the truth 
of which involves a mental deduction. No 
intelligent person entertains a doubt that the 
earth is substantially round, that it fl iats in 
space, and revolves on its axis every twenty- 
four hours, and 'yet it has no such appear
ance, and it is only by á mental process that 
we arrive at aD.y such conclusion.

When a jurist is confronted with -a 
complicated casevof direct and circumstan
tial evidence, he thinks, if he can state an 
hypothesis which at once .reconciles all the- 
facts, he has arrived at the true solution of 
his case. Scientists are governed by the same 
mie. "They think if they can find an hypoth
esis whieh is in harmony with all the. facts 
of nature, they have arrived at the truth. 
When, on one occasion, the gardeners of Flor
ence found that they could not get the water 
in tlieir pumps .to rise above thirty-two feet, 
they first called on the pump makers. When 
the pumps were completely repaired and the 
water would still ascend no more than thirty- 
two feet, they thén' called -the attention of 
the philosophers to the/matter. One Torricel
li, Tyndall tells us, pondered the matter 
greatly, when at length ‘the idea broke in 
upon his mind that possibly the impalpable’’ 
air had weight, aud that the water was forced 
up the tube by the pressure of the air on the. 
outside. But how was he to test it? He rea
soned thus: “If a column of water thirty-two 
feet high holds the pressure of the atmos
phere in equilibrium, a shorter column ofa 
heavier liquid .ought to do the same. Nriw 
mercury is thirteen times heavier than water; 
herice^ if my deduction be correct, the atmos
phere ought to be able to sustain.n-o more 
than thirty inches of mercury.” Making the. 
test he found the column of mercury Was- 
supported no more than just thirty inchés. 
Frqm that day the principle of the common 
pump was understood and from that day to 
this there never has been, and it is impossible 
that there ever can be a fact discovered in op? 
position to it, simply because all the phe- 
nomena of nature are consistent with each 
other, and in harmony with nature itself.- 
The fact that it takes loDger to boil veg*  

'etables here in the higher altitude of Denyer 
than els ;where—the fact that in our neigh
boring city of Central, water will rise no 
more than about twenty feet in an exhausted 
receiver, are phenomena all explained, and 
only explainable by the same hypothesis; 
simply Torricelli found the true key to that 
lock.

When the. law of gravitation first suggested 
itself to the mind of Newton, he set himself 
to examine whether it accounted for all the 
facts. He determined the course of/the plan
ets; he calculated the rapidity of the moon’s 
fall toward the earth; he considered the pre
cession of the equinoxes, the ebb and flow of 
the tides and found all explained by the laiv 
ol‘ gravitation. Hence he regarded the law 
as.established and science subsequently con
firmed iti

This method of testing the truth of any 
given proposition may truly be called the 
golden rule of reason; under its far reaching 
guidance the human mind has weighed the 
planets as iri a balance; has been conducted 
to the most profound and wonderful - deduc
tions in. every department of knowledge. To 
it moré than to any other cause are we In
debted for the 'marked and most remarkable 
material progress of the last one hundred 
years. .

I scarcely need say that under this rule of 
reasoning there can be an hypothesis stated, 
and only one which can reasonably explain 
and harmonize all the. so-called'spiritual 
phenomena of the present, and all past ages. 
Of course this statement will have little or 
no weight with those who have little or no 
personal knowledge of the supposed facts of 
Spiritualism; or with those who suppose the 
phenomena may all be explained on’the 
ground of fraud or self-deception, an^cer
tainly very little with those so thoughtless 
as to suppose the facts may occur aud yet 
mean nothing, and still less with those who 
say the phenomena are “curious” or 
“strange” and never think further. But 
with thoug'htful persons, thoroughly con
versant with the facts, aucient arid iriodern, 
it will be otherwise. There are those who 
know that history, sacred and profane, from 
Genesis to Revelations, and from the writ
ings of Plato to the issuing of this morning’s 
newspaper, all recognize the existence of' 
these phenomena. There are those who know 
that these things still occur, and that in later 
years their frequency has been multiplied, 
in number aud variety.

Some of ns know that after eliminating all 
possible deception and fraud, both intended 
and self-imposed, there still remains a won
derful array of stubbord facts obtained under 
scientific and the best test .conditions, and 
that they number thousands and even mill
ions. They occur iu all part9 of -the globe, 
and in all eases and in all ages they assume 
and have assumed for themselves the spirit- 

. ual hypothesis. It may not be amiss to say 
the most natural and proximate conclusion 
to be deducted from given premises is most 
likely to be the true one. If one finds a key 
near a house, remote from all other houses,it 
is. more likely to be the key of that house 
than any other. If it is a peculiar and com
plicated key and you find it unlocks the out
side door of that bouse yog naturally suppose 
it ia the key of that house. If it were instead
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a bunch of keys and you find in the house a 
lock corresponding to each several key, it 
would scarcely be safe to suppose the keys 
belong to some other house.of Which you had 
no knowledge. Certainly no one would rea
son thus.

Now_the spiritual phenomena in all their 
phases, ancient and modern, may be called a 
structure of many apartments every one of 
which is unlocked by the supposition that it 
is just what it claims and purports to be. One 
would naturally suppose it was the key of 
that structure. But what has ten times more 
force is the fact that without this k^y not 
one single door can be unlocked, not one 
single fact of the million staring one in the 
face can be explained—in all the ages never 
has been explained, and so fa'r as we can see. 
never can be explained. With this key all 
the facts of Spiritualism are explained easily 
enough. It is then just what it claims to be, 
and what every mau’s common sense, who is 
well posted, would tell him it was, that is', 
were he not laboring under some prejudice or 
restraint of some kind—fear of himself or 
some body else.

This key unlocks and explains all such 
lives as Jesus and Mohomet aud Swedenborg. 
The mysteries connected with the lives of 
Moses, and Elijah, and Joseph, and Paul are 
all unlocked by the same key. Can any 
rational man claim to be intelligent on the 
subject of religion, and yet doubt that all the 
great religions, the Christian religion in
cluded, were begotten by aud have their 
basis in these spiritual phenomena? Does 
any one suppose that religion itself lias no 
basis in fact? Has it always been the great 
power on earth, and is it to-day the greatest 
powdr among men without any sort of 
foundation to stand on? Has it no 
honest parentage? - Is it a thing like jeal
ously, “begotten by-itself, born of itself”? 
One may just as reasonably say there is no 
sun. These religions all have the same root, 
sustain an intimate relation to each other, 
and all point faithfully to some great truth 
in nature. They are the offspring of some 
great fact. The question is, what fact?- The 
Christian religion^ and all religions rest upon 
the supposition that they point to immortal 
life and spirit communion..

Can any intelligent man doubt, if the facts 
of Spiritualism be explained upon any other 
hypothesis than the spiritual one, that as a 
logical -proposition all other religions must 
fall with it? With all religions and every! 
vestige of them stricken out, the world 
would present to me, at least, a pretty dark 
picture. But if not true, let them all go, for 
-it is the trnth we have to come to at last. I 
must say I have no apprehensions that any 
such*  darkness and gloom is in store for the 
human race.

If these spiritual phenomena were new, if 
tfiey were just now sprung upon the world 
for the first time, a man might well, if pos

sible. suspend his judgmentj but no, they are 
as old as fhe race and never have been, or 
could be, interpreted except in one way. Re
sides, even in their modern phase, they have 
been squarely and boldly before the whole 
civilized world for forty years, and yet no 
man of -any country, be he clergyman, poet, 
scientist or philosopher, has ever been able 
to explain rationally one of them. If he at
tempted, it, if he assayed to imitate or ex
plain a single one, he did it with an hundred 
other facts, more pqtent, staring him in the 
face which' he could make no pretense of ex- 

. plaining.
;; All things cohsidered, for myself, I feel 
like saying with one of old, “Lord I believe; 
h'elp Thou mine unbelief.” •

' i Denver, Colo. D. D. Belden.

■i- Strange Hallucinations.• * \
.A brilliant young lawyer of Boston, who 

was a light-of social as well as of legal cir
cles; has recently been ordered away forffiis 
health under rather peculiar circumstances. 
He has been suffering from overwork, and 
his disease took the form of a singular hallu
cination. Everybody, no matter under what 
circumstances seen.- appeared to him to be 
back to him. The people with whom he 
talked, the persons he met on the street, the 
partner with whom he danced, and his phy
sician to whom he went in his-.affliction, all 
persistently turned themselves away from 
him, until he seemed doomed to the terrible 
curse of living among his fellows and yet of 
never beholding a human, face again.

“When the thing first took hold of me,” he 
said, in talking of the trouble, “I of course , 
did not understand what had happened, and 
I made some awkward blunders. I-do not 
know how soon I should have realized that 
the trouble was . with.me if I had not gone 
to the theater and found that the actors ail 
turned their backs to the, audience. I kne w 
that that couldn’t be, and as I had begun to. 
understand that the dickens was to pay with 
me, I passed a pleasant evening wondering 
if my brain had turned wrong side out or up
side down, and if. I should ever know any
thing right end foremost again; I had a 
lady with me, and she observed that I was*,  
rather gloomy; so I told her a yarn about the 
play’s having affecting associations with a 
favorite cousin who had died suddenly. Then 
I reflected that if my brain h|d gone wrong I 
could still invent a lie at need, and that was 
some comfort.” . . .
" The absurdity of the illusion has made it 
talked about at various*  dinner ' parties, and- 
the conversation thus started ha9 brought to 
light a couple of instances in which the de
lusion was quite as odd. One was the case of 

/a municipal Judge who was in his time, well 
known in Boston. The ¿trick . which his 
imagination played him was connected 
with a certain reprobate who rwas con
tinually appearing before the police court, 
and who was thoroughly known to the po
lice, both on. account of his offenses and a 
certain devilish ingenuity he displayed in 
evading justice by adroit and specious pleas. 
Whenever this offender had been before him 
Judge X. saw his likeness in the next two 
prisoners brought up before him. The like
ness was perfect, but he always declared that 
the first time it. occurred he was fully aware 
that it was simply a delusion. He tried va- * 
rious experiments with himself, such as hav
ing a woman brought up next to the rogue 
whose likeness haunted him, but the'woman 
took the shape of the man even to his gar
ments. Judge X. had the man brought up at 
the end of a sitting, but the hallucination 
reached over to the court of .the next day; and 
the first two criminals were disposed of in 
the likeness of the other. The delusion nev
er occurred with any other prisoner, and it 
ceased when the man at last died in a drunk
en brawl. Judge X. .had a theory that at 
some time when the fellow was before him 
he had bad the thought, natnrally enough be
gotten of the man’s constant reappearance, 
“f am always judging you,” or “I have 
sentenced-you at least twice this morning,” 
.or something of the sort, as he n >t infre
quently reflected in thecourae-of his session; 
and that the reflection, for some unknown 
reason, had been vivid enough to bring about 
its own apparent fulfillment. Whether this 
explanation would be accepted by the author
ities, I am not prepared to say.

The other ease to which allusion was made 
in connection to that of the lawyer was that 
of a clergyman who declares that all persons 
who come into church after the service has • 
begUD, even if- they be men, take on for his 
eyes the likeness of a singular elderly maiden 
lady who in the village where his childhood ‘ 
was passed habitually came to service tardi
ly. Even when his own wife comes in late : 
and takes her place in the pastor’s pew he is 
enabled to identify her only by the place'" 
where she sits; and the singular thing is that 
the false appearance does not disappear till 
the benediction has beeu pronounced.. When; 
the clergyman closes his eyes to invoke a' 
blessing upon the congregation as they de
part to their homes he sees - before him a 
dozen copies of the old maid whose bones 
have reposed this qnarter of a1 century in a 
New England country graveyard; whep he 
opens them again these weird figures have 
been transformed ins» his neighbors or even 
into the members of his own family, if it has 
chanced that they have been tardy in their 
coming to the sanctuary.—[Chicago Trib
une. ' e •
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ORGANIZATION.

"NlARY V. PRIEST. .
After long delays and hope deferred conse

quent upon the snow-blockade and the wash
outs upon our far western railways, I am again 
made happy by the illumined face of one of 
the dearest friends that Uncle Sam brings to 
me—the Journal. It inky seem late to com
ment upon the article by the Rev. A. N. Al- 
cott but I cannot resist the appeal which 
comes to me from the beyond to say some
thing more . upon this question of organiza
tion. How truthfully and how graphically 
he has painted the picture of a modern 
cburch, aud how perfectly in accord with the . 
line of your work. , Of all the writers who 
have expressed themselves on this subject, 
no one has shown such comprehension'and 
intuitive perception of the needs of the hour. 
His is evidently a soul emancipated from the 
one-idea slavery which dominates so many 
minds; and it has always seemed to me that 
it dominates more arbitrarily the minds of 
Spiritualists than any other sect with which 
I am acquainted. Their one truth of spirit ’ 
return most be kept persistently to the fore, 
elpe they retire to such fields as will ad
mit of the marshalling of their pet theory in 
advance of all other leading forms of truth. 
When I read in his article, "Modern religion 
now has need of all the scriptures, litera
tures, sciences, facts and truths of the' 
world,” l am forcibly reminded of so many 
like.expressions given to the world byrEmer-7 
son whose compeers rightly named “the seer : 
of Concord.” His lofty vision caught glimpses : 
of the Church of the Spirit arid predicted ; 
that which the Journal is now struggling i 
for. Like a rainbow of promise, .all the bril
liant .hues of love ahd hope are borne in upon’i 
my heart as I read his soulful utterances. 
His essays auound in the prediction of 
a modern church built upon the basis which / 
the Journal has laid. He says in his essay - 
on worship, “The religion which is to guides 
and "fulfill the present and comiDg ages, 
whatever else it be must be intellectual. 
The scientific mind must have a faith which 
ia science... .There will be a new church 
founded on moral science, at first cold and 
naked, a babe in the manger again, the alge
bra and mathematics of ethical law, thu 
church of men to come, without-shawms, or 
psaltery, or sackbut; but it will have heaven ' 
arid earth for its bgams and rafters, science 
for Bymbol and illustration... .Let us have 
nothing now which is not its own evidence.”

Can anything,more perfectly outline the 
Church of the Spirit, and are we not fulfill
ing as divine a prophecy as was ever contain
ed in holy writ in the establishment of this 
creed which is “its own evidence,” this 
church “which has heaven and earth for its 
beams and rafters and science for symbol 
and illustration.” Surely the Over-Soul is 
kindling the spark of truth in our hearts and 

-minds and iri wisely directing and guiding- 
us to that/higher civilization, that nobler 
and broader education which1 must inevita
bly follow the spirit of progress.

Seattle, Washington.
• ■ ’———
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W. M. STEVENS.
The benefits to be derived from organiza

tion are so many and numerous that all Spir- 
itlmiists at once give their assent thereto. 
Among the many objects to be attained there
by I may mention: To spread abroad a knowl
edge of what we eelieve to be the truth; to 
protect thp believers in said knowledge and 
give them courage and influence; to provide * 
me&aa by which to spread a knowledge which 
we believe would promote the happiness of 
ail. mankind; to promote harmony and socia
bility among.the members of the order and 
thus promote their happiness.

This is a work much needed in the world, 
at present, and every earnest, thoughtful 
mind will be awake, and willing to assist 
by all means.within his power. **

The question ‘ then arises, How can thia 
work be done so as to be most effectual and 
call to its aid the greatest number of able 
workers? It is proposed -to callthe organ
ization a Church. Webster defines a “Church”' 
as follows: 1. “A building set apart for 
Christian worship.” 2., “A formally organ
ized body of Christian believers, worshiping' 
together.” 3. “A body of Christian believ
ers observing the same rights arid having the 
same ecclesiastical authority.” 4.‘.‘The col
lective body of Christians, or of those who 
acknowledge Christ as the Savior of man
kind.” To call it the “Church of the Spirit” 
would not define its nature or belief, for all 
churches could claim the same name. One 
object in organizing is to bring together as 
many desirable, useful, able members as can . 
be done. Now, it appears to the writer that 
the name alone would frighten away many 
who would, under another name, become most 
useful members. A church is defined and 
understood to be, an organization for Chris
tian worship. It is associated with all |h& 
superstition, intolerance, persecution and 

,wickedness of the past. In its name the besfr'"''^ 
and bravest of mankind have been tortured t 
to death by all the most cruel means that 
human fiends could devise. All past history 
is black with the crimes of the church. The 
largest number of Christians in the world , 
still approve of these crimes, at least we are 
led to believe so in the case of Bruno.

What Spiritualists want appears to me to- 
be a “Society” in which all can work har-r 
moniously, and in which no one will be ex
cluded on account of bis belief. If in such 
society any one believes in the influence and 
power of prayer, let him pray; if he believes 
in exorcising evil spirits in the “name of 
God,” let him thus exorcise. All members of 
such society must be so pure and harmoni
ous in their lives as to pray and desire tha - 
aid and wisdom of the best, purest and wisest 
of spirits. The certain knowledge of a new 
world of being, a world of such vast propor
tions, that we feel as if we stood upon th» 
threshold of a new universe, brings with it 
new relations, duties and benefits. What
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Spiritualists want to know, above all oth _ 
things are the relations we bear to this new 
ly discovered country and our consequent 
duties, rights, and conduct in relation there
to. Are there not spirits who can tell ns 
something more than we know on this sub 
ject of organiz-itiou? We are aware that all 
creeds are represented in the spiritual world, 
what we want is the advice $ud knowledge 
of those who have passed above and beyond 
the sphere of earthly creeds. If we are not 
sufficiently advanced to receive such teach
ings let us not organize into a “Church” but 
into an “Harmonial Society,” where we can 
be assisted by the best and purest spirits of 
this world as well as the next. I see many of 
your responses express views to the same ef
fect as those of your correspondent. Bro. E. 
G Raiford says, “Spiritualism must be im
pressed upon the public mind, not as seeking 
to establish a creed, dogma, dr religion, but 
upon its merits as the Grandest revealment 
of the age, at once in harmony with reason 
and natural jnstice.”

Lancaster, Kansas. •

sort for the weary, nurses during the summer 
season, where they may rest and recuperate 
after their arduous duties at the bedsides of 
the sick. It comprises two acreB of land with 
buildings on Bell island, a beautiful retreat 
just off the main promontory at Norwalk, 
Connecticut.

0F INTEREST TO WOMEN

RIPE MIDDLE AGE.
A quarter of a century ago a married wo

man of thirty was extinguished under ¡a cap 
and remanded to the regioqsof dullness. Her 
growing daughters monopolized her thought 
and time. They were first in everything— 
their wishes, tastes and inclinations were all 
in all. At forty she had quite done with the 
active interests of life. All that remained 
to her was the supervision of the domestic 
economy, the missionary society, and the 
endless making of patchwork. Her time was 
not something to be economized, too valuable 

1 to be wantonly wasted. It involved no choice 
of duties, no substitution of the more impor
tant for those less pressing, for she had none 
beyond those which were classified under the 
head of natural responsibilities. The exist
ence of unmarried women was even more 
circumscribed, for they had not even natural 
responsibilities—home, husband and child
ren with which to occupy themselves. It was 
this disregard'of the experience and wisdom 
which ought to come with years well lived 
that won for hs the pitying contempt of Eu 
ropeans. The American spoiled child was 
justly looked upon with horror as dominat
ing society and arrogating to itself the place 
and distinction which in Europe were reserv
ed for its elders.

We have learned at last one wholesome 
lesson from our neighbors on the other side 
of the Atlantic, and the woman of maturer 
years, married or unmarried,is slowly claim
ing and taking her rightful place. It is as
tonishing what things are beiDg done by 
grandmothers—women past fifty, who have 

• raised their children and have them “ settled 
in homes of their own.” Onee they would have 
droned in the chimney corner over their 
knitting or the patchwork above mentioned. 
Now they have been inspired by the u liver- 
sal spirit of enlightenment and must do their 
part in the work of the world outside of 
home. Nearly all the philanttitopie work of 
the present has been originatedxMrtf is con
trolled by mothers of grown children, or by 
unmarried women past forty. They consti
tute the larger part of the membership of art 
and literary clubs, of the societies connected 
with the churches. They hold conventions, 

■ - influence legislation, and keep a sharp eye 
on those in authority who need watching.

The writer visited a friend several years 
ago and saw upon her walls several studies 
in oil, remarkable for strength and original
ity. When the hostess was questioned she 
said: “They are my mother’s work. She 
never knew that she had any talent, and nev
er took a lesson in drawing until she was 
past fifty. Now she paints incessantly, and 
it is a constant pleasure to her and to us all.” 
China painting has been taken up late in life 
by women who served-an apprenticeship, not 
in the line of art, but in cooking, sewing 
and housekeeping.

In a western city the organist in one of the 
large churches is a gray-haired woman be
tween fifty and sixty. She is an enthusiastic 
musiciau. and could not read a note until 
she was fifty years old.

Helen Hunt Jackson was forty years old 
before she found in her writing a solace for 
bereavement and sorrow.

In the country the farmers’ wives are in
teresting themselves in temperance and pol
itics.- The general circulation of the news
paper has been a godsend to them, and they 
have been quick to act upon its suggestions, 
and so broaden and brighten their lives.

The days have passed in which women are 
to be wives and mothers, and nothing more. 
Their duty in that direction will always be 
paramount to every other consideration, but 
for the cultivated and active mind it is not 
-enough. Knowledge and wisdom confer pow
er, and power in either man or woman will 
find fitting scope, as water seeks a level. The 
education of women within the last twenty- 

- five years has revolutionized society, and the 
blessings which have come with it are not 
only permanent, but they will be increased.

The ultra conservatives who cannot adjust 
themselves to the new conditions may well 
say, with the doughty Sir Anthony Absolute, 
“ All this is the natural consequence of teach
ing girls to read.” But what is done cannot 
be undone, and no feminine human being in 
possession of her faculties will give up one 
Inch of the solid ground which has been 
gained.

Old age, instead of being full of terrors, so 
far as women nowadays are concerned, ought 
to be anticipated with pleasure. Noone stops 
to ask'the age of an interesting person, and 
with the full opportunities-which our times 
and our country afford, no woman of average 
intelligence has a right to be uninteresting, 
though she may have passed the allotted 
threescore years and ten. Mary H. Krout.

AN ENGLISH REFORMER.
The New York Sun recently gave this sketch 

of a well known English reformer:
Oae of the most remarkable women in Ehg- 

laud is Mrs. Meredith, who has created and 
directed the career of that complicated or
ganism known as “ Mrs. Meredith’s Institu
tion,” with a degree of unerring good judg
ment and wonderful executive ability. Her 
father, during her childhood, held an official 
position connected with the prisons in Ire
land, and was early impressed with a desire 
to do something to mitigate the desolate lives 
of the women convicts. Some time in 1860 
she began speaking at the “Social Science 
Congresses” and elsewhere, of the evils which 
resulted from the incarceration of women at 
Brixton, shut off- from all beneficial outside 
influence, and of the imperative need to make 
decent citizens of the discharged convicts. 
In 1866 she obtained leave to visit the inmates 
of the prison, aud for many years she made it 
her daily daty to go to the women prisoners 
with words of counsel and sympathy. Feel
ing that a helping hand must be stretched 
out touthe discharged prisoners if their prom
ises of reform were to be fulfilled, Mtb. Mere
dith established a refuge for them ia houses 
adjoining her own home, and later opened a 
mission on Chaplain road, where they are 
employed at laundry work or needlework, 
and no female prisoner is allowed to pass 
from out the prison gates withouKsome at
tempt being made to reclaim her to the ranks 
of honest citizens. These women, though 
hardened by crime, possess one instinct of 
womanhood hard to kill—love for their child
ren and a desire to save them from corrupting 
influences. To second this desire Mrs. Mere
dith has established a little colony of twenty 
or thirty cottages, with a school house, in
firmary and cbapel. In each cottage a family 
of ten or twelve children is honsed, and a 
kindly woman of good character is found to 
mother the family. Down in the districts of 
Wandsworth and Battersea, where poverty 
and sickness play into each other’s hands, 
Mrs. Meredith’s woman missionaries carry 
on active work of healing, both bodily and 
spiritual, both in their dispensary, and in 
the homes of the poor. Another emanation 
from her active brain was the scheme of re
lief for the women in the Irish famine. In
stead of helping them with almsgiving she 
organized a school for lace-making, and the 
handiwork produced by her pupils was so 
good that later the industry became a profit
able business, and was taken into the bands 
of some commercial dealers. In the creation 
and government of her peculiar little king
dom, Mrs. Meredith has accomplished with 
less publicity and self-advertisement than 
many so-called philanthropists display in 
opening a mission school or founding a Bible 
class. '

NOTES.
Mrs. Sara A. Underwood recently read a pa

per entitle.d “ Women in Science ” before the 
Cicilian Circle.a literary club of Chicago, 
composed entirely of women.

Mies Emily Faithful and 'Mrs. Annie Be- 
sant are both reported to be about to visit 
America with a view to investigating the 
industrial and political status of women in 
this country.

Miss Isabel F. Hapgood, the translator of 
Tolstoi, is now in St. Petersburg, where she 
expectB to receive an advance copy of a new 
work which the Russian realist has in hand.

Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell gave the inaugur
al address at the opening of the winter ses
sion of the London School of Medicine. There 
was a large attendance, including many 
notables, English and foreign.

Abby Burgess, now Mrs. Grant, has had 
charge of the Matinicus right north of the 
Penobscot river for twenty-eight years—at 
first as assistant, but was given full charge 
in 1866.

The Queen’s ladies-in waiting are begin
ning to murmur about a dress grievance. 
They only receive £300, and are expected to 
appear in a new costume at every dinner. 
The maids are compelled to trim up their 
old gowns in all possible ways, for the Queen 
has an eagle eye for old dresses, and hates 
them.

The Pan-American ladies were one of the 
holiday attractions at many of the large dry 
goods stores during the holidays. They gen
erally went about in parties of four and five, 
and were quickly identified by the crowds in 
the stores and followed about with respect
ful curiosity. The great object seemed to be 
to hear them talk, and when they were heard 
to use English all the curious folk looked 
disappointed, and even went so far as to 
whisper among themselves that they didn’t 
believe that the ladies were gefauine South 
Americans at all.

One woman has made the silk gowns of 
the Justices of the United States Supreme 
Court, for the past forty years, and she gets 
one hundred dollars for each one of them. 
They are all made alike, the only difference 
being in the material, the Chief Justice wear
ing black Chinese satin, while his associates 
are robed in black silk. The Chief Justice 
always wears a new gown when he swears 
in a President. The new gown is subject to 
a good deal of criticism by the older Justices, 
and its fit is closely scanned.

A peculiar result of the drinking of ice-cold wa
ter from a soring in Stonington, Conn., is reported. 
The water fl >ws from a crack in a high rock, and 
the veins of a man who drinks from it begin to 
swell, and he looks and fails as though he were 
about to burst for the next, ten minute v The swell
ing gradually subsides and no serious effect is felt, 
except a slight buzzing in the ears. It is the talk of 
the neighborhood, and everybody is eager to try the 
effect of the water. A specimen has been sent to 
Boston for analysis.

A New Yorker says: “Men marry their secretaries 
and typewriters so often in the business world of 
New York that there is now no novelty at all about 
the performance. I have known dozens of ench 
cases. In our house alone four mtn have married 
typewriters or women clerks within the past twelve 
months.”

California
Is reached in the most comfortable nriwer through 
Chicago and thenc9 over “The Santa Fe Route.” 
This is the most Comfortable route by reason of the 
fact that every day through cars are run from Chica
go to Los Angeles and from Chicago to San Francis
es without change, and because it is the onlyroute 
over which such accommodations can be secured.

It is the most comfortable because of its superb' 
passenger accommodations, and because it takes 
Twenty-seven Hours’ less time to go from Chicago 
to Los Angeles or San Diego over the Santa Fe 
Route than over any other. This you can demon
strate by comparing the time card with that of other 
lines.

It is decidedly the most preferable route for win
ter travel, as it ¡b far enough south to avoid the de
lays caused by snow and extreme cold experienced 
on more northerly routes, and in the summer it is 
the pleasantest by reason of the fact that soli«} road
way of the Santa Fe Route gives off little or no duet, 
and the time of the journey to Southern California 
is so much less than on other lines.

The service in the Dining Cars and in the Dining 
Rooms along the Santa Fe Rouie is an added at
traction, as on such a long journey a person desires 
properly prepared food, aud it is assured on this 
line.

The scenes along the Santa Fe Route are the most 
diversified in the United States. Beginning at Chi
cago, the most modern of the citieB of the world, it 
passes through Illinois. Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Col
orado, New Mexico and Arizona to California.

For those desiring to go to California, through 
Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver, the Santa Fe 
Route is also the most desirable, as its. own tracks 
extend from Chicago to all of those cities and con
nect in union depots with trainB of the Denver & 
Rio Grande and other lines west from the cities 
named.

Bad blood causes dyspepsia and dyspepsia reacts 
by causing bad blood. So both go on, growing 
worse, until the whole system is poisoned. The 
surest means of relief for the victim iB a thorough 
and persistent course of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

Go and do likewise. If your whiskers are griz
zly and unbecoming use Buckingham’s Dye and 
they will look as when you were younger.

Professor Wood of Philadelphia, one of the great 
authorities on such subjects, will have a paper on 
“Memory” in the forthcoming Mirch Century.

The Western Unitarian, S. S. S., 175 Dearborn 
St, Chicago, will sand a small pamphlet, “A Six 
Years’ Course of Study,” for the small sum of 15 cts. 
Tracts cn “Character Building’.’ at 20 cts. a dozen, 
and 75 cts. a hundred.

Professor John Henry Comstock, the eminent nat
uralist, begins in the Ne io York Ledger of March 1, 
a series of six articles on the study of insects, in 
which he describes, not only those inseets which are 
useful to the farmer, but also, those which destroy 
entire fields of grain, cotton and rice, and ravage 
orchards, gardens and vineyards. He demonstrates 
how it was scientifically determined that an average 
annual loss of $30,000,000 has been occa°ioned in the 
South by the cotton-worm alone; and that an aver
age loss per year, of nearly $2.400,000 has been 
brought about in'the apple crop of Illinois by the 
ravages of the codlin moth. The series is profusely 
illustrated.

Illuminated Buddhism, or the True Nirvana, by 
Siddartha Sakya Muni. The original doctrines of 
“The Light of ABia” and the explanations of the na 
tore of life in the Physical and Spiritual worlds. 
This work was recently published and the preface 
informs the reader was originally written in India 
but being so intimately connected .with the present 
religious ideality of America and'Europe an edition 
in English was the result. Price, cloth, $1.00rua- 
per cover, 50 cents. For sale here., \
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“MY WIFE IS A TERROR!”
said a mild-tempered man in our hearing. 
“She snaps and snarls and spanks her 
children, and finds fault Continually. I 
can’t bear it any longer.” Don’t be too 
severe on her, my friend ; you little realize 
her sufferings. She has lost her former 
sweet disposition, and ill health is the cause 
of it all. Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription 
will make her well.

As a powerful, invigorating tonic/it im
parts strength to the whole system, and 
to the womb and its appendages in par- 
ticular. For overworked, “ worn - out,” 
“run-down,” debilitated teachers, milliners, 
dressmakers, seamstresses, “shop-girls,” 
housekeepers, nursing mothers, and feeble 
women generally, Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Pre
scription is the greatest earthly boon, being 
unequaled as an appetizing cordial and re
storative tonic.

As a soothing and strengthening nerv
ine, “Favorite Prescription” is unequaled 
and is invaluable in allaying and subdu
ing nervous excitability, irritability, ex
haustion, prostration, hysteria, spasms and 
other distressing, nervous symptoms, com
monly attendant upon functional and 
organic disease of thé womb. It induces 
refreshing sleep and relieves mental anxi
ety and despondency.

Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is a 
legitimate medicine, carefully compounded 
by an experienced and skillful physician, . 
and adapted to woman’s delicate organiza
tion. It is purely vegetable in its composi
tion and perfectly harmless in any condition 
of the system.
“Favorite Prescription” is a positive 

cure for the most complicated and obsti
nate cases of leucorrhea, excessive flowing, 
painful menstruation, unnatural suppres
sions, prolapsus, or falling of the womb, 
weak back, “female weakness,” antever
sion, retroversion, bearing-down sensations, 
chronic congestion, inflammation and ulcer
ation of the womb, inflammation, pain and 
tenderness in ovaries, accompanied with 
“ internal heat.”
It is the only medicine for woman’s pecu

liar weaknesses and ailments, sold by drug
gists, under a positive guarantee from the 
manufacturers, to give satisfaction in every 
case, or money paid for it will be promptly 
refunded. See guarantee printed on bottle
wrapper and faithfully carried out for 
many years.

For an Illüstrated Treatise on Diseases 
of Women, 160 pages, (sent sealed in plain 
envelope,) enclose ten cents, , in stamps, 
to World’s Dispensary Medtoat, Asso
ciation, No. 663 Main Street, Buffalo, 
N.Y. ’ ’

Favorite Prescription is a

/
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C ATA R R HIw THE HEAp>no matter of how long” standing1, is per
manently cured by DR. SAGE’S CATARRH REMEDY. 50 cents, by druggists.

U/A||TEfi—NO* EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. Permanent positions guaranteed * 
VtoiIIkEubI SALARY and KXPJSN8ES PAID. Peculiar advantages to beginners Stocfe 
complete, with fast-selling specialties. OUTFIT FREE. We guarantee what wt. advertise 
Write at once to BKO WJT IS ROS., Nurserymen, Chicago, Til, (Thig house is reliable.)
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Our Heredity from God, by E. P. Powell, Bhows 
the latest bearings of science on such questions as 
God and Immortality. Mr. Powell believes that 
science is at last affording us a demonstration of our 
existence beyond death. The book is alBo a caretnl 
epitome of the whole argument for evolution.

Dr. Stockwell, author of “The Evolution of Im
mortality,” writes: “I am thrilled, uplifted and al
most' entranced by it. It is just such a book as I 
felt was coming, must come.”

Science devotes over a column to it, and says: 
“One does not always open a book treating on the 
moral aspects of evolution with an anticipation of 
pleasure or instruction.” Price $1.75.

The History of Christianity Is out in a new edition, 
price, $1.50. The works of Henry Gibbon are classed 
with standard works and should be In the lbrary of all 
thoughtful readers. We are prepared to fill any and all 
orders. Price, $1.50.

How to Magnetize by Victor Wilson is an able work 
published many years ago and repmted simply because 
the public demanded it. Price, 25 cents.

MEW.. DR- SETH ARNOLD’S MM COUGH KILLER!
Cures Whooping Cough.

Wmil I ■ Lil'Mll "My son had an attack .of 
mHaS3IMltMHW8EB Whooping Cough, and was muMMiuiasaawiM— cured by usingthree bottlesof 

I>r. Seth -Arnold's Cough 
—Killer.”—Dr. Edward c. 

AilVtElilMlMliiML Hughes, Rockford, Ill.
Druggists, 25c, 5Oc and SI per hottie.

INVESTMENTS
In Mineral or Timber Lands in Eastern Kentucky, 

West Virginia and the South-western part of Old 
Virginia, or in lots and acre property in or near the 
new and coming towns of Old Virginia,will pay over. 
10 Per Cent. Capitalists and small investorsaddresB 

. W. A. R. ROBERTSON, At- “
■ I tornevA Counsellor-at-Law,IV JV Wall St., New York City, or 
w—Bristol. Tenn.

✓

aLL ÄBOÜT XEW STATE OP Ilf ■ OlllllflTflll
Send stamp for Catechism« ESHEL- lAf A \ H I NIV I IIN
MAM, LLEWELLYN A CO.» Seattle. fVAVlIIllU I Ull

fi « ¡ii> m, K■ Ifff Book free. L.D.MrMI(.'IIAEL,M.I).
if V*  ■ ■ V V I 180 Wabash Ave.,CHICAGO, ILL.

DE. ffILFORD HALL’S
Hygienic Treatment is being used an-1 endorsed by the 

eading physicians. lawyers, clergymen, and thinking people 
hroughout tne country. For further information regarding 
his treatment call upon or send a two-cent statmp to 

A. '£*•  SATKS 
Room 46.161 LaSalle St, Chicago.
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Miss Kate Kennedy, who has been a teach
er in the public schools in San Francisco for 
more than twenty years, has just gone 
through a year’s fight with the board of edu
cation, and established the principle that the 
board cannot discharge teachers without 
cause. Miss Kennedy, having obtained leave 
of absence, made a visit East, and was sur
prised upon her return to find that her place 
had been giv^n to her substitute. The board 
of education coolly informed her that she 
was not wanted, whereupon she brought suit 
to test the legality of her discharge, mean
while making formal application every month 
for her salary. She won her case in the low
er courts; and now the Supreme Court sus
tains these decisions and orders that she be 
restored and receive her back salary.

The training school for nurses attached to 
Bellevue Hospital has received a munificent 
gift from the son of Sir Stafford Northcote 
as a memorial to his youDg and beautiful 
wife, who was tenderly and anxiously eared 
for by the nurses from that hospital during 
her fatal illness. The gift constitutes a re-

A Haunted Siiauty.

It is reported that over a year ago James Fletcher, 
an old and inoffensive resident of Bridgeville, Sulli
van county, N. Y.,died. During his life he had been 

. eccentric, and cared but little for the things of this 
-world. At times he exhibited strange religious 
freaks. On occasions he has been known to walk 
through the mountains a distance of a dozen miles 
or more to attend a Sunday morning service in 
church and then would not be seen inside the por
tals of a church for months. When asked regarding 
his religious views he would say: “I believe in God, 
man and the devil.” The little shanty that he called 
his home is yet standing, and some people declare it 
haunted by the old man’s spirit. Many persons will 
not pass it after dark. It is stated that unearthly 
yells are heard within its walls at certain hours of 
the night, and that loud cries as of a person in dis
tress are distinctly heard. Some persons living in 
the neighborhood are in favor of razing it to the 
ground.

Mr. Gladstone said in a recent address to a work
ingmen’s organization: “It waB not extravagant to 
say that although there were but 2,000,000 people 
in the thirteen American colonies at the time of the 
American revolt, yet from among those 2.000,000 of 
people there proceeded at that epoch a group of 
statesmen that might defy the whole history of the 
world to beat them in any one period of -time. Such 
were the consequences of a well-regulated and a 
masculine freedom.”

A countryman went to a store in Morgantown, VV. 
Va., the other day and purchased a kerosene lamp. 
“That’s the first one of them notions that ever come 
to my house,” he remarked. “Candles was alius 
good enough for marm and me, but darter’s got a 
beau and thinks we ort to put on a leetle style.”

The Chief Henson for the marvellous suc
cess of Hood's Sarsaparilla is found in the fact 
that thia medicine actually accomplishes all 
that i3 claimed for it. Its real merit has won 
— — . , for Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Merit Wins a popularity and sale 
greater than that of any other blood purifier. 
It cures Scrofula, all Humors, Dyspepsia, etc. 

, otiT” tiv i'. 1. llood.& Go.,Lowell, Mas»

• SEVEN

To cure Biliousness. Sick Headache, Constipation,. 
Malaria. Liver Complaints, take the safe 

and certain remedy, SMITH’S

BILE BEANS
Use the SMALL SIZE (40 little beans to the bot

tle). They are the most convenient; suit all ages. 
Price of either size, 25 cents per bottle. 
SCISSINd at 7' 17, 70: Photo-gravure, ■»■WWIIIV panel size of this picture for 4 
cents (coppers or stamps).

J. F. SMITH & CO.. *s*
 Makers of • ‘Elie Beans. ' St. Louis, Mo.

ON 30DAYS’TRIAL
THIS NEW

ELASTIC TRUSS
Has a Pad different from all 
others, Is cup shape, with Self-
ad justing Ballin center, adapts : 

itself to all positions of the body .while 
the ball in the cup presses back the 

- intestines just as a person does 
with the finger. With light pressure the Hernia is held 
securely day and night, and a radical cure certain. It is 
easy, durable and cheap, dent by mail. Circulars free.
EGGLESTON TRUSS CO.. Chicago, III.

i Watch the«e column, *
. 18 or 3 week« for a Voice V/Ah
!f*rom  Illinois. Ifomin. “I took over 1I--- - ( ’ *•  - ”

Portrait of Swift. 

From a Photograph.

i from 
f Cal-

........... .. “I took over 1OO 
orders for your albums 
last week. I never before 
made money one-quarter 
as fast. I think my profit 
will average 8100 • 
week hereafter.” 3. M. 
Swift, Oakland, California

On account of a forced 
manufacturer’s sale, 
125,000 ten dol
lar Photograph 
Albums are to be auld 
to the people for S2S each. 
Bound in Koval Crimson 
Silk Velvet Plush. Charm» 
»n £ ly decorated insides. 
Handsomest albums in the 
world. Largest size. Great- 

_____ ________ ______________ est bargains ever known. 
Agents wanted. Liberal terms. Big money for agents. Any 
one can becomes successful agent. Sells itself on sight—little 
or no talking necessary. Wherever shown, every one wants 
to purchase. Agents take hundreds and thousands of orders 

jvith rapidity never, before known. Great protits await every 
^worker. Agents are making fortune*.  Ladies make as much as 
men. You, reader, can do as well as any one. Full information 
and terms free, together with pnrticulrTrs and terms for our 
Family Bibles, Books and Periodicals. Better write us at once 
and see for yourself. Arter you know all, should you con-**̂  
elude to go no further, why no harm is done. Address, 
E. C. ALLEN «fe CO., Augusta, Maine.

BOOKS AT COST ! !
SERMONS AND SAYINGS OF REV. 

SAM P. JONES.
A volume of over 300 pages’, bound in cloth, with gold 

back stamp, Brice, 7,5 cents.

WONDERS OF PRAYER.
a book of well-authenticated and wonderful answeg 

to prajer. Revised by Maj, D. W. Whittle. Elegantl 
bound in cloth, with gold stamp on back and front. 
Price, 75 cents.

We have only a limited number of these books left 
Order at once. Sent post-paid upon receipt of price. 
Remit by postal note, money order, or express money order.

Address, Ik A NY El. AMBROSX,
Randolph 45 Street. Chicago,Ill

A Superb Rose

DINSMORE”
! Should he in every garden that it, 16 not al- 
i ready adorning. It is entirely hardy, endur- 
I ing our severest winters, of large size, perfect 
! form, deep crimson in color, deliciously fra- 
i grant, and blooms continuously during the 
i whole season, so that roses can be gathered 
I from it almost every day from June to Octo- 
i ber. Remember, it is ever-blooming, hardy 
! as an oak, with the rich crimson color and 

delicious fragrance of Gen. Jacqueminot
Price, 40 cents each ; three for $1.00; 

seven for $2.00; twelve for $3.00; free 
by mail. •»
^gpa»With every order for a single plant or 

more, will be sent, gratis, oursuperb 
catalogue of (cEverything for the Gar
den” (the price of whiqh is 25 cents), to
gether with,our new “JEnsay on Garden 
Culture of the Jiose,,f on condition that 
you will say in what paper you saw thi s,adver- 
tisement. Club orders for THREE, SEVEN or 
TWELVE plants can have the catalogue seut, 
when desired, to the separate address of each 
member comprising the Club, provi-awg^rfi 
ded always that the paper is named.Peter Henderson & Co.

35 & 37 Cortlandt St.,¿New York.
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BOOK ON SDEIMUMS ;
OR.

GUIDE FOR MEDIUMS AND INVOCATORY.
Containing the Special Instruction of the Spirits on the 

Theory of all kinds of Manifestations: The Means of Com-, 
municating with the Invisible World’ The Development Of 
Mediumship; .The Difficulties and the Dangers that are to be 
Encountered in the Brattice of Spiritism.

By ALL.Kx KAKDF.C

Translated from the French by Emma A. Wood. , 
This work is printed on fine tinted paper, large 12mo, - 

4.60pp. Cloth, beveled boards, black and gold.
Price, $1.50. Postage Free.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religu. Philosophi
cal Publishing House, Chicago.
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SPEC1AL NOTICES.
fhe Rkligio-Philosophioal Journal, desires it to be 

diatlBctly understood that It can accept no responsibil
ity as to the opinions expressed by Contributors and 
Correspondents. Free and open discussion within cer
tain limits is Invited, and In these circumstances writers 
are alone responsible for the articles to which their 
names are attached.

Exchanges- and Individuals In quoting from the Rk- 
tioio-Philosophical . journal, are requested to dls- 
lngulsh between editorial articles and the communica

tion. of correspondents.
Anonymous letters and communications will not be 

noticed The name and address of, the writer are re
quired as a guaranty of good faith. Rejected manu
scripts cannot be preserved, neither will they be re
turned, unless sufficient postage Is sent with the request.

When newspapers or magazines are sent to the 
Journal, containing matter for special attention, the 
sender will please draw a line around the article to 
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FOR FIFTY CENTS this paper will be sent 
io any address in the United States or Canada 
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Persons receiving copies of the Religio- 
Philosophical Journal, who have not sub
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supplied by a friend and that the paper is 
either paid for by some one or is sent with 
the hope of closer acquaintance. TJiose re
ceiving copies in this way will incur no finan
cial responsibility and the paper will cease 
going after the time paid for in the one case 
or after four weeks in the jther.

fossils; Lyell in his study of geology; Wal
lace in his studies as a naturalist;Whitney in 
his studies as a philologist. The more ad
vanced of the clergy have adopted the theory 
of evolution, in one form or another, and 
some of them are trying to harmonize it with 
their interpretations of the scriptures. Lead
ing men of science regarding evolution as 
established, now make it the starting point 
for further investigation, not deeming it 
worth while to add to the literature already 
published in its defence.

The Journal referred to the common con
ception of “personality,” and then added 
that such words “cannot, without a perver
sion of language, be applied to that which is 
without limit in space or time, that which is 
not a growth but the cause of all growth; 
that which has no environment,but of which 
all forms and conditions revealed in con
sciousness, are manifestations.” The ob
ject was to show how thought is “cabined» 
cribbed and confined” by sense-boundaries 
afy the limited meaning of- words used to 
describe that which we hold to be illimitable.

Whether the Journal’s “theory of the ori
gin of intelligence, morality, etc.,” is dog
matic may be judged from the following sen
tences reproduced from the article with which 
fault is found. “But since man with his in
telligence and his moral and religious na
ture is the outcome of millions of years of 
change—is the flower of evolution—may we 
not infer that the energizing and controlling 
.force of th'e universe is somewhat akin to the 
highest that has appeared, even though we 
cannot conceive it under the limitations of 
sense and form...... If, however, the words
[intelligence and personality] convey no ade
quate or correct idea of the eternal energy it 
does not follow that it is less than these 
words imply. Indeed intelligence and per
sonality have been evolved by the Power back 
of evolution, and it is a conclusion warrant
ed by good logic and sound philosophy that 
this Power is greater than its productsand 
therefore greater than what we know as hu
man intelligence and personality.”

The editorial was an argument against 
materialism and an attempt to show, on sci
entific and philosophic grounds, that mind, 
not matter, is the controlling power of the 
universe, and that we must look beyond ma
terial phenomena to an Ultimate Cause, psy
chical or spiritual in its nature, for the ex
planation of even the color of an orange or 
the hardness of a piece of steel.

A STRAIGHTFORWARD STATEMENT.
In the First Person Singular the Editor 

and Publisher Addresses his Constitu
ents on Matters of Mutual interest.

I

Ì

hosts of rational minds and brave hearts on 
both sides of life, only waiting for some 
channel through which to reach the world 
and do their work. I claim, therefore, no 
originality of conception of the situation; 1 
only say that being so placed I did not shrink 
from the task which seemed mine by force 
of circumstance or spirit design, as one may 
choose to think, and that I have labored un
ceasingly and as wisely as I could. The 
wide-spread awakening, the increasing mor
al sense, the grand reformation in the ranks 
of Spiritualism, now clearly discernible from 
the Atlantic to the Pacific, is full justifica
tion of the wisdom of the Journal’s course, 
and a rich satisfaction to those who have 
steadfastly aided it during years of struggle 
which tried the bravest hearts. I desire 
right here to gratefully acknowledge the 
warm sympathy and moral support which 
has been given the Journal in its Herculean 
efforts and without which I could neither 
have endured the ever present strain nor 
have remained the agent of mortals and spir
its in the great work of regeneration and up
building of the spiritual kingdom on earth. 
The depth of my gratitude to these dear 
friends, a majority of whom I have never met, 
is unspeakable; the warm magnetic currents 
constantly flowing in upon me from them,, 
feed my spirit, and body and inspire me in 
hours of trial with strength sufficient for the 
taskj. I feel bound to this host of co-workers 
by ties stronger than a three-fold cord and 
as enduring as eternity.

Before much constructive work was possi
ble it seemed essential to do a large amount 
of tearing down; the iconoclast had first to 
destroy the idols set up on every hand in the 
Spiritualist domain; the work of discrimina
tion and differentiation was the first to be 
done. Necessarily this was an educational 
work, and not to be successfully accomplish
ed except by long and persistent effort. In 
carrying forward this work the Journal has 
occupied a peculiar and somewhat unique 
position, one fall of hazard and perplexity. 
Reformation within sectarian or party lines 
has in the past been all but impracticable; 
history is full of failures; and those who es- 

■ say such a work are sure to be misunderstood 
and misrepresented by many, and malicious
ly abused by those whose selfish interests are 
linked with the old order of things.

The Journal’s task has been doubly diffi
cult,- aud for these reasons: (1) The general 
public,including Spiritualists, is accustomed 
to regard all papers as purely business enter
prises and consequently to class the Journal 
in the same category with newspapers in 
general, as being published for the profit in 
the business or to afford occupation and 
pleasure for the owner; (2) hence I have had 
to meet the public on its cold, hard, strictly' 
business side, and as a publisher, struggle to 
maintain the financial side of the paper; (3) 
while on the other hand, as editor I have, by 
virtue of the positiou, been doing a purely 
educational work and one which sharply an
tagonizes the financial side of the concern 
at times. It is needless to say that never in 
the slightest degree have the pecuniary in
terests of the Journal colored or warped the 
editorial policy; you already know they have 
not. I could tell you of instances where I 
have declined large benefactions because 
their acceptance was coupled with conditions 
that would have committed the Journal to. 
courses detrimental to the best interests of4 
Spiritualism, as the would-be benefactors 
will eventually see; indeed as they already 
begin to realize.

The result of the steadily increasing de
mand of rational Spiritualists seconded and 
emphasized by reasonable requirements ask
ed by a vast body of intelligent, interested 
inquirers, and voiced throngh the Religio- 
Philosophical Journal, has been to narrow 
the field of uncertainty, lessen the traffic in 
commercial Spiritualism, quicken the moral 
sense of the Movement and turn the course 
of Spiritualist work toward higher and safer 
grounds. The outlook for pure Spiritualism 
is most encouraging. The time is at hand 

^when systematic, orderly and general con
structive work is possible, beyond anything 
in the past. In this work I feel that the 
Journal must take a leading part; and in 
order to do this promptly and effectively it 
needs increased resources and continuous co
operation.

During the past ten years, fully $150,000 
has been spent by antagonists of the Jour
nal in attempting to ruin it and drive me 
from a work which I never sought, but which 
when thrust upon me I strove to do to the 
best of my ability. In spite of the powerful 
and vindictive opposition, born of ignorance, 
fraud and immcrality; in spite of the harm 
which misrepresentation, whether innocent
ly or maliciously made, has worked me and 
the Journal among good people not in a posi
tion to mistrust or readily discover their er
ror, in spite of all this.the Journal has stead
ily held its way and to-day has a wider influ
ence, a higher standard and is an abler pa
per than ever in the past. The cost of this 
long struggle to my wife and myself, cannot 
be measured by money. A very few know 
something of our trials, sacrifices, heart
aches and never-ceasing Btrain; the history 
of these years can never be known in its fall- 
ness by any but ourselves; neither is it es
sential that it should. My only purpose in 
this paragraph is to show you, briefly, how 
the Journal may be rated as a great suc
cess, a powerful educational and reformatory 
agent, with potent influence in the Spiritual
ist ranks and commanding the respectful at
tention of the secular press and the world at 
large, how it may be all this, with a splendid 
record behind it, a present healthful strength 
aud a future full of glorious promise, and 
still need your assistance and co-operation in. 
a work which is as much yours as mine.

' i

. AThe special work of the Journal for the 
past few years is near . completion, nearer 
than any one not intimately conversant with 
the esoteric workiogs of the Movement can • 
believe. The time for building is come; con
structive (not sectarian) work can soon be 
begun; and I honestly think the Journal is 
the most promising and safest center from 
which to prosecute it.

With no general bureau of information, or 
for missionary purposes, supported by a spe
cial fund, the burden falls upon the Spiritu
alist press, and naturally the Journal car
ries the most of it, for reasons above given. 
This work, while it does not show publicly, 
and is a severe tax, yet is of vital conse
quence to the cause of Spiritualism, indeed 
is second only to that of the Journal itself 
aud should be continued. With adequate 
financial resources, enabling its to take ad
vantage of many avenues of profit now either 
closed or only partly developed, the Journal 
could make these dependent activities self- 
supporting and even revenue producing aux
iliaries. To accomplish this, aa well as to 
improve the Journal and widen the field of 
its influence and the general work carried 
on in its office, I have long felt that a

\ stock company •
should be organized. As you already know 
I took out a license to organize such a com
pany wit 1

$50,000 capital,
of which sum there has been subscribed to 
date $20,000. While I have said nothing 
about it for some months in thé Journal, 
the scheme has never been abandoned nor 
work on it allowed to stop. ' Since the first 
publication of the prospectus of the proposed 
corporation under the name of the Religio- 
Philosophical Publishing House, events 
have more and more clearly shown the ne
cessity of such an enterprise. The time now 
seems propitious for pushing the effort to com
plete the stock subscription. The Thirty Thou
sand Dollars remaining to be taken must be 
subscribed by May 1st and this ought to be 
easily done.' In another column will be 
found the Prospectus of the Company and I 
earnestly ask the friends of true Spiritual
ism to do their duty. That the stock will pay 
a fair dividend is reasonably certain. I 
make no alluring promises of extraordin ry 
profit, only assuring subscribers that the con
cern will be prudently and vigorously con
ducted.

ulates of His being—such at least as the 
finite mind most delights to contemplate and 
feel—that “God is the Universal Father.” ' 
Here is our starting-point for an organiza
tion which looks to the bringing together of 
all who believe in spirit.

La Salle Philosophy.

Í.

To the Hypercritical.

Mr. E. C. Hegeler, the La Salle philosopher 
is still expounding his thought. In a recent 
article he says: “In conclusion let me add , 
that I deem it of the utmost importance to 
retain of (sic) the belief in the immortality 
of the soul or the mind, and to guide into the 
right channels, that, thereof which is true. 
The true belief in the immortality of the 
soul is, I think, the highest of the ideas that 
jointly constitute the soul, and the strong
est factor in its struggle for existence.’* 
Here the soul is constituted of ideas, the !■ 
highest of which and “the strongest factor in 
its (the soul’s) struggle for existence,” is 
“belief in immortality.” But in the next 
paragraph this philosopher says: “Mind or 
soul is not a mystical something, a bodiless 
essence, a spiritual hobgoblifi; it is the form
structure of our brain, produced by our edu
cation in the widest sense in which that term 
is used...... The form-structure of the human
brain, the soul of man, is the result of the 
work and struggle of the living world on 
earth for millions of years. To preserve this 
work of art of Nature’s making and to develop 
it to a higher form in the rising generation,, 
seems to me to constitute the main duty of 
our life.” Here the bouI of man is the form
structure of the human brain, but since this 
lasts but a few years, dissolving at death and 
returning to an inorganic , condition like all 
other portions of the body,. what sort of an 
immortality is that which has no more per
manent basis than “the form-structure of the 
brain”? The improvement of the brain in 
the rising generation is of course desirable, 
yet a succession of generations, each made 
up of personalities that live only a few years 
and then lose all consciousness and identity 
would be the immortality of the race, if this 
succession could go Gn forever, but not the 
immortality of any one member of the race. 
However, science shows that this planet was 
once without any “form structure of the 
brain,’¿and indicates that the time will come 
when the conditions will not- admit of even 
the lowest forms of life. The extinction of 
the human race on*  this globe, which will 
probably come some time, will be the end of 
the soul as defined by Mr. H. The belief in 
the immortality of the soul that has no deeper 
or more durable basis than the “form-struc
ture of the brain” has no foundation in 
science, nor in common sense.

•*7
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It is impossible to give in the short space 
usually allotted to an editorial that which 
will cover the entire ground in logical or
der of any given line of thought. As a gen- 

X jaral rule much has to be left to the culture 
of the reader, as sei'-evident truths can be 
asserted and their application and dis^ri 
iuation made only by he thoughtf ul</A9 
instance, we have in mind the crifticis 
both in private letters and in public utte 
ances through the Journal, of the article 
which appeared in these columns a few 
weeks ago—a leader headed: “The Religion 
of Humanity and Church of the Spirit.” In 
that article we laid down the general propo
sition for guidance that the fault of all the 
past had been the attempt to define God. We 
declared the attempt impracticable; that 
all attempts to define the all of the Supreme 
Being were impossible, for the simple reason 
that He is Infinite; and man is finite. We gave 
as proof of this the attempts of Budhism, 
Brahmanism and Gospel Christianity to de
fine the undefinable. As we stated we be
lieve to betrue. But it is asserted in criticism% that in presenting the “creed” we contradict 
ourself by defining God as the “Universal 
Father.”

Those who have made the above criticism 
forget that in other articles we have also 
stated that all |he crystallized definitions of 
God, wrought out in the experience of man— 
an experience which ha3r-been taken up into 
the religious consciousness of the race, are 
true but not the whole truth. Individuals 
can define God as much as they please and if 
time demonstrates their correctness they are 
to be accepted as among accumulated treas
ures. Only in this way can God reveal Him
self to finite conception. Reject no truth 
which humanity, in 'its long experience 
throngh the ages, has made a part of its life. 
The point we insist on is that the door shall 
not be closed to the acquisition of more 
truth—more knowledge of the infinite.

Writing for Spiritualists, endeavoring to 
get a foothold for some sort of organiza
tion to inaugurate practical work for the 
good of man. we gave what all well 
rounded-out Spiritualists have thought on 
the subject, and the teachings of spirits for 
forty years: “That God is the Universal 
Father and man is the universal brother” as 
the gist of what is wanted; a clause of 
course to be added covering what no other 
religious body accepts into its creed—the 
demonstrated proof that through spirit man
ifestations, man is “assured of personal ex
istence beyond the grave.”

With this in mind the reader can see that 
our limitation—“definition,” if one pleases, 
is perfectly legitimate and proper. We only 
assert one definition; we do not deny others. 
That would be to do the very thing we claim 
cannot be done. Have as many definitions 
as one pleases, but don’t claim that any one ■ 
or many definitions exhausts the entire realm 
of conceiving or thinking of God. Philoso
phy teaches that man arrives at knowledge 
of the Absolute by concepts; but that no con
cept exhausts His fullness. Hegel and 
other German thinkers tried this and failed. 
Theology of course can make no such claim. 
We repeat: Do not attempt to defi&e in full-, 
ness the Absolute; that is impossible, but 
man can safely assert some postulate or post-

ì

The “Herald” Hits it,Criticism and Reply.
•In regird to the editorial which appeared 

in the Journal of Feb. 22, entitled “Spirit
ualism versus Materialism,” a friend writes: 
“Have rehd your leader the third time. It 
aeems to me there is a little dogmatism in 
the fourth part. How do you know that this 
world, etc., has been evoluting for millions 
of ages? There is just as much scientific au
thority in the opposite direction. See some 
citations^Martensen. Also you have a very 
narrowwew, it seem9 to me,' as to person
ality; your theory of the origin of intelli
gence, morality, etc., is equally dogmatic. 
You see I am hitting you from your own 
claimed standpoint. I like the article. It is 
timely and meets a long-felt want.”

The proofs that this world was not al
ways in the condition it is now in, that once 
there was not even the lowest form of life on 
its surface, and that its present condition 
has been reached bjr a series of slow, progres
sive changes extending through millions of 
years, Are numerous and very strong. These 
facts are sufficiently shown in elementary 
scientific works and they are not in dispute 
among those acquainted with geology. Just 
how uld the earth is no one pretends to say, 
(except here and there a theological survival 

t who is satisfied with the 6,000 years’ notion) 
but whether geologists estimate 25.000,000 

’/years or—as Prof. Geikee'does—100.000,000 
years, as the period of the earth’s duration, 

’they are agreed that the time is so great that 
it is iucomprehensible/nnd as Prof. Le Conte 
says, constitutes a practical eternity.

That the lower forms of life existed on the 
- earth at a period very remote is proven 

by “the testimony of the rocks,” and is ad
mitted by all paleontologists, and by 
all whose knowledge of the subject ren
ders them competent to understand the 
evidence. This fact is not in dispute 
among ; men of science. That the organic 
forms now on the earth are generally differ
ent from those once existing is beyond 
controversy. That there was a time since 
life appeared on this globe when none of the 
higher forms existed is admitted by all. Now 
•these organic forms, high and low, came 
pither by speeial creation, or they have been 
produced by descent with modifications from 
pre-existing forms. The latter theory is 
caHed evolution. Of the hypothesis of special 
creation there is no proof whatever. It is a 
mere a priori hypothesis, and belongs to 
primitive speculation. The theory of evolu
tion, on/the contrary, has its foundation, in 
observed facts and known principles, and 
the- proo^ of its truth is of a varied and 
cumulative character. It is a scientific and 
not merely a speculative theory, aud it has 

r been adopted by men of science generally. 
Naturalists are .peculiarljfeqnalified to judge 
as to the strength of the.evidence for evolu
tion, and all naturalists of standing are evo
lutionists.

Prof. Asa Gray, the distinguished botanist, ( 
found irresistible proofs of evolution in his |
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Subscribers and Readers of the Journal: 
I address you in a straightforward, candid 

way, and bespeak your patient attention 
and earnest consideration for what I have to 
say. As most or you know, I was suddenly 
called to my present position March 15,1877, 
under circumstances calculated to test the 
metal of any man. I had been for the ten 
preceding years business manager of the 
Religio-Philosophical Journal, and a close 
observer of the Spiritualist .Movement and 
its personnel. I realized the stupendous im
portance to the world of a knowledge of the 
phenomena, philosophy and ethics of Spirit
ualism, and had quite clearly defined ideas 
of what our Cause needed in order to develop 
its tremendous potencies for good, and to de
stroy, or at least reduce to their minimum, 
the maleficent agencies which were eatiDg 
at the very vitals of the Movement. I soon 
began a vigorous effort to place Spiritualism 
so far as possible on a scientific basis, as to 
its central claim. To dd this it was neces
sary to analyze the claims made by persons 
assuming to be mediums, to point out how 
and where observers had been and were be
ing misled, to expose fraud and deception 
wherever found and however strongly forti
fied with prestige, influence and general 
credence. Many of -the Journal’s readers 
will recall the storm, which my course evok
ed, a storm whose thunders,- appalling to 
faint hearts, may still be heard rumbling 
faintly in the distance as the clouds retreat 
before the refulgeht rays of the sun of 
rational thought and scientific methods. A 
considerable number of reputable, and more 
or less representative, Spiritualists stood 
aghast at the course of treatment the Journal 
had adopted to remedy the evils. They wrote 
in terms like this: “For God’s -sake hold on I 
For the sake of Spiritualism/pause! Your 
coarse will destroy the Movement. All you 
assert is true and you do not begin to portray 
the real rottenness; still it will not do to ex
pose it to Spiritualists even, much less to 
the mocking, critical world.’’ While respect
ing these good friends, I felt the imperative 
necessity was upon me, and I had such per
fect faith in Spiritualism that I was reaay to 
pit it in its purity and simple truthfulness 
against all the world, confident of its vital- 
ty, and power to withstand the severest 
scrutiny and to endure the capital operation 
necessary to remove th'e cancerous fungi.that 
had attached to it. I felt that delay and pro
crastination would only defer wh«^was 
inevitable, and in the end bring irretrievable 
ruin, whereas, if the exigencies of the case 
were at once fearlessly grappled and re
formation begun in earnest, the danger 
would be successfully met and Spiritualism 
would stand firmly anchored on a scientific 
foundation, impervious, impregnable, im
movable; a white shaft, with its base resting 
on the earth and its apex-4n the beautiful 
Sammer Land, a monument of purity, a 
guide to happiness here and hereafter.

_________________ r______________ ________ Fortunately for the Journal and for Spir- 
iJtudy of plants; Prof. Marsh in his study of j itualism my views were .- but the echo of

’ .

The following editorial under the head of 
£ Lack of Organization,” clipped1 from the" 
Jhicago daily Herald at the 21st ult., voices 

the way all people not suffering from abnor
mal individualism or churchophobia view the 
matter. In -the world’s great mirror—the 
daily 'press—Spiritualists may catch reflee-. 
tions which should cause them to ponder and 
then to aet: •

The Spiritualists of this country—and 
probably in many other countries—are nu
merous and beyond all question include a 
very large element of intelligence, sincerity 
and profound faith in the truthfulness of 
their belief. While in their theory they may. 
be all right, they are practically weak and 
lacking in good sense. They have nothing 
like cohesion; they have no organization; 
they have no methods for uniting their efforts. 

“The result is that they are damaged by 
pretenders, sharpers, and confidence men and 
women. Now, the benefits -of unity are seen 
in the denominational bodies; they are in a 
condition to supervise their membership. If 
there be a black sheep it i3 easily discovered; 
and the body can throw it out without diffi
culty. The Spiritualists have nothing in the 
shape of a creed of universal acceptance... 
Anybody can come before the public as a me
dium, and fraud can only^be discovered by 
some spiritualistic detective, who, while vigi
lant and active, cannot cover the- entire 
ground.

“ Reputable Spiritualists ought to combine 
for their own protection, so as to separate the 
good from the bad. the sincere from the hyp*  
oerites, and preserve their faith from the in
cessant scandals cast on it by ehariatans and 
pretended mediums.”

r

«

I

What Books?

It is almost a daily occurrence for cor
respondents to ask us what books on Spir
itualism we recommend them to read. This 
question cannot be intelligently answered 
until we know the age, education, previous 
and present religious beliefs of the enquirer, 
and many other particulars which are rarely 
given. As the Journal is just now going 
into many new hands, we would greatly like 
to have those of our readers who have derived 
marked benefit from any book or books oh 
Spiritualism to write short accounts for pub*  
lication, giving the name of the work or 
works and telling in concise terms in what 
way they were helped. The other, day an 
eminent preacher in an eastern city asked 
for a “small list of the best books on Spirit
ualism, covering the following points: '

1. Evidences. 2. General teaching—re
ligious, moral. 3. What is taught as to 
where spirits are supposed to live. 4. Thé 
occupations of spirits.”

We repeat his request here with his divi
sions so as to suggest to correspondents how
enquirers are apt to divide the subject of
Spiritualism under different heads—some
being especially interested in one department^
of the study and some in another.

(
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The Carrie Sawyer Gang Indicted.

On Saturday last the Cook County Grand 
Jury returned indictments against Carrie M. 
Sawyer, Frank W. Burk, the “manager,” of 
whom the Journal has frequently spoken 
during the past few years, and the confed
erate, Kitty Rainger. Helen Sawyer, the 
daughter of Carrie, and-George the son of 
Frank were not arraigned, as they were not 
caught in the act though both are far more 
deserving of punishment than Kitty Rain
ger, a» they are the “stock spirits.” There 
were forty-two indictments found, fourteen 
against each of the three criminals. This 
being a unique ease, with no precedent, it 
was deemed best to cover every point with an 
indictment. The ^prospect is excellent for 
Burk and Sawyer to do the State some ser
vice in the ■ penitentiary. The evidence 
against this gaDg was no more complete and 
not as full and picturesque as that which we 
presented to the grand jury against the 
B^ngs Sisters. We failed to secure their 
indictment, but this through no flaw in the 
evidence. Though we failed, we learned a 
lesson. We learned how to avoid the obstacles 
which beset us in that case and to make suc
cess certain the next time. When the proper 
time comes we shall create a sensation by 
telling how we were defeated, but at present 
this cannot be done. The indicted parties 
were held in bail for $500 on eaeh count mak
ing a total of $7,000 for each prisoner, but 
Judge Shepard modified this by ordering that 
the bail on eaeh indictment remain at $500, 
but fixing the total for each prisoner at 
$1.500.

We gladly and gratef ally/acknowledge our 
indebtedness and that of all rational Spirit
ualists to the Chicago Tribune for its effi
cient aid in bringing the Sawyer-Burk com
bination to book. Without the vigorous and 
efficient assistance of the Tribune we could 
not have accomplished the difficult task of 
getting t-hese people squarely before the crim
inal court. There are other minor spiritual
istic fakirs in town to whom we are giving 
attention and who, now that we have got the 
queen bee*and  part of her company on the 
road to the penitentiary, will soon fiad them
selves travelling in the same direction unless 
they go out of business or leave town. It 
will be impossible for them to carry on a liv
ing business, however cautious they may be, 
without detection and arrest, so perfect 
our present arrangements.

are

Confession of a “Spirit.”
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On the eighth page will be found a state-' 
ment which may be implicitly relied upon as 
true in all essential particulars. A trusted 
and tried correspondent of the Journal as
sisted the Herald and vouches for the truth
fulness and character of the girl—now a 
married woman—who makes the confession. 
The account as published is sensational 
enough but the real pith of it, the sickening 
performances of well-known Boston people 
with these spirits, the folly of E. A. Brackett 
and the old dotard John Wetherbee is not 
depicted with the lurid coloring necessary to 
make the picture equal the reality.

Let the people of Boston and other cities 
follow our example here and this diabolical 
traffic of personating spirits and robbing 
dupes will end in ninety days. An eastern 
correspondent thinks the laws of Illinois 

rmu8t be better adapted to dealing with this 
form of crime than are those of other States 
Such is not the case. The laws of Massaehu- 
sets are ample for the exigency; but success 
lies in knowing how to handle the cases. We 
can instruct those interested how to secure 
the indictment of these criminals without 
fail. We aro willing to allow the plea of ig
norant innocence up to this time on the part 
of our contemporary, The Banner of Light, 
but if in the face of facts developed within 
the past two years that paper continues to 
defend and shield these robbers we shall rec
ommend that it be indicted as particeps 
criminis. We say this in all seriousness. We 
have no question but that such an indict
ment could be secured and that the propri
etors of that paper would be convicted on a 
fair trial. If this seems severe we point to 
the. columns of that paper for our justifica
tion.

Mr. Frank’s Sermon.
We give space in this issue of the Journal 

to a very remarkable sermon. It is like 
vitreous etching—clear cut; each line stand
ing out in bold relief. We commend its 
reading to all classes of our readers. It is 
incisive in thought, in the demolition of''in
dividualism, and is on lines largely worked 
by the Journal. Its plea that intellectual
ism is a diesolvent and not unity is true in a 
sense and should be so. Fraternity is the 
bond of union and to this end the Journal 
and its friends present a simple creed as 
broad as humanity—leaving the mind free to 
work out its own problems. As the end pro
posed by Mr. Frank is the same as that con
templated by the Journal’s constituency, 
he is one of the builders of the coming 
church, “Modern Church,” or “Church of the 
Spirit,” which takes unto itself the one re
ligion of humanity—the communion of the 
past with the present; the all of the divine 
spirit in all its manifestations in all ages.

Elizabeth Lowe Watson.

Teris of thousands of hearts will throb 
with pleasure to learn that Mrs. Watson con
templates an eastern trip. She has agreed 
to speak at Cassadaga Camp on,the last two 
days of August, and now expects to leave San 
Francisco about the loth of that month, com-. 
ing east by the Northern Pacific road. She 
will be accompanied by her daughter, a 
young lady of brilliant intellect and great 

promise who has grown up from childhood 
in California and whom Mrs. Watson is de
sirous of haying see her old friepds in the 
east as well as to acquire the educational ad
vantages of the trip. Mrs. Watson will re
main east until November, visiting New York 
Boston, Philadelphia, Washington and other^ 
of the larger cities. As a representative of 
the higher phases of Spiritualism, Mrs. Wat-/ 
son has. no superior on the rostrum of this or 
any other country. As a public speaker there 
are few women in the world who equal her. 
When, some two years ago, she addressed an 
audience at McVicker’s Theater, which taxed 
the capacity of that large auditorium and 
was composed of the culture and brain of Chi
cago, she created a profound sensation by her 
grace, earnestness, smoothness of diction, elo
quence and evidence of inspiration. On her 
homeward route we shall hope to hear her 
here again. Those desiring to make dates 
for lectures with Mrs. Watson should address 
her at once at Santa Clara. California.

“Dr. Frank C. Algerton” in Jail.'"I

The festive youth and half-fool who has 
been gulling the dear wonder-mongerers in 
different paits of the country for Beveial 
years, under the name of Frank C. Algerton, 
now lies in jail at Springfield, Mass., under 
a charge which will send him to the peni
tentiary if properly prosecuted. The fellow 
is a weak-brained rascal with the cunniDg 
and criminal propensities which frequently 
characterize such creatures; yet in Boston he 
was able to cut a wide swath and pose as “Dr. 
Algerton, the Celebrated medium and lectur
er.” Bnt then '‘Dr.” R. C. Flower, “Dr.” Rog
ers and other adventurers succeeded there 
even better than “Dr.” Algerton—not to 
mention Mrs. Cowan, John Wetherbee, Albro 
and other fakirs and fake promoters. It now 
transpires that Algerton is a convenient 
alias by which a Nova Scotia youth born 
Mason and christened R. C.,' has been' 
bleeding the innocent Yankees. In this he 
has of course received due aid and encourage
ment from the fraud-condoning concern 
known as the Banner of Light. It appears 
that his confederate in the conspiracy 
against Amaziah Mayo of Springfield one
G. C. Mason, is his own brother. Mr Mayo 
.is minus his $2 000, but it will be money 
well invested if only these Mason brothers 
get into the penitentiary. With the Sawyer- 
Burk crowd lying in jail in Chicago, Mason 
in the Springfield prison and the lines draw
ing closer every day around the rest of this 
diabolical crew, there is a prospeet- of that 
“peace” for whieh the Banner of Light has 
so long prayed and so long helped to delay 
by its confederacy with these fakirs.

When first privately informed of the crime 
“Algerton” had committed at Springfield, we 
published the fact and immediately urged 
prosecution. It is not too much to claim 
that but for our persistence in the matter 
and the support given by us to Mr. Buding- 
ton in his laudable endeavor to have the 
affair ventilated and the criminal prosecu
ted, the case would not have come to a climax 
and “Algerton” would have gone on fleecing 
the public. Mr. Budington has made a fine 
beginning and we hope he has the “nerve” 
and will get the backing necessary to carry 
forward the good work. Every lover of good 
order and every reputable believer in spirit 
return in New England owes Mr. H. A. Bud
ington, editor of Alcyone, Springfield, Mass, 
.his good will and his support in the work so, 
well begun.

In this connection it should be remembered 
by; the outside world that every successful 
exposé of Spiritualistic fakirs has been ac
complished by Spiritualists or under their 
immediate direction and assistance. No 
class of people ever worked more persist
ently and heroically than Spiritualists are 
now working to free a cause of its imperfec
tions and drawbacks. All the shame and 
consequent disgrace and bad blood can be 
laid at the door of a few score of tricksters 
and a few hundred dupes. Let there be an 
end to the reign of fraud and folly! Let such 
men as Henry J. Newton, Lawyer Benn, E. 
A. Brackett and others take their Eliza Ann 
Wellses, their Cowans, their Albros and their 
Algertons, and set up business for themselves 
if they must persist in their willful blind
ness. Don’t let such men continue to longer 
disrupt the great Spiritualist movement. The 
Banner of Light can continue to vouch for 
such “mediums” and open its columns for 
their endorsement, vagaries, and—not the 
least—their paid advertisements. Thus, the 
frauds and fanatics will still have the same 
old “organ;” Spiritualism will emerge into a 
glorious peace and the dawn of construct
ive work will at once be ushered in.

Onset Gliouls

A medium who spent laBt summer at Onset 
gives the Journal brief particulars of the 
confidence games worked by “Dr.” Rodgers, 
Mrs. Beste, Dr. Stansbury and others, and 
mentions that “Mrs. Ross has her cottage en
gaged for next summer; her confederates are 
well known on the street by name.” Our cor
respondent concludes with these stinging 
words: “It is a plain every-day fact that 
money can buy Onset.” It is painful to ad
mit, but nevertheless true, that a visitor at 
any of the leading camps in any past year 
would have been justified in declaring that 
from appearances mediumistic tricksters and 
charlatans with no mediumship were in com
mand, in fact, if not in name; and that the 
camp managers were their obedient tools, 
gathering the crowd with brass bands, danc
ing pavillions and wide advertising, to have 
it plucked by these ghouls. only two in
stances so far as we can recall, and neither
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of these in the older and larger camps, have 
tricksters been denied the honors of the day. 
Once at Look Out Mountain “Dr.” Merrill was 
declared a trickster by the managers and or
dered to leave; and the Clinton (Iowa) camp 
managers last season declined to carry out 
their contract with Mrs. E. A. Wells, having 
themselves discovered .what she was. There 
has been some improvement in this direction 
in all the camps, notably at Lake Pleasant; 
this is not due, however, to the several man
agements, but to the people, the Spiritualists 
who desire a camp to be what it advertises 
aDd not a huge huckster shop for vile men 
and viler women to peddle their uncanny 
wares and ply their confidence games.

Fakirs and Their Friends Should Protest.

The following “special” from Albany to the 
New York World one day last week indicates 
a step in the right direction:

To oblige ex-Surrogate, A. H. Dailey, Sen
ator Birkett put~in a bill to day designed “to 
suppress deceit and fraud in alleged spirit 
manifestations.” It provides that every per
son who for profit or gain, or in anticipation 
thereof, for the purpose of representing what 
is commonly known as a spirit materializa
tion, shall personate the spirit of a deceased 
person or shall by means of any device, trick 
or contrivance present anything to represent 
the spirit of a deceased person, shall be guilty 
of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction, shall 
be subject to a fine of not less than $100 nor 
exceeding $300, or imprisonment not exceed
ing ninety days, or by both such fine and im
prisonment, in the discretion of the court.”

Judge Daily has done good service for 
Spiritualism in New York and if he gets this 
bill enacted into a law it will greatly facil
itate the handling of the Wells-Keeler-Wil
liams stripe of fakirs.

GENERAL ITEMS.

Mrs. Laura Carter, the justly celebrated 
medium of CiMjnnati, is visiting friends in 
Chicago.

A report of the meeting of the Michigan 
State Association of Spiritualists is necessa
rily deferred till next week.

Correspondents ordering back numbers 
over four we^ks old should bear in mind to 
remit at the rate of ten cents per copy.

Lyman C. Howe closed his engagement at 
the First Spiritual Temple, Boston, Sunday, 
February 23, and commenced his work in 
Cleveland for the five Sundays of March, last 
Sunday. He will answer calls for week 
evenings’ work during the month of March, 
at'points accessible from Cleveland. Address 
130 Lake St., Cleveland, Ohio.

Mr. A. J. Graham of New York, the widely 
known publisher of standard phonographic 
works, accompanied by his son-in-law Mr. 
Sexton, arrived in Chicago last week and 
will remain a few days. Mr. Graham is an 
old-time Spiritualist of the right kind. His 
Spiritualism like his system of short-hand 
will bear investigation and use.

The Discovered Country, by Ernst von- 
Himmel. This work has lately come from 
the press and has met with much favor. The 
story is told in an interesting style and can
not but hold the attention of the reader from 
the beginning to the close. Price $1j00, post
age 8 cents extra. For sale at this office.

Mr. Richard Hodgson, Secretary of Ameri
can Branch of the English Psychical Society, 
will visit Chicago and other cities in the 
central part of the country the latter part of 
this month. Those interested in psychical re
search and desiring to stimulate local effort 
and to co-operate with Mr. Hodgson should 
immediately make inducements for a visit 
from him. He may be addressed at 5 Boylston 
Place, Boston, where he will be until the 10th. 
After that date address in caue^of Religio- 
Philosophical Journal, Chicago.

SPIRITS FOUND THE ORE

Strange Story of How the Gogebic Mines 
were Located.

In the tremendous excitement which attend
ed the development of the mines in the Goge
bic range, one interesting and most singular 
story was overlooked. It has never been pub
lished that the mineral wealth in the Goge
bic hills was located by the mystic power of 
clairvoyance. Millions of dollars have been 
made out of Gogebic mines, which are still 
producing tons on tons of ore every d3y, yet 
seven years ago the hills within which this 
wealth was hidden were worth only the value 
of the scrubby pines upon them.

Among the persons who profited by the dis
covery of ore were the brothers J. 0. and E. 
A. Hayes and their mother, who is now Mrs. 
Chynoweth. They were worth a few thou
sand dollars when they bought Gogebic land, 
and now they are millionaires. They own 
the Germania and Ashland mines, believed 
to be the richest iron mines in the world.

When wealth came to the Hayeses they re
solved to' use it wisely and for the good of 
mankind. They built at Hurley a school for 
the miners, and men wfio at fifty years of age 
could not read or write now have something 
of an education.

Mrs. Chynoweth and her sons are believers 
in a singular sort of Christianity. They be
lieve that the Bible precepts are to be lived 
up to to-day and that Christ’s life should be 
taken as a pattern. They have no creed, no 
system of doctrine, and no name for their 
belief. They are not willing to be classed 
with Spiritnalists, yet they believe in 
trances, second sight, and spirit messages. 
Those who attend the school at Hurley are 
instructed in this spiritual Christianity.

Two years ago the family purchased a 
large farm near San José in California, laid 
out a magnificent park, built a palatial resi
dence, and fouuded a school for laborers sim
ilar to the one in Hurley. Many families in 
Wisconsin who had been converted to the 
Hayes belief moved to San José and bqilt 
homes around the park. The colony attends 
services in the school building, and the mem
bers of the Hayes family preach the sermons 
and expound the Bible lessons.

Mrs. Chynoweth is the medium through 
whom the spirit power directs the affairs of
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the Hayeses and all their neighbors. When 
anything of importance is to be done Mrs. 
Chynoweth goes into a trance and speaks the 
will of the spirits. ‘

E. A. Hayes, the elder brother, was at the 
Sherman House yesterday. He told the story 
of the discovery of iron in the Gogebic hills 
in these words:

“My brother and I had graduated from the 
Madison University in the class of ’82 and 
had practiced law long enough to build up a 
fair business, when mother, or the power 
over us, advised us to make money. We 
moved to Ashland, which was then a small 
town with a small boom. At that time the 
existence of ore in the Gogebic Range was 
hot thought of, and, in fact, few white men 
had been through the country. Ashland is 
forty miles away from the place where the 
iron was finally found.

“One day mother was in a trance and we 
were consulting her about our affairs. Sud
denly her face brightened up and she pointed 
out of the window in the direction of the 
Gogebic hills.

“ Go there,’ she commanded. ‘There you will 
find wealth. Go to the hills miles and miles 
off there, and you will find wealth, niopnt- 
ains of wealth, within them. Dig down and 
you will strike it.’

“A short time after that we spoke to Capt. 
Moore, who had been a prospector. He went 
in the direction mother had pointed out un
til he reached the hills. When he returned 
to Ashland he had with him a loir of excel
lent ore that he had found near where the 
Colby mine now is. The news spread 
rapidly and many people started for the 
hills. A. L. Norrey staked out a claim 
where the Ashland mine now is, but later 
gave it up. Hart & Shores sunk a shaft 
some distance in the rock, but stopped just 
ten feet above the spot where a vein of ore 
146 feet wide was afterwards found.

“We consulted mother, and in her trance 
thg power which controlled her directed us to’ 
purchase the land whieh Hart & Shores and 
Norrey had given up as worthless. The spirit 
told us to get as much land there as we 
could. A company was formed, and my 
brother and 1 bought an eighth interest. 
Prospectors were sent out to explore the hills 
which the company purchased, and while 
they were gone the power told us to buy a 
larger share. We tried to buy another eighth 
but no one would sell. Mother went into a 
trance and through her the spirit spoke, 
‘Wait. In a day or two you will have the op 
portunity yon want.’ Sure enough, the next 
day Sam Oslander, who owned an eighth, 
came back from the hillB disgusted. He 
said they were digging in a swamp and that 
there was no ore anywhere near the proper
ty. My brother asked him why he didn’t sell 
out, and he replied that he would sell if hei 
could get what he had paid for his share,$250. 
My brother bought it and paid $10 to bind the 
bargain.

“The next day the news came that ore had 
been discovered. The spirit told us to dig 
deeper in the shaft that had been'neglected. 
We did so and uncovered the vein of ore which 
has not yet been exhausted.

“After that we trusted implicitly in What 
mother told us. Tn a trance she went out on 
the hill and located the Germania mine^ We 
sunk the shafts where she told us to without 
any exploration whatever and struck the 
best vein in the mine. We have never known 
any of her prophecies to fail.”—Chicago 
Tribune.

PROSPECTUS.

The Religio-Philosophical Publishing 
House.

Capital $50,000.—$20,000, noio Subscribed.

Adequate capital is essential to the highest 
success of any undertaking. It is better that 
this capital be contributed by a considerable 
number rather than by one or a very few in
dividuals, provided all are animated by a 
common purpose,

In these days of rapid improvements in 
machinery, means of communication, growth 
of liberalism, scientific research and steadily 
increasing demand for accuracy, excellence 
and completeness in all that entertains, ac
commodates, instructs or profits the public, 
necessity obliges that a newspaper like the 
Religio Philosophical Journal,which aims 
to keep abreast of the times, should be thor
oughly equipped, and backed by capital suf- 
ficient^to command every resource of success 
and to work every deniable avenue that 
promises to prove a feeder.

In the exposition of the Phenomena and 
Philosophy of Spiritualism, of Spiritual 
Ethics, of Religion posited on science, an in
dependent, intelligent, honest and judicial
ly fair press is indispensable—by all odds the 
most powerful far-reaching and influential 
agenj. Without a newspaper, the most elo
quent and logical lecturer or writer would 
have but a comparatively limited field; with 
its aid he can reach into thousands of homes 
and wield a world-wide influence. What is' 
true of the lecturer and writer, has equal 
force with all the various agencies for the 
betterment of the world.

The Spiritualist Movement has reached a 
stage where it imperatively requires an abler 
press, a higher standard of culture in its. 
teachings, a more orderly, dignified, effective 
and business-like propagandism. A system
atized method of investigating phenomena 
and recording results is gradually being 
evolved, and needs to be further developed. 
A well organized and endowed activity for 
the instruction, care and development of 
sensitives and mediums is almost indispensa
ble to the development of psychical science; 
The keener the apprehension and broader the 
comprehension of causes, the better able are 
we to deal with the perplexing sociologic, 
economic, political, and ethical questions 
now vexing the world; and in no other direc
tion is there such promise of progress in the 
study of cause as in the psychical field.

A first-class publishing house can ba made 
the promoter of all the agencies necessary to 
carry forward such a work. With its news
paper, magazines, books, branches for psy
chical experiment, missionary bureau, etc., 
etc., it can satisfactorily and with profit ac
complish what is impossible by such inade
quate methods as now prevail, and as have 
hitherto marked the history of Modern Spir
itualism.
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Commisioners solicit stoek subscrip- 
from the Journal’s ' readers. It. Is 
that a considerable number will be 
ready to take not less than twenty 1

x

To lay the foundation of what it i3 hoped 
will in time grow into a gigantic concern, a 
license has been secured from the Secretary 
of State of Illinois to organize the Religio- 
Philosophical Publishing House in Chica
go, with a Capital Stock of Fifty Thou
sand Dollars, in One Thousand Shares of 
Fifty Dollars each. The Commissioners 
have opened books for subscriptions. Twen
ty thousand dollars have already been 
subscribed. *•

In this connection it may be well to call 
special attention to the desirability of hav
ing a stable, well managed and conflden ce- 
inspiring corporation to act as trustee for 
those who desire in the interest of Spiritual
ism to make donations during their life-time 
or to leave bequests. One of the important 
purposes of the Religio-Philosophical Pub
lishing House is: To receive, hold, use and 
convey any and all property estates, real, 
personal or mixed, and all bonds, promissory 
notes, agreements, obligations, and choses 
in action generally that may be bestowed 
upon it by bequest, gift, or in trust, and use 
the same iu accordance with the terms of 
the trust when imposed, or discretionary 
when the bequest or gift is unconditional.

The 
tions 
hoped 
found 
shares, or one thousand dollars each; and 
that a goodly number will subscribe for not 
less than ten shares each; while those who 
will be glad to subscribe for a single share, 
fifty dollars, will reach into the hundreds.

In the State of Illinois there is no liabili
ty on subscription to stock of a corporation, 
the amount of whose capital stock is fixed, 
(as is the case in the present instance) until 
the whole amount of stock is subscribed. 
See Temple vs Lemon, 112 11^, 51. There
fore no one need fear being caught in a 
scheme whieh is only partially a success. 
Subscribers to stock will not be called upon 
to pay for it until the whole amount is sub
scribed. No one in any event assumes by 
subscribing, any pecuniary responsibility 
beyond the amount of his stock. The entire 
remaining stock, ’ Thirty Thousand Dollars, 
ought to be promptly taken. That the stock 
will pay a fair dividend within two years is 
as near an absolute certainty as any thing 
in the future.

• Thone desiring to subscribe will please 
promptly write to the Chairman of the Com
missioners, John C. BQndy, Chicago, notify
ing him of the amount they will take.

Among those who have already subscribed 
for stock in amount from one to twenty 
shares are the' following:

Wm. Drury, Illinois.
J. H. McVicker; Illinois. 
Lyman J. Gage, Illinois.
Mi C. C. Church. W. Virginia.
Dr. Joseph Beals, Massachusetts.
Rev. Minot J. Savage, Massachusetts. 1 
L. Bigelow, Massachusetts. 
Ed. A. Davis, Connecticut.
Mrs. Elizabeth Jackson, Delaware.
Miss P. C. Hull, Rhode Island. 
Miss M. A. Brindle, Michigan.
E. A. Woodruff, Washington. 
Mrs. C. McCall Black, Nebraska.
A. A. Healy. New York.
R. Heber Newton, D. D., New York. 
Dr. Geo. B. Crane, California.
F. H. Woods, Calfornia. 
Fred Fickey, Jr., Maryland.
S. D. Bowker, Missouri.
R. P. Calvert,: Minnesota, 

and others.
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The tortureB of dyspepsia and sick headache, the 
sufferings of scrofula, the ’agonizing itch and pain 
of salt rheum, the disagreeable symptoms of catarrh, 
are removed by Hood’s Sarsaparilla. «

Capitalists and Small Investors read “War” Rob
ertson’s advertisement in this paper.

1

THE PIONEERS
OF THE

SPIRITUAL REFORMATION.
LIFE AND WORKS OF DR. JUSTINUS KERNER 

AND WILLIAM HOWITT.
The.two Pioneers of new Science, whose lives an:l labors Is 

the direction of Psychology form the subject-matter of this 
volume, will be found to bear a strong similarity toeacb other 
in other directions' than the one which now links their name% 
lives and labors. _ _ . , . .Clotn bound, pp. 325. Price $2.50. postage 15 cents extra.

For sale, wholesale and Tetail, by the REUGto-PHlLOSOraS. 
cal Publishing House. Chicago.

* ' _______ •_______________________ ♦

Heaven Revised
A. narrative of Personal Experiences 

After tlie Change Called Death.

By MRS. E. B. DUFFEY.
° —rAn exchange in reviewing this work trnly says: 'This is 

a narrative of personal experiences after death, of a spirit 
that returns and gives It graphically, through the medium. 
It is just the thing for a neophyte to read, who desires to 
know something of the beyond, being one of the most com
mon sense productions we have seen in Spiritual Iitera- 
for many a day.”

Another says: * This is an exposition of Spiritual philoso
phy, from the pen of one who is thoroughly Imbued with the 
new light of Spiritual science, and there is nothing iu the 
work that can ottend the most fastidious critic of the ortho
dox school.............Altogether it is weU worth careful reading
by all candid minds.

Pamphlet, 101 pp. Pric?, 25 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophi

cal Publishing House, Chicago.
._____ :____________________________________  i

r

PSYCÏIOGBAPHY.
Second Edition with a new Introductory chapter and otbcf 

additional matter. Revised and brought down to date.

ILLUSTRATED WITH DIAGRAMS.
SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS: List of Works bearing on th« 

Subject—Préfacé—Introduction—Psychography in the Past: 
ttuldenstubbe, Crookes—Personal Experiences in Private ana 
with Public Psychics. ■ '

GENERAL CORROBORATIVE EVIDENCE.
I.—That attested by the Senses:—
IL—From the Writing of Languages unknown to the Psy- , 

chic:—
IIL—Fr jm Special Tests which preclude previous Prepara

tion of the Writing:—
APPENDIX: Conjurers on Psychical Phenomena; Testi. 

mony of Eminent Persons; Advice to Inquirers.
Price, paper cover, 50 cents, postpaid.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by the RBLiGio-PHiLoeoPHl-
cal Publishing houss. Chicago
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EVES THIS SII1ÏÆ KISS AWAY

Orica in Persia reigned a king, 
Who upon his signet riDg 
Graved a maxim true and wise, 
Which, if held bet. re the eyes. 
Gave him counsel at a glance 
Fit for every change and chance. 
Solemn words, and these are they: 
“Even tbiB shall pasBaway.’’
Trains of camels through the sand 
Brought him gems from Samarcand; 
Fleets of galleyB through the seas 
Brought him pearls to m itch with these, 
But he counted not bis gain
Treasures of the mine or main;
“What is wealth?” the King would say, 
“Even this shall pass away.”

In the revels of his court 
At the zenith of the sport, 
When the paluTs of ail his guests 
Burned with clapping at hiB jests, 
He, amid his figs and wine, 
Cried: “Ob, loving friends of minel 
Pleasure comes, but not to etay;
Even this shall pass away.”
Fighting on a furious field, 
Once a j ivalin pierced bis shield, 
Soldiers with a loud lament 
Bore him h eeding to his tent; 
Groaning from his tortured side, 
“Pain is hard to bear,” he cried, 
“But with patience day by day— 
Even this shall pass away.”
Towering in tbe public square, 
Twenty cubits in the air
Rose his statue carve i in stone. 
Then the King, disguised, unknown,

. Stood before bis sculptured name, 
Musing meekly: “What is fame?

' Fame is but a slow decay—
Even this shall pass away.” ■
Struck with palsy, sere and old, 
Waiting at the gates of gold, 
Said he, with his dying breath: 
“Life is done, but what is breath?” 
Then in answer to tbe K'ng 
Fell a sunbeam on hie ring, 
Showing by a heavenly ray— 
“Even this shall piss away.”

OUR .SPIRITUALIST CONTEMPORARIES.
Carrier Dove s Mrs. Fair and two daughters 

left New York for California February 11th in a 
special palace car decorated with flowers costing 
one thousand dollars. Same day, from same city, 
the dead cart took the bodies of a woman and two 
Children to the potter’s field, the mother having 
committed murder and suicide to escape starvation. 
No flowers in the coffin.

Gokleu Gate: Editors of Spiritualist jour
nals have great opportunities to become familiar 
with all manner of crankiness and rubbish com
ing through partly developed mediums or unbal
anced brains, aqd it stands them in hand, for the 
best good of the cause, that they hold themselves 
level We have found that, as a rule, in propor
tion to the undeveloped condition of the medium, 
his lack of refinement, spirituality and good Bense, 
will be fou d tbe number and magnitude of bis 
alleged gu...es or controls. It would be Interest
ing to know the number of mediums who claim 
Bacon and Socrates for their controls, or Wash
ington, Lincoln and Jefferson for their spiritual 
body servants. These mediums are no doubt 
honest in this, but they are deceived by psychic 
influences, the nature of which they do not under
stand.

The Better Way in the same line, treating 
of ancient spirits says: “Learn how to properly 
eommune with your familiar spirits before telling 
about the ancients and 'high’spirits. The latter in 
nine cases out of ten are mockers while the former, 
after long experience, generally prove to be the 
angels so much written about... .Vain or conceited 
mediums attract spirits who would like to palm 
themselves off as aucient or wise. We Know of 
several, who live hundreds of miles apart; do not 
know of each others’ existence as mortals or me
diums, yet all claim most positively the same an
cient (?) spirits as their especial guides and con
trols, and always present; and to crown this, their 
natural conditions or callings do not warrant any 
such attractions, controls or guides, while really 
great mediums on the rostrum make no such pre
tentions or claims, and bring forth more wisdom 
through little insignificant (?) Indian maidens or 
unpretentious relatives and friends of the near 
past.”

r '
Iaglit of London: They tell us—-the wise ones— 

that herein [a faculty of certainly producing a sim
ple phenomenon at will] the magician differs from 
the medium. Well, let us have some magicians, 
then. “A rose by any other name would smell 
as sweet.” Let us have some people who have 
learnt to control instead of being controlled; who 
can show people, who want to see these Dsychical 
gymnastics, what they crave for. For myself I am 
incurious. All this is an accident of my Spiritualism, 
as littlarOf its essence as can be conceived. But it 
interests and attracts certain minds, and, when it is 
done, I should like it to be well done. Therefore, 
by all means let us cease from presenting to the in
credulous public astounding marvelB, which, if they 
be—as Borne are—true, are quite beyond credence by 
tbe unprepared mind, and let us insist that simple, 
unmistakable phenomena shall fib presented in such 
a way that no fair mind can have a doubt as to 
the fact. And then let us leave the biased and un
fair minds alone. It is a ploughing of the seashore 
to do what most Spiritualists have been trying to do 
for many years past. Their attention is eminently 
needed nearer home; whereas all their care is spent 
on rushing about on errands of proselytism, which 
they effect usually with a singular lack of discre
tion. Meantime, their own house wants putting In 
order, and they are disputing at the street corner.

Christ.

To ths Editor of the RellgloPbllosopblcal Journal.
Swedenborg probably never heard of Jacob 

Boehm?, bnt it is most singular that this illiterate 
cobbler anticipated nearly all the profounder 
thought of the Swedish seer. Many New Church 
people suppose that their favorite haB formulated 
all truth, and that he is a finality on all questions af
fecting the descent of the “Lord’s New Church.” 
We do not wish to offensively dissipate this illusion, 
bnt those who are familiar with the writings of the 
“Teutonic Theosopher” know that there is very little 
in Swedenborg’s utterances which was not an
ticipated in the old Dutch shoemaker’s works. For 
that matter there is very little in current theosophic 
literature which he has overlooked. But here are 
hie words about Christ; tbe thought is identical with 
Swedenborg’s:

“The inward ground of the word, out of which 
the four elements (fire, light, air and earth) are 
sprung, Ib the Heaven—viz: a spiritual world. In 
that inward power Christ ruletb, true God and man, 
through the outward world; for where Christ eaitb, 
Math. XXVIII, 18:20: ‘All power is given to me in 
Heaven and on earth’; also, ‘I am with you always 
till the end of tbe world’; also, ‘He shall rule over 
all his enemies till all his*  enemies are laid under 
him as a footstool.’ 1st Cor. XV, 25. This is to be 
understood of his inward kingdom, where, in the 
inward power, He ruleth over the outward, earthly 
world and also the hellish. For the outward world 
is sprung out of the inward spiritual world, viz: 
out of Light and Darkness; which fabric, before the 
office of Christ, stood in the eternal Creator’s office, 
who from eternity hath wrought, or effected, Light 
and Darkn?8s; viz: the spiritual world; which fab
ric is flown forth and become visible, and brought 

by God into a creation wherein Light and Dark
ness, viz: Good and Evil ruler one with another: 
where ib understood Hell and Pain in the flowing 
forth of the Eternal Darkness; and the Light of 
Nature, in the flowing forth of the Light; aud in 
that where Evil anil Good ruleth alike, is under
stood the Kingdom of Nature, with hot and cold 
and all other properties.

“Ibis dominion hath God given to the office of 
Christ, that He being both true God and Man, should 
rule over all the propriety and self-willing of this 
kingdom, where Evil and Good rule one in another. 
Ab tbe Sun in the visible world ruleth over Evil and 
Good, and with its L’ght and power, and all, whatso
ever itself is, is present everywhere, ana penetratetb 
into every being, and yet in its image-like form doth 
not pluckaway to itself with its efflux but wholly 
giveth itself into every creative being, and yet ever 
remaineth whole, and nothing of its being goeth 
away therewith. Thus, also, it is to be understood 
concerning Christ's person and office, which ruleth 
in tbe inward spiritual world visibly, and in the out
ward world invisibly, and thoroughly penetrateth 
intojbe faithful man’s soul, spirit and heart. As 
the fire gloweth through the iron, and as the sun 
worketh through an herb, so that the herb becometh 
solar or filled with the virtue of the sun, and as it 
were so converted by the sun that it becometh 
wholly of the nature of the sun, so Christ ruleth in 
the resigned will in soul and body over all evil in
clinations; over Satan’s introduced lusts, and gen- 
erajeth the man to be a new heavenly creature and 
wholly flowetti with itself into him, both as to di
vine and human power, so that the faithful man be
cometh a right branch and his vine, in which God 
anl Man dwelleth—that is God-Man dwelleth in 
that New Birth.” * *

Parkersburg, W. Va.

Conscience
To the Editor of the Religio-Philosopblcal Journal.

There are many people who’ bucome intellectually 
convinced of the truth of Spiritualism by investigat
ing its phenomena and studying its philosophy, yet 
hesitate about accepting its truth because, as they 
say, their conscience forbidB them to lay aside the 
teachings of salvation by the blood of Christ. This 
arises from a mistaken idea that this inward protest 
is really conscience—the voice of the Deity implanted 
in.every heart. Now we claim that this protest 
against surrendering old teachings has nothing 
whatever to do with any divine intuitions—that it is 
solely a matter of early education and just as likely 
to be wrong as early, education is likely to be wrong 
in other matters. For instance, had the person under 
consideration been /)orn in Turkey, the same inter
nal protest would arise against giving up the 
teachings of, and belief in Mohamed as arises here 
against yielding up tbe teachings of the Christian 
theology and a belief in salvation through the 
atonement. The same would be true in the case of 
a disciple of Confucius or any otber oriental faith. -

We do not concede that under tbe usual definition 
of the term any Buch thing as conscience exists. It 
it did—if it were the voice of God, its teachings 
would be uniform in all ages and everywhere. This 
is not a fact as regards any of our so-called intui
tions. Tbe whole matter is a question of environ
ment, of education. It is not conscience that tells 
me it is wrong to steal, to murder, to injure my 
neighbor, is it? Certainly not; else the same intu
itions would be universal, when in fact we know 
that our ancestors not many ages ago, felt no such 
intuitions. To steal was a virtue among ancient 
Spartans—to kill on the slightest pretext a work 
of bravery not many years ago, among the 
most civilized people. The whole system ot ethics 
and morals—tbe violation of which laws now causes 
us prickings of so-called conscience—is of modern 
growth and was unknown to our remote ancestors. 
Thus the claim that conscience is the voice of God is 
untenable because the same system tells us God is 
unchangeable, hence His voice expressed by con
science must be also unchangeable—should have 
been the same 1,000 years ago as now. The whole 
question resolves itself into one of education.

Who shall presume to declare absolutely what is 
right or wrong, per se? Things seem thus to us— 
and differently to others—Bimply on account of our 
education. We repeat: there can be no such abso
lute criterion as conscience—a voice of God. We 
must apply rather the test of our reason and judg
ment to all matters of morals and religion with due 
respect to established laws and usages. It is to our 
mind exceedingly puerile to allow any “conscientious 
scruples,” arising from early education, to interfere 
with our accepting any plan of religion or philos
ophy which has been demonstrated as truth and is 
so conceded to be by our reason and intellect.

In the fields of science, new discoveries are being 
constantly made which overturn older theories and 
beliefs aud we accept these new facts when proven 
and lay aside the old theories without regret. Why 
not then apply the same rule to our religious be
liefs? When reason aud science prove, when our 
own investigations satisfy us that the claims ot Spir
itualism are true, then lay aside in the same manner 
the results of early education, relegate to tbe paBt, 
with otber systems, the vicarious atonement, the 
b’oody sacrifice and all other pagan relics ot dog
matic theology, and come boldly forth into the 
light and liberty of the philosophy of Spiritualism.

These thoughts were suggested by the remarks of 
a most intelligent lady a few weeks since. Said she: 
“I can but believe in Spiritualism; I have seen, 
enough phenomena to satisfy; have read enough to 
convince my reason—but what shall I do with Jesus? 
My conscience rebels against rejecting the atone
ment; my reason rebels against accepting it. And 
is not conscience the voice of God”? I replied: 
“Your reason comes nearer to being that ‘voice of 
God’ you refer to, because reason is a divine faculty 
given you, or developed in you to enable you to de
cide such matters rightly, while what you think is 
conscience is merely the result of early education. If 
you had been educated in Constantinople, that same 
question of conscience would have arisen under sim
ilar circumstances, merely substituting Mohamed’s 
name for Christ’s.” When following the dictates of 
reason we are, surely, more likely to be led by a di
vine faculty than when being blindly led by the 
influence of early edneation, mistaking such for the 
voice of God. Jas. De Buchananne, Ph. D.

Mediumship—Hoiae Circles.

To the Editor ot the Religlo-PhllosoDhlcal Journal.
If there is any one place more sacred than anoth

er to the honest investigator of the facts, phenome
na and philosophy of Spiritualism, it should be the 
séance room, where we meet to determine for our
selves thé realites of this life and the possibilities 
of its continuity. During my investigation, cover
ing more than a quarter of a century, I have always 
found that the real facts—facts that I could reckon 
upon as being safe in forming an opinion worthy of 
trust in spirit communion, came though the devel
opments In séances under my own toof, with but 
my own little family oil three, Mrs. 6., daughter 
Mary and'self composing the circle so far as spirits 
in the form were to be counted, and it is by reason 
of my own experiences in these home investigations 
of spiritual facts that for many years I have persist
ently urged with voice and pen the holding of home 
circles, having regular times for sittings, with every 
member in his or her seat. In such investigations 
and under such conditions, results worthy of the 
time bestowed have never failed me. Why do I urge 
this course?

1st. Because having perfect confidence in each 
member of the circle, yon know beyond the possi
bility of a donbt that whatever takeB place in the 
way of phenomena is genuine, and that you are not 
being deceived by any clever trickster—an expert 
ence that the writer passed through to hie sorrow, 
years ago.

2nd. Because a large claes of persons who to-day 
represent mediumship—not only in the one-dollar- 
a-chair séance but also in many cases npon tbe spir
itual platfor.mf before regular and legal organiza
tions, advertising to develop mediumship with un
precedented chances for soul growth in a course of 
six lessons for as many dollars more or less, money 
refunded if satisfaction is not complete—are simp
ly an -unprincipled set, working the holy cause by 
simulation before the unwary for the almighty dol
lar, regardless of manhood, womanhood, truth or 
justice. It is bard to feel thus, but in my opinion it 
is a simple fact, the truth of which the Spiritualists 
of this country will awake to realiza only when too 
late. x

Does spirit intercourse exist to-day? As surely as 
it ever did. It only needs an open door through 
which to meet you. It is as free as the sunlight. 
It only asks a hearing and sometimes not even that. 
Many times we are compelled to listen. In my opin
ion if Spiritualism is ever compelled to withdraw 
itB holy influence (as it did in the days of the Salem 
witchcraft, by tbe ignorant persecutions of church 
bigots,) the blame will lie at the door of its sbould- 
be friends who are cursing it by their abominable

a
charlatanism which is meeting with a righteous in
dignation from all thinking people. Spiritualist so
cieties to-day are putting a class of persons upon 
their platforms, advertising them as inspirational 
speakers and platform test mediums, simply to draw 
in a few extra dimes, depending upon visitors to make 
it a paying busiuees, rather tnan to patronize first- 
class speakers who are well qualified to present the 
bottom facts of tbe ethics, philosophy and science of 
the noblest movement that ever blest the world, and 
then paying the bills like men, and showing the 
world that they mean business and that they are 
williDg to pay for truth.

Just one word about boycott. I took lessons in 
that school more than thirty years ago, when to be a 
Spiritualist meant to be boycotted by home and dear 
friends, relatives and neigbbors, church and society. 
If you got home from a day's labor with nothing 
mote disagreeable than the hiss and finger of scorn, 
you might well consider yourself fortunate. To talk of 
a boycott to-day is a little thing for old-time Spirit
ualists, who have passed over tbe rough paths in the 
cause of Spiritualism for the past forty years, who 
have seen the very livery of heaven stolen by un
principled persons to serve tbeir selfish money-get- 
ting purpose?. It is this very claes of persons, hav
ing little if any regard for themselves or their fellow 
men, who bring distrust upon real mediumship. The 
honest, truth-loving mediums of to-day find but little 
work to do or encouragement in their mediumship, 
because the average investigator looks for the mar
velous. Tbe bigger the lie set up, the more there are 
to run after it and pay high prices for a look at it in 
tbe dark. You refer these same investigators to the 
impossibility of a God making this grand old earth 
out of three little bits of notbiDg, and they will with 
one accord say, amen! of course he could not; but 
they will swear that these marvel workers will man
ufacture anywhere from one to three tons of human 
beiDgs at one evening’s séance of two hours, have 
them all partially dressed, and all well fed on onions 
and beer, and as lively as conditions will allow. O, 
yes, this is all possible and more, under some unex
plained and unknown law in the hands of their hea
venly chemists.

An "editor of one of the oldest Spiritualist papers 
on this continent told me that one of his angel 
guides, a little maiden, materialized and came to 
him in one of these marvel manufactories dressed 
O so beautifully! “Why,” said he, “that beau
tiful dress, so bright with diamonds, would 
have cost more than a thousand dollars if 
purchased in this world.” Dear, good soul, 
he did not even dream that twenty-five cents’ 
worth of tinsel and tulle, would make a complete 
dress for that angel maiden, and this dear good ma/h 
is not alone. If the like were all in one gathering 
they would make a good showing in numbers.

Again, the whole fraternity of traveling showmen, 
in commercial Spiritualism, is honeycombed with 
scenes of complete exposures that have not been 
cleared up to any reasonable satisfaction. I have a 
list with details and data that would require pages 
of the Journal to give them room. Reader, is there 
one of the whole show-business company that has 
not been honestly and completely exposed in their 
nefarious work? I regard this class of human beings 
as no better than clever charlatans, and they should 
be given a wide birth by all true Spiritualists. What 
ib mediumship? The Imperial Lexicon of the Eng
lish language says: “Medium—plu. mediums: me
dia not being generally, though sometimes, used. 
In philosophy, the space or substance through 
which a body moves or passes to any point.” Me
diumship, then, would naturally follow as being 
tbe power by which the body, thing, substance, 
word, thought or deed, is conveyed or passed through 
or from one point to another. In mediumship tor 
spirit communion between the two worlds, it fol
lows that it is the substance through which is con
veyed the message of an inhabitant of the Bpirit- 
world making use of the mind and voice of the 
medium for the inhabitant of this world.

In my experience with mediumship.I have con
sidered this gift as a part of the medium juBt as 
much as any other part of the medium’s general 
make-up—one of the actual primates of the whole 
being, something that cannot be bought or sold any 
more than any one of the other faculties of tbe per
son, its exercise only developing its avaiiibility and 
usefulness; it does not sail under false colors; it is as 
true as tbe needle to the pole. Give it true and 
proper conditions and results never have failed in 
my experience. It is the electric light of the soul 
illuminating the bridge that Bpans the distance 
from earth to heaven, over which our loved ones 
pass, making happy the communion between the 
two worlds, and so intensely revivifying the sixth 
or soiul sense of the medium that he or she is able 
to see, hear and talk with and for the denizens in 
spirit life. It is tbe fakirs who have abused this 
most holy gift—unprincipled souls who have little 
respect for themselves or humanity around them. 
In my opiuion this is the class of persons who ad
vertise and are advertised to give soul growth and 
develop one into a medium for a stipulated sum 
of' money. It seems to me that this subject is 
worthy of the voice and pen’of our best minds in 
tbe spiritual field, to the end that honest medi
umship ‘shall be better sustained and appreciat
ed, while the false shall also bej left (Judas-like) 
to go to its own place. w. W. Currier.

Haverhill, Maes.

Ventriloquism Tittle Understood.
To ths Editor of the RellRlo-Philosophlcal Journal.

In this article I shall find it necessary to allude to 
myself as authority to a certain extent and I shall 
therefore beg leave to write anonymously. I would 
suggest, however, that the editor knows me, at least 
by reputation.

The object of this communication is to rend the 
veil of mystery which seems to Bhroud what is erro
neously called ventriloquism. I have often been 
surprised to hear the remark from fairly well in
formed people that certain things in a seance might 
be accounted for easily by this art, but my astonish
ment reached its utmost limit when I read in a re
cent Journal that the supposed spirit voice at the 
Dagg house might be accounted for on the supposi
tion that the little girl is a ventriloquist.

Before discussing ventriloquism, which I shall do 
briefly, here permit me to say that although I am 
not /a ventriloquist by profession and never have 
attempted in my life to earn a single cent by the art 
(and gift), yet for a quarter of a century I have used 
it as lung and vocal practice; that I have in private 
practised ventriloquism with some of the best ven
triloquists in the United States, and know, positively, 
of what the art consists. In Bhort, before proceed
ing, allow me to Bay that I can imitate, ventriloqui- 
ally, any animal I ever heard; can plane, saw wood, 
hammer—in the voice, and, in short, can handle it 
fully. Having stated so much, let me say that I 
positively know that ventriloquism could not in any 
sense have formed a factor in the Dagg case. I will 
give my reasons: Tbe voice of tbe ventriloquist is 
simply a modification of the natural voice, usually 
executed with little or no use of the teeth and lips; 
you may thus look the skillful ventriloquist squarely 
in the face while he is using this voice and you will 
seldom discover a change in bis features or in the 
organs of speech. I state an extreme case when I 
have said this, and it requires the utmost skill of the 
artist to accomplish this much. Now what about 
“throwing the voice”? Simply that it is a wholly 
unwarranted expression. A second point to be re
membered is that the voice is always confined to the 
throat of the speaker and is not so low down as the 
word itself indicates. The German word Bauch- 
redner is equally illusory. The uninitiated get the 
impression that the voice is something entirely away 
and apart from the speaker. This is extremely er
roneous. There was never a ventriloquial sound 
uttered which could have^deceived the bearer had 
bis ear been placed upon the thorax of the speaker. 
It will be understood from this that the vpice is with 
tbe operator. Then, whence the delusion of the 
voice? Simply this, it is so modified as to appear 
farther away. Tbe performer usually adds to this 
some means of directing your attention to a certain 
point claiming that the voice proceeds from that 
point; now as you cannot locate the voice anywhere, 
you^naturally fall into this delusion. I have often in 
a small gronp of friends, called their attention to a 
man beneath tbe floor. I would then produce the 
sounds in the larynx—tbe farthest down any human 
being can by any possibility utter a sound—and all 
would bear the voice as intimated. Probably I 
would ask him to come up into the wall. The first 
thing to do in this case would be to let it be known 
in some manner that he is there, and then so modu
late the voice that it would be natural for that point, 
If now we wish to place him upon tbe house top- 
the tongue nearly closes the entrance to the phar- 
anx and tbe voice is mads in that chamber in ? far- 
off high key. Since, theri, the ventriloquial voice is 
always unnatural it will not have the sibilants, nor 
the mute sounds. No ventriloquist can look you in 
the faceand say “beans,” even though he might be a 
Bostonian. D can be uttered fairly well in this 

way. Let it be remembered that all such stories l 
that of the man unloading his load of hay because 
he heard a baby crying in it—or tbe merchant 
breaking bis casks because of a man therein calling 
for help, are all of them purely fictitious.

My last proposition on the theory, then, is this: 
The ventriloquial voice is always in the direction of 
the speaker from the hearer, never in the opposite 
airection, and this because.it is an illusory sound 
really confined to the epeaker. Now, in the case of 
the little girl in tbe Dagg family, the voice seems, 
from Mr. Woodcock’s report, to have been uncon
fined while Mary was in the same room. Had she 
been the best ventriloquist on eaitb she could not 
have kept up this illusion- five minutes unless she 
could separate the audience from herself, and then 
in Borne way direct their attention to the place of 
the voice. Once put the audience on the qui-vive as 
to where the voice was and they would have found 
it quickly. Nor would they have agreed upon its 
locality until it bad been traced to tbe speaker, for 
reasons already explained. ,

Last of all, this voice could not by any means be 
kept up more than three hours, nor could any little 
girl use a strong ventriloquial voice. Now, Mr. Edi
tor, while on this subject, permit me to suggest that 
all talk about ventriloquial voices in tbe dark is de
lusive. You must see the operator to be deluded. 
True, it might be tfrought that the speaker was fur
ther away than one would think, but nothing more; 
nor is the voice ever smooth and clear. Now, as I 
am not proud of possessing this art, but rather 
ashamed of it, permit me to subscribe myself,

John Jones.

Bellamy’s Millennium

To the Editor of the Rellglo Philosophical Journal. '
For the last two generations innumerable 

form movements have been started, attracted_
tention and supporters from the few or the many, 
varied as each promulgation seemed to meet the 
long felt want of the individual elements of human
ity. Each movement, until lately, seemed to ¿be in
augurated by some special need or want of individ
uals, and has flourished or died, in accordance with 
what might be an application of the Darwinian 
law ; viz.: “The survival of the fittest,” or in thiB case 
it might be more clear to state, each movement 
gained strength and life; as it was found to have, 
as an inherent principle, the greatest good to the 
greatest numbers.

All however, have fallen short of a comprehensive 
whole; there appeared to be something lacking, 
and tbe lack of tbe element required has isolated 
each movement into a single pathway of reform, 
and therefore holds men in varying attitudes to
ward each other which are to a greater or less ex
tent antagonistic. Being so, each reform organiza
tion, as a unit, naturally becomes the competitor of 
every other uDit that bids for the attention and sup
port of mankind as a whole.

It is this spirit of competition, this atmosphere of 
eternal grind that surrounds every human being of 
tc-day, that enters so largely in the elements of re
form movements, and which has caused all such 
movements to fall far short of a possible ideal, mak
ing an aching void which has had to be filled with 
another, and still another idea, with new combina
tions of Individuals.

So this has gone on until men of the most ad
vanced intellects and of the most intense desires of 
good to tbeir fellow-men have fallen by tbe wayBida 
despairing, because they could not bring themselves 
to do, what they found other Bo-called leaders of re
form doing, that is, to enter into an exhaustive com
petition for recognition of tbeir personal desires for 
opportunity to teach others what they had learned 
and truly felt they knew.

Throughout the best elements of mankind this has 
somehow been felt to be a crying wrong, a cloud 
that dimmed the bright Btar of evolutional progress, 
a something undefined but felt most terribly by the 
sensitive souls in whom are born new ideas. J

That an intense want creates a needed supply' 
might almost be formulated as an axiom. In this 
case the want has been supplied by .Edward Bella- 
&y when he illustrates the possible results of emu
lation as compared with the burden all men groan 
under in this age of competition.

In the substitution of tbe one word for the other, 
and the spirfethat accompanies the word as a mean
ing, he has sounded the keynote of the future which 
marks a new departure in reforms Under which all, 
who have any legitimate excuse for existence, can 
combine or rather coalesce. •

The very thought that it might be possible to live 
among one’s fellow-men in an atmosphere of emu
lation, is to many as the thought of emancipation 
was to the slaves of thirty years ago. With that 
idea present in the minds of men, one can live and 
hope that each and all. of mankind may find their 
place and work—be helpe 1 to do so in the fullest 
spirit of freedom, and consequently each human be
ing may be of tbe greatest good to himself, ( which 
is his birthright) and to his fellow-men. Under the 
spirit of emulation, what is of good to the individu
al is of good to tbe community; the good of com
munities must be the good of the state; what is of 
good to the state in the highest sense must be of 
real good to tbe nation. Nations comprise tbe peo
ples of the earth ; and under this teaching every hu
man being can cultivate the good within him, ac
tively use it, and be rewarded with the feeling that 
he has done, is doing, for the whole of mankind in 
the broadest appreciable sense as far as his natural 
capability and individual resources will allow.

Each human being has .a place and work to do— 
a something that iB a part of a birthright, but which, 
alas! is so often crushed out, thrust aside and 
trampled under foot in the terrible competitive rush 
of tbe many. Surely this is wrong. Men are not 
born, to be beasts and act like ravening wolves; bnt 
that such is the spirit now permeating mankind is 
in a measure true.

OR! yes, I know, we are better than our ancestors 
in much of this, but the spirit that pervaded their 
day and generation was relative to their civilization, 

4nm so it is to-day. The strong-willed man of an
cient days, built his stronghold, gathered his adher
ents and made war upon his neighbor similarly 
situated. In that competitive war men lost their 
lives. In tbe competitive war of to-day many lose 
more than life; they lose their honor, their self-re
spect, their good name, and go down Into a Bea ot 
infamy, all because under a spirit of competition 
they have in some way—generally in the most nar
row minded, selfish way, too—tried to excel their fel
low-men. To give expression to those desires to 
excel, ¡8 to give expression to the part in mankind 
that i9 divine. But we know by observation that 
this divine attribute of mankind hæ been and is, per
verted into the grasp of avarice in one, the attain
ment of individual power in another, the expressionæ uamo puivciam t-ncu w uuiua^aic
of vanity in some, and the feeding of sensual appe-~ from a supposed resemblance of its surface to that 
tites in more. All of this, too, at the expense of their 
fellow-men and often under some popular cloak, by 
thé hypocrite aud liar, which is a fallen state indeed 
from the old feudal baron, whose standing was made 
by his good right arm and frank fearlessness.

Out of this melee of liars, hypocrites, and thieves, 
wbo are to-day posing as, the examples of great men 
for future generations to look upto—posing as patri
ots, as statesmen, as financiers, as philanthropists 
and patrons of all that is good, when their only end 
and aim is self-aggrandizement. Gut of all this 
comes one man who holds np a banner npon which 
is emblazoned but one word, and the great mass of 
humanity responds with a heartfelt “Thank God for 
that thought—Emulation.” Juan de Amigos.

re- 
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Spiritualism in Oregon.

to
To the Editor of the ReliKlo PhllosoDhlcal Journal

We find out on this coast the same element 
contend with that yon have in the eastern cities. The 
question of how to meet that class is what worries 
us. Eaclosed we submit to you a copy of the reso
lutions adopted by the First Spiritualist Society of 
this city at its last regular meeting:

Resolved, 1st, That the great object and aim of 
this Society is to advance the cause of Spiritualism.

2nd, That every effort be made in all our public 
meetings to prove by argùment and through reliable 
mediums tbe fact that we, can commnnicate with 
those who have passed tojfoe higher life.

3rd, That we do not allow speakers on our plat
form who, under the guise of free speech, seek to 
introduce their free love and other objectionable 
doctrines.

4th, That we will not allow any person to ad
dress our publip meetiogs who seeks to antagonize 
the churches or cast slurs upon the Bible of the 
Christians or of any nation.

We hope to see the day when those who believe 
in a future state or existence and those who can get 
communications from the higher spheres of life inay 
be free from tbe sharks of society who are constantly 
preying upon the unwary and seeking to bring the 
cause into bad repute.

There is only one way out of it: Let each state

aS /call a convention, send delegates to a general cou- 
ise^-vention and there adopt certain rules and laws to 

govern the new church—a government without 
laws or any rules cannot stand long:-and there select 
leaders who are worthy men and women wbo will 
Work to build up the cause.

This society advocates a free platform upon the 
subject of Spiritualism. This life is too short to try 
to investigate every new argument that is advanced. 
If there is a future state of existence we want to 
know it and how we can communicate with it.

Mre. Flora A. Brown, the medium who visited 
Chicago last fall, is again with us. She strikes the 
key note to draw the people out to our meetings. It 
has caused the people to get out their dust-coveted 
Bibles and sea if she is telling the truth, that the 
people of this earth have always been in communi
cation with the higher spheres of existence. I have 
heard several say: “I never thought such things 
were mentioned in the Bible.” OtherB Bay: “I never 
took any interest in Bible readings until since I 
heard her interpretations of it.” Others say: “That 
is the first time I e^er heard both sideB of the ques
tion presented.” Many Spiritualists are yet in great 
ignorance -blind leaders of the blind.

By Order of the Board, J. S. Ordway, Pres^ 
E. Brown, Sec’y. /

Montreal Spiritualists..

•>

To tne Editor of the Rellglo-Phllosophlcal Journal.
Good and appreciative audiences continue their 

attendance to hear tbe trance lectures of our me
dium. On Feb. 2nd, a spirit purporting to be Jere
my Bentham gave through W. Walrond’s medium,' 
ship a review of the life of Thomas Paine. The 
control described a brilliant assemblage of spirits 
gathered around the platform, fraternizing and en
joying each other’s friendship, and that they had 
been drawn there by a body of sympathetic friends 
who were celebrating the anniversary of I Paine in 
a room not far distant from our temple. The con
trol described the room and itB decorations. It turns 
out that the members of the Freethought Club, 
were at that very hour, honoring his memory and 
had their room decorated with their champion’s 
motto, “The world is my religion and to do good ie 
my religion still.” Ou Sunday the 9ih,a spirit claim
ing to be D. D. Home controlled and gave a fine 
address on clairvoyance and clairaudience, and re
called the experiences of his mediumship when on 
earth, which proved entertaining and instructive. 
Our address thia week consisted in showing the dif
ference between the teachings of Spiritualism and 
those of orthodoxy. Tests are given from time to 
time in a way that is clear and convincing.

We intend increasyig our library and tract table 
for the further dissemination of spiritual truths.

C. Turnbull, 
Cor. Sec., R. P.1 Society.

Notes and Extracts on Miscellaneous 
c Subjects.

r
/

There are 2,750 languages. 
Watches were first made in 1476. 
A barrel of rice weighs 600 pounds. 
The average human life is 31 years. 
A barrel of flour weighs 196 pounds. 
A barrel of pork weighs 200 pounds. 
The first steel pen was made in 1830. 
A hurricane m >ves 80 miles per hour. 
The vaine of a ton of silver is $37,704.84. 
The firét lucifer match was made in 1829. 
The first iron steamship was built in 1830. 
Modern needles firBt came into usò in 1545. 
Coaches were first built in England In 1569. 
The first horse railroad was built in 1826-27. 
Telegraph wires have to be renewed every five or 

seven years.
One million dollars of gold coin weighs 3,685 

pounds avoirdupois.
One million dollars of silver coin weighs 58,920.9 

pounds avoirdupois. .
Until 1776 cotton-apinning was performed by hand 

spinning wheels.
Albert Durar gave the world a prophecy of-future 

wood-engraving in 1527.
Gl 188 windows were first introduced into England 

in the eighth century. "
The first complete sewing machine was patented 

by Ellas Howe in 1846.
Measure 290 feat on each side and you will have a 

square acre within an inch.
Prince Albert Victor wears tbe,h’.ghe3t collar ever - 

known to be worn by man. It is 3X inches high in 
its narrowest part.

Do not expact your horse to-be equally good at 
every thing. The horse, like the man, must be 
adapted to his work.

Near the close of a journey let the horse walk. If 
covered with sweat rub off with a rag, to prevent 
too sudden cooling.

Keep a horse’s bedding dry and clean underneath 
as well as on top. Standing in hot'fermenting ma
nure causes thrush.

The contract for the organ for Talmage’s new tab
ernacle in Brooklyn has been awardedMo the firm 
that built the old one. It will have 5,078 pipes and 
119 stops, and it is said it will be the largest ever 
built.

The last season of the pearl fishing at Ceylon was 
exceptionally successful. In twenty-two days fifty 
divers brought 11,000,000 oysters to the surface. The 
divers made about $32,000, and the government 
$100,000. . '*>-

The telegraph message costing $2.37 a word was 
recently Bent from Portland to Hong Kong, and an 
answer received in twelve hours. It was first sent 
to New York, thence to London, across the conti
nent to Yokohama.

The trial of a colored deacon who was arrested at 
Wichita, Kan., for stealing coal, was advanced on 
tbe justice’s docket at his request in order that he 
might fill an engagement to preach on the day orig
inally set for hearing. '

The late John F. Smith, the great Philadelphia 
typefounder gave to various charities more than 
$100,000 a year during the closing years of bis long 
and useful life. “Everything I have to give away,” 
he said, “I shall give away before I die.”

The name “porcelain” was given to chinatyare 

of the univalve shell called porcellana. Tbe shell 
was so named from the shape of its outer surface, 
which was thought to resemble the back of a pig 
(porcella).

The richest man in Russia, Count Scheremtjew, 
is about to produce Puschkin’s play, “BoriB Godo
no w,” in bis own house, and has spent 30,000 rou
bles on scenery and costumes. The performers will 
be noble amateurs, and the royal opera will supply 
tbe music and choruses.

The electric light is making its way in London« 
the wires being laid under ground, and tbe streets 
all over the city will soon be illuminated by it. In 
interior nse, however, there is a growing distrust, 
the numerous accidents in this country having di
rected attention to its dangers.

The old saying that a man who minds his own 
business will make money is not true. Charles Coch
rane, a Qanadian, has remained on his farm fpr 
fourteen straight years without leaving it and has 
tiot spoken to a stranger in all that time, and yet he 
s poorer than when he began.

Swimming baths are becoming popular additions 
to English schools. The school board contends thaj 
it is quite as important for a boy to learn to swim 
for a girl to learn the art of cookery, and claims 
that the swimming bath adds to the comfort of the 
scholars.and assists in the work of education.

A Pacific coast paper has this item: “A school 
teacher at Kootenay, B. C., recently saw a personal 
in an eastern paper soliciting correspondence, etc. 
He took a flyer and received in return a check for 
$250 to come to Minneapolis and get a bride. The 
day of the marriage he will also get a bank book 
covering a deposit of $10,000 subject to hiB order.”

At Wloolawek, in Poland, a man named Pawilk- 
owiski has just died at the age^of one hundred and 
fifteen. He (pugbt through Kosciusko's wars and 
through Napoleon I.’s Russian ¿campaign. He was 
working in the fieldB up to last' year. Hie father is 
said to have lived to the age of one hundred and 
twenty-six and one of bis brothers died at one hun
dred and sixteen. He leaves three sisters aged one 
hundred and two, ninety-nine and ninety-three re
spectively.
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OUR MOTHER.
Mrs. Hannah J. Woodward of Wilmington, Vermont, passed 

to tbebigher life, Feb. lltli, 1890.

HELEN FIELD COMSTOCK.

“He bears our best-loved things away 
And then we call them ‘dead.’ ”

So soon! «o soon! I could not know 
Wht-n last I saw her here on earth, 

Scarce three short months would intervene 
Befoie would come the higher birth.

“So tired! ei tired! I’ll rett,” she said, 
As fainter grew-the wary breath;

So quietly life’.-i epark withdrew, 
Ouefcouid not realize ’(.was death.

It came st like its twin-soul, sleep, 
-She queried not it death was nigh ;

Who meet life’s duties faithfully. 
Fear not the summons from on high.

IIWÜRI A Christian gentleman or lady In evei
11111 UVI township as agent for

“THE HOME BEIOÄD”
and Tumors CURED no knife 

kv book iree. Drs.Gkatigny & Busk 
WMI1 VvlallH No. 163 Elm SU, Cincinnati, O

A.

No supersition held in thrall
A mini where •■.rengtfi and clearness wrought; 

Her intellect no hampers brooked,
No barriers to earnest thought.

Though gentle, kind and womanly, 
Ydt seli-reliatit to the core;

Life’s hardest lesson early learned, 
Alone she plied the broken oar.

Scarce furrowed is the marble brow, 
' The’eeveaty-two as years are told; 
For hearts bo cheerful, hopeful, bright. 

May weary grow, out never old.

..I see again, as in her prime,
A wise and tender motherhood,

Whose thoughtful care, and guidiag hand, 
Sought ouly for her children’s good.

»
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I hear again the soothing tones, 
That quieted our childish fears;

And feel the reassuring kiss, 
That.cured our hurts, and dried our tears.

A rounded life of usefulness,
Of crones borne, and duties done;

Love thrice has called to well-earned rest, 
Earth’s griefs are o’er, joy’s haven won. 

Rochelle, III.

JBorn <>i Envy.

' Chicago Daily Netos: If Henry M. Stanley reads 
all the mean things that are being written about him 
he must ft el like returning to the wildB of Africa. 
The savages of the datk continent are less unkind to 
him than some of his civilized critic?. He is accused 
of being ct uel and ut just in his treatment of the na
tives; < f going about and rescuing people who do 
not want tn be rescued; of making a disgraceful 
treaty with Tippoo Tib, who has the reputation of 
beiDg the woist as well as the ablest of the Af
rican despots;.aDd, finally, it is inlimated that -be 
may lie financially interested in the slave trade him
self. These charges are manifestly born of eDvy, 
and they will do the explorer no lasting harm. The 
attacks upon him after his discovery of Livingstone 
Were eveD more virulent than those now directed 
against, him, but he outlived them all, and he will 
doubtless triumph over bis detractors, now. At the 
same time he must reijl zs more fuilj than ever be
fore that success has its bitterness as well as its 
glory. ;_________________________

The human body is the nearest approach to per
fection except Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.

K you suffer with pain iu the back and limbs, 
take 25 cts. and buy Salvation Oil.

“Like Magic,”
THE effect produced by Ayer's Cherry 

Pectoral. Colds, Coughs, Croup, 
aud Sore Throat are, in most cases, im

mediately relieved 
by tiie use of this 
wonderful remedy. 
It strengthens tbe. 
vocal organs, allays 
irrila!ion, aud pre
vents the inroads of 
C o n s m p t i o n : in 
(-very stage of that 
dread disease, 
Ayer’s Cherry Pec
toral relieves cough
ing and induces 
refreshing rest.

“ I have used Ayer's Cherry l’eetoral 
in my family for thirty years and have 
always found it the best, remedy for 
croup, to which complaint my children 
have" been subject.”—Capt. U. Carley, 
Brooklyn, N. Y.
“From an experience of over thirty 

years in the sale of proprietary medi
cines, I feel justified in recommending 
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. One of the 
best recommendations of the Pectoral is 
the enduring quality of its«popularity, it 
being more salable now than it was 
"twenty-five years ago, when its great 
success was considered marvelous.”— 
R. S. Drake, M. D., Beliot, Kans.
“My little sister, four years of age, 

was so ill from bronchitis that \ve liad 
almost given tip hope of her recovery 
Our family physician»? a skilful man and 
of large experience, pronounced it use
less to give her any more medicine ; 
saving that he had done all it was pos
sible to do, and we must prepare for the 
worst. As a last resort, we determined 
to try Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, and I can 
truly sa.v, with the'most happy results. 
After taking a few doses she seemed to 
breathe easier, and, within a week, was 
out of danger. We continued giving the 
Pectoral until satisfied she was entirely 
well. This has given me unbounded faith 
m the preparation, and I recommend it 
confidently to niv customers.”—C. O. 
Lepper, Drq^gist, Fort Wayne, Ind.

For Colds and Coughs, taka-

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
PREPARED EY

Dr. J, C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Price $1 ; six bottles, $5. Worth $5 a bottle.

THE TIMES
-e-----

The Chicago Weekly Times is read by 
more Democrats than any other paper 

in the Northwest.

For a disordered liver try Beecham’s pills.
•<

The Best IVewspapers.
Geo. p. Rowell & Co., proprietors of tbe Ameri

can Newspaper Advertising Bureau, No. 10 Spruce 
St,, New Yuk, have issued a pamphlet containing a 
choice seleciinn of newspapers for an advertiser to 
use, who prefers to confiue hiB advertising invest
ments to euch as are likely to pay him beet-

This catalogue name? all the greatest and all the 
best newspapers, and aims to name the beet paper in 
every county seat having a population of so much as 
three thousand, and every other town, village or city 
having so much as five thousand population, pro
vided a paper is printed which issues as many as a 
thousand copies a week.

Out of the seventeen thousand papers named in 
the large Directory, only about two thousand are 
selected; of these only seventy-six are issued in the 
State of Illinois—although there are 1228 papers in 
this State. Among those selected it is. perhaps not 
necessary to add, the Religio-Philosophical 
Journal is given the prominence to which its mer
its entitle it._________________________

The Cassell Publishing Company announce 
three editions of the “Journal of Marie Bashkirt- 
seff.” The one they first issued at two dollars 
has leeu reduced to one dollar and a half; there 
is another in plainer binding at one dollar, and a 
third in paper at fifty cents. These editions are 
printed from the same platee, and the two 
foimer have the portrait and illustrations hb in 
the original two dollar edition, while the latter 
has the portrait only. Nothing haH been “sup
pressed” in this translation of Mlle. Bashkirtseff’s 
Journal. Mrs. Serrano simply left out such parts 
as were uninteiesling or trivial. Her condensation 
has been made with great care and a keen appre
ciation of the reader's wants. One of the very 
reasons why the sale of the American edition of 
this Journal has so far exceeded that in the ori
ginal French, is the very fact of judicious editing 
on the part of the translator.

Master of His Fate, b.v J. Maclaren Cobban; A 
March in the Ranks, by Jessie Fothergill; The 
Bondman, by Halj Caine: F. F. Lnvell & Co., New 
Yoik. Three new novels of Lovell’s international 
Series, will be found interesting reading—at the 
low price of 30 cents each. ■

Protection or free trade 7 One of the ablest ar
gument^ ‘ yet offered 1s (t les B. Stebbins’s Ameri
can Protectionist, price, cloth, 75 cents, paper cov
er, 25 cents. A most appropriate work to read in 
connection with the above Is Mr. Stebbins’s Progress 
from Poverty.an answer to Henry George’s Progress and 
Poverty. This work has run through several editions 
and is in great demand, price, cloth, 50 cents; paper 
25 cents. _______ _________________ i

Heaven Revised is a narrative of personal experi
ences after tbe change called death, by Mrs. E. B. 
Duffey. The story ¡b told in a mcBt interesting and 
delightful manner and will please all who peruse it. 
Now is the time to order. Price 25 cents. r

PREMIUM LIST 
For 1890.

TIIE WEEKLY TIMES, 1 YEAR
With Celel»rnt«*<l  “Saxon Beauty” or "Foster

Lacing Gloves......... ............................................ ¡¥1.25

This offer is unprecedented, as we furnish the subscriber 
with a glove sold regularly at $1 50 for 25 cents. These 
gloves aie 4 and 5 button, eiiibroideied back, genuine 
kid. and are warranted ¡>s leniesented. We have already 
sold several thousand of these gloves without a single 
case of dissatisfaction. In sendingdehcrlptlon give size 
and color of glove.

With the National Standard Dictionary S1.5O

This Dictionary contains 40,000 words and 7C0 Illus
trations, together with much useful and explanatory In 
formation. Bound in cloth.

With tire National Standard Encyclopaedia
......................................................................  SI. 50

700 pagfs, 20,C00 articles on various subjects,and 1,000 
illustrations. Bound in ciotn.

With Dr. Daclnson’s Counselor.. ..S1.5O

A timely guide for the family, treating of all known all 
ments and givi ng plain and proper directions for hour 
treatment. 7-0 pages. B.uutl in cloth.

With the Works of Charles Dickins....82.00 

£5 volumes, containing 5.002 pages of reading matter 
neatly bound in paper. 'llitsus tho cheapest edition 
ever published and is printed in clear readable type.

$2.00th the Works ot Walter Scott.

22 volumes, similar .in stjle to the works of Charles 
Dickens. . '

lVitli tlie Peerless Atlas of lire World..SI.50
This atlas is a concise epitome of the world, and is equal 
to any $10 Ou atlas. It contains handsomely colore“ 
waps. mostly in sU colors, of all ili<- countries on 
face of the earth, also county and railroad maps of 
fte states and territories, together with a large amoui 
of valuable information.

With an Agricultural Weekly Free.
Think of it—104 papers, two eachweek, for Sl.OO.
The Philadelphia Practical Farmer.

A live agricultural paper fur live farmers. 16 pages, 64 
columns.
The Farm Journal of Philadelphia.

One ot the most widely read of agricultural papers«

The Western Stockman and. Cultivator,

iAMAK
UNACQUAINTED WITH TH2 GEOGRAPHY OF THE COUNTRY WILl 
OBTAIN MUCH LNFORMATION FROM A STUDY OF THIS MAP OF THE

Sent by mai I upon receipt of 25 cts. 
Agents wanted.
PRAIRIE CITY NOVELTY CO.,45 Randolph St., 

CHICAGO. .... ILL

or- View of Heaven.” by Bishop Eallows. Th e choices 
commendations Irom leading clergymen and religlou 
papers. Address
XATIOXAL LIBRARY. ASSOCIATION

103 State Street. Chieaso.
r®"Name this paper every time you write.

FOR SALE AT A BARCAIN.
Five small Brick Houses iii Vermontville. Mich, Will sen 

for low cash price, or exchange lor Chicago property. Addreef
J. HOU AKIl START, 

Ha b>*.  oipl» (Jhicairo,

PERFECT COFFEEMAKER.
A new Invention for making 

Coffee or Tea better than any 
thing now-in use. Saves Ji of 
the Coffee. Can be used with 
any Coffee or Tea Pot, If you 
like a fine cup of coffee this ar
ticle is just what you need.

¡iit tLKHAii I tAliti!AGE& 
HARNESS MF6. GO. .

16 Years have sold con. 
-¿sinners ot v. l.'ulcaalc prices; saving 

themtlie dealers profit. Ship 
anywhere far examination i>c- 
fore buying. Pay freight elf 
'? not satisfactory. VV.-irranted 
tor 2 years. 64- page Cat alog 
Free. Add re-s W. 1». Fit ATI, 
8ce’y,, Elkhart, Ind,

J

'1
■'3

Chicago, Rock Island SPaciMy.
Including Lines East and. West of the Missouri 

River. The Direct Route to and from CHICAGO, 
-> ROCK ISLAND, DAVENPORT, DES MOINES, 

COUNCIL BLUFFS, WATERTOWN, SIOUX 
FALLS, MINNEAPOLIS. ST. PAUL. ST. JOS
EPH, ATCHISON. LEAVENWORTI KANSAS 
CITY, TOPEKA, DENVER, COLORADO SP NGS 
and PUEBLO. Free Reclining Chair Qars to and 
from CHICAGO. CALDWELL, HUT&HINSON 
and DODGE CITY, and Palace Sleeping Cars be
tween CHICAGO, WICHITA and HUTCHINSON. 

SOLID VESTIBULE EXPRESS TRAINS 
of Through. Coaches, Sleepers, Free Reclining 
Chair Cars and (East of Mo. River) Dining Cars 
daily between CHICAGO, DES MOINES, COUN
CIL BLUFFS and OMAHA,, with FREE Reclin
ing Chair Car to NORTH PLATTE (Neb.), and 
between CHICAGO and DEN VER, COLORADO 
SPRINGS and PUEBLO, via St. Joseph, or Kan
sas City and Topeka. Splendid Dining Hotels 
west of St. Joseph and Kansas City. Excursions 
daily, with Choice of Routes to and from Salt 
Lake, Portland, Los Angeles and San Francisco. 
The Direct Line to and from Pike’s Peak, Mani
tou, Garden of the Gods, the Sanitariums, and 
Scenic Grandeurs of Colorado,

Via The Albert Lea Route.
Solid Express Trains daily between Chicago and 
Minneapolis and St. Paul, with THROUGH Re
clining Chair Cars (FREE) to and from those 
points and Kansas City. Through Chair Car and 
Sleeper between Peonia, Spirit Lake and Sioux 
Falls via Rock Island. The Favorite Line tc 
Watertown, Sioux Falls, the Summer Resorts and 
Hunting and Fishing Grounds of the Northwest.

The Short Line via Seneca and Kankakee offers 
facilities to travel to and from Indianapolis, Cin
cinnati and other Southern points.

For Tickets, Maps, Folders, or desired informar 
tion, apply at any Coupon Ticket Office, or address

JOHN SEBASTIAN,
Gen’l Tlrt. & Pass- Agt

I CURE FITS !
When I say care I do not mean merely to stop them - 

ferstimeandthen have them returnagain. I mean a radical cure. I have made the disease of FITS. EPIL
EPSY or FALLING SICKNESS a life-long study. I - 
warrant my remedy to cure the worst cases. Because '• others have failed is no reason for not now receiving a 
cure. . Send at once for a treatise and a Free Bottle 
Of my infallible remedy. Give Express and Post Office. ' 
BL» »• JB.OOT, ftl. C-. 183 Feaxl St. New Y’orlr.

SfLANTERN^ 
!«□ SLIDES

ejlEQMFMWmEBCTSzS
• ■ 8aourl-,o«-isby samr.leiothewbolesaiaW» » «BMWSasa«» van,iretaiI tra<lc Ve are the largest 
manufacturersinourlinein the world. Libernlvalary paid. Perma
nent >>o«ii Ion. Money adraneed for wages, advertising, etc. For full 
terms address, Cenu-unialilfg. Co., Chicago. Jll .or Cincinnati, Q,

FOR GIRLS.

E. ST. JOHN,
Gen’l Manager. -----------

CHICAGO, ILL.

SALARY $40 EXPENSES IN ADVANCE 
irhwitvL w allowed each mouth. Steady empioy- 

incut a t home or t rave]ins.No solicitin'.' 
Duties delivering n<i ni:i king collections. No Post a 1 
Cards. Adiire.-s wltii.-tanip, 11A I'EUil;CO.,l’iqua.o

Imported Edition.

Lights and Shadows
OF

SPIRITUALISM.
BY

I». 1). HOJIE

TABLE OF CONTENTS:

PAKT FIRST.
ANCIENT SPIRITUALISM.

CHAPTER I. THE FAITHS OF ANCIENT PEOPLES. Spirit
ual siu as old as our piauet. Lights aud shadows ot 
Pagan times.

CHAPTER If. ASSYRIA, CHALDEA, EGYPT, AND PERFIA 
“Chaldea’s seers are good.” The prophecy of Alexander’s 
death, sp.ritualism lu the shadow of the Pyramids. Sethon 
and Psammetlcus. Prophecies regaiding Cyrus. The 
• Golrfen Star” or Persia.

CHAPTER III. india and china. Apollonius and the 
Brahmins I he creed of “Nirvana.” Laotse aud Con
fucius. Present corruption of the Chinese.

CHAPTER IV. GREECE and ROME. The famous Spiritual
ists of Hellas. Communion between world and woi id three 
thousand years ago. 'The Delphian Oracle. Pausamus 
and the Byzantine Captive. -Great Pan is dead.” 
Socrates and his attendant spirit. Vespasian at Alex
andria. A haunted house at Athens, Valens and - the 
Greek Theurgists, lue days cf the t'æsars.

PART SE('O.VI).
SPIRITUALISM IN THE JE WISH AND

CHRISTIAN ERAS.
CHAPTER I. THE SPIRITUALISM OF THE BIBLE. Science 
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World.” Unseeu armies who aided in the triumph of the 
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’ eatii. Augustines faith. The philosophy of Alexandria.

CHAPTER HI. SPIKITUAl ISM IN CATHOLIC AGES. The 
Counteifeiting or miraces St. Bernard. The case ot 
Mademoiselle Perrier. 1 he tomb of lie Abbe pa. Is. “The 
Lives of SaiLts.” Levitation. Prophecy of the death of 
Gaijgauelli.

CHAeTEti IV. THE SHADOW OF CATHOLIC SPtBITUALISM. 
Crimes of tbe Papacy. Hie rtc rd of the Dark Ages. Mis
sion and maityrdom of Joao i f Arc. Tnecaieerof Savou- 
arolu Dea:li oi Uiban Grander.

CHAPTER V. THE SPIRITUALISM OF THE WALDENSF.S AND 
Camisakds. 'lhe Israel of the Alps. Ten centuries ot 
persecution. Arnaud’s ma> ch. The deeds of Lapoite and 
Cavallier. The ordeal of fire. End o! the Cevemioi-i War.

CHAPTER VL rBOTESTANT spirit alism Precursors of 
t;ie Relormatlon. Luther amt Satan. Calvin. Mlshart's 
niarijrd'im. Witchcraft. Famous accounts ot appari
tions. Bunyan, Fox, and Wesley

, CHAPTER VIL THE SPIRITUALISM OP CERTAIN GREAT 
SEERS. “Tut Reveries of Jacob Behmen.” Sweden oig's 
character and teachings. Narratives regarding the spirit
ual gifts. Jungbtill ng. His unconquerable faith, and 
the providences accorded him. Zsehokke, Oberlin, and 
the seeress of Prevost,
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iI
THIS LANTERN WITH1DOZ. COLORED SLIDES:
AND CHOICE OFANY ONE SET IN THIS LIST FOR J
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.75c. j 
?5c- J 5O<-. .?

82.50
86 pictures .

44 ' “
44
44
44
44

Bible Views, <
Scenery,
.Noted Places, 
Comic« 
Miscellaneous, 
Blackville Fun,

Send one cent for complete list of slides. Tins outfit 
: is well suited lor a parlor entertainment. The pictures 
• are of a class never before offered in anything*  buthieh 
i priced outfits. Send us $2.50 and we will forward tbe 
: outfit as stated.

PRAIRIE CITY NOVELTY CO.,
' 46 RANELOLPH ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.

? i“T
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«4
44
44
44
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5<»e. 
,50c. 
.50«.
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PUEBLO
Pueblo, Colorado. Is a city of 3Ó.000 to 35.000 popula-

tion¡ has Steel Works, Rail Mills. Iron and Lead Pipe 

Works, Smelters, Copper Reduction Works, Foundries, 

ilachi1 e Shops, Nall Mills, Wire Works, and other facto
ries sufficient to justify a population of 100.000. Five 

new factories have located since April 15, 1889. 
Monthly pay 

-which will
roll of factory employees over $250,000

mouth within
probably increase to $500,COO a 

two years. Population Increase during

last year, 40 

spent in 1889 in magnificent buildings and other im
provements. Eleven Railways, with more coming. One 
ojf the finest and mildest winter climates on the contl- 

Bfnt. Resources are Coal, Iron, Silver, Gold. Petroleum. 

Capper, Zinc, Lead, Fire-clay and Building Stone, all in 

almost inexhaustible quantities; also the commercial? ■ /
center of three million acres of magnificent farmlug 

land. It Is a down hill pnll on the Railroads to Pueblo

per cent. Over four millions of dollars

from all parts of the State. Its pi esent growth is unpre
cedented.

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS

Real Estate in Pueblo Is cheaper than In any city or Its 

size and inportance in America. Increase in values 

not kept’ pace with the improvements i nd Increase in 

population. A new Mineral Palace to cost $250,000 and 

the most gigantic excursion scheme ever .conceived, will, 
during the present Fall and Winter, bring thousands of 

people to Pueblo, and millions of dollars will be made by 
those with real estate holdings in Pueblo. We offer a

few exceptional investments, some of which are follow

ing;

SPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE OFFERINGS.

One acre lots in Reservoir Heights, one mile from 
; .Manhattan Park, at $100 per lot.
E Eighty acres a little north of Manhattan Park at $150

Health and Hygiene*  
for Youria Women.

-A special Physiology by Mrs. E. K. Shepherd, 225 pages. 
Illustrated, extra cloth. Price, only $l.<>0 po.-tpaid. Ad
dress. DANIEL AMBROSE

•_______ 45 Randolph et.. Chicago, III.

THF,

Light of Egypt-
OB I

»

The Science of The Soul and 
The Stars.

IN TWO PARTS. ;

By AUNT INITIATE

Finely Illustrated with Eight Full-page Engravings.
_________ ' i

It is clalmel that this book is not a mare compila
tion, but thoroughly original.

It is believed to contain Information upon the most vital 
points of Occultism aud Theosophy that cannot be obtained 
elsewhere.

It claims to fully reveal the most recondite mysteries f< 
min upon every plane of ills existence, both here and here
after, in such plain, simple language that a child can almost 
understand It.

The secrets and Occult mysteries ot Astrology are revealed 
and explained for the first time. It is affirmed, since the day*  
of Egyptian Hieroglyphics. |

An effort is made to show that the Science ot the Soul a»4 
the Science ot the Stars are the twin mysteries which cone
prise The One Grand science of Life. , j

The following are among the claims made for the work by 
Its friends:

To the spiritual Investigator this book is lndlspenslblo.
To the medium it reveals knowledge beyond all earthly 

price and will prove a real truth, “ a guide, philosopher and 
friend."

To the Occultist it will supply the mystic key for which h*  
has been so long earnestly seeking.

To the Astrologer it will become a “ divine revelation of 
Science,"

To all these persons “The Light of Egypt” is the most ha- 
portant work of the present century.

7

?

Coiisumptiou Surely Cured.

To the Editor
Please inform your readers that I have a positive 

remedy for above named disease. By its timely use 
thousands of hopeless cases have been permanently 
cured. I shall be glad to send two bottles of my 
remedy free to any of your readers wbo nave con
sumption, if they will send me their Express and P. 
0. address. Respectfully, I

T. A. SLOCUM, M. C., 181 Pearl St., New York 
Th4 Light of Egypt is creating much (interest 

•and is a work well worth a careful perusal! It is 
sure to create a sensation and be prodnctive,of last
ing results. For nearly twenty yearB the writer has 
been deeply engaged in investigating tbe bidden 
realms of occult force. It will interest Spiritualists 
and all students of the occult Finely illui 
with eight full page engravings. Price, $3.00.

f‘Mrs. ‘Winslow’* Soothing Syru.

Children Teething,” softens ihe gums,redness in
flammation, allays pain, cureB wind colic. 25c. a 
bottle. _____________ ______ ______

Religio-Philosophical Joubnal Tracts, rm
tracing the following important subjects: xJTHe 
Summerland; The True Spiritualist; The ReBripnsir 
bility of Mediums;Denton aDd Darwinism; What is 
Magnetism and Electricity? Etc. A vast amonpt oj 
reading for only ten cents. Three copies sent to cue 
address for 25 cents.

The Jews are said to be rapidly increasing in 
numbeis, wealth and influence in New York. Four, 
new synagogues were recently opened within the 
space of ten days, and the city now haB forty-seven 
of these places of worship, which is a larger num-, 
ber than can be found in any other city in the world.' 
The Hebrew population has doubled in-ten yearB. 
Some trades they almost entirely control. -' ‘

Of Omaha, Neb. A journal for the farm and home.

The Quincy (ill.) Call, 16-page Weekly.
Remember that any of the above weeklies will be sent to 
any subscriber of The Weekly Times FREF,

For sample copies, or further Information, address

THE TIMES Chicago, Ill.

WAKE UP ! !

itrated

p for
25c. a

Commence right now to raise Poultry. There is MORE 
MONEY to be MADE at it than at anything else. “12 ARTI
CLES ON POULTRY RAISING” by FANNIE FIELD Will give JOU 
all the pointers you need to MAKE A SUCCESS of the busi
ness. In these Articles she gives you a thorough insight into 
he SUCCESSFUL WAY to raise Poultry for Market -and 
POULTRY for PROFIT. -

DON’T DELAY! SEND AT ONCE! T0 DAY1 
Sent on receipt of .price, only 25 cents.

DANIEL AMBROSE,
45 Randolph St., Chicago, III.

THE CROSS AND THE STEEPLE.
By IIUDSOS TUTTLE.

In this pamphlet the author takes up the origin and signifi
cance of the Cross In an intensely Interesting manner.

Price 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Rkligio-Philosophi- Cal Publishing House. Chicago.

CURES WHERE ALL ELSE FAILS.. ET
■a Best Cough S^rup. Tastes good. Use . 

in time. Sold'by druggists. I*J

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTORY.
CHAPTER II, dell bions. American false prophets. Two 

ex-reverends claim to be tbe witnesses foretold by St. John. 
'•The New Jerusalem.” A etrange episode in tbe history 
of Geneva. “The New Motor Power.” A society form
ed tor the attainment ot earthly immortality.

CHAPTER III. delusions (continued). The revival of 
Pythagorean dreams. Allan Kardec’s communication 
alter death. Fancied evocation of the spirit of 
a sleeper. Fallacies of Kardecism. The Theosophical 
Society. Its vain quest for sylphs and gnomes. Chemical 
processes for the manufacture of spirits. A magician 
wanted.

CHAPTER IV. Mental diseases little understood.
CHAPTER V. “PEOPLE FROM THE OTHER WORLD.” A 

pseudo investiga.or. Groplugs in the dark. The spirit 
whose name was Yusef, strange logic and strange the- ries.

CHAPTER VI. skeptics and TE3TB. Mistaken Spirit
ualists. Libels on the spirit-world. The whitewashing 
of Ethiopians.

CHAPTER VII. absurdities “When Greek meets Greek.’ 
The splnt-costume of Oliver Cromwell. Distinguished 
visitors to Italian seances. A servant and prophet of 
God. Convivial spirits. A ghost’s tea-party. A dream 
of Mary btuart. The Ideas of a homicide concerning 
his own execution. An exceedingly gifted medium. The 
Crystal Palaces of Jupiter. Re-lncarnative literature 
The mission of John King. A penniless archangeL A 
spirit with a taste for diamonds. The most wonderful 
medium in the world.

CHAPTER VIII. TRICKERY AND ITS EXPOSURE, Dark 
seauces. A letter from Serjeant Cox. The concealment 
of “spirit-drapery." Rope-tying and handcuffs. Narratives, 
of exposed imposture. Various modes ot fraud.

CHAPTER IX. TRICKERY AND ITS EXPOSURE (continued). 
The passing of matter through matter, “spirit brought 
flowers. The ordinary dark seance. Variations of * phe 
nomenal” trickery. * Spirit Photography." Moulds of 
ghostly hands and feet. Baron Klrkup’s experience. The 
reading of sealed letters.

CHAPTER X. THE HIGHER ASPECTS OF SPIRITUALISM. 
The theological Heaven A story regirding a coffin. An 
Incident with “L. M.” A London Drama. “Blackwood’s 
Magazine" and some seances In Geneva

CHAPTER XL "OUR FATHER.”
CHAPTER XIL THE HIGHER ASPECTS OF SPIRITUALISM 

(continued). “Stella.”

per acre.

. Forty acres northeast of Manhattan Park, beautiful 
* ground, $175 per Acre.

■ : Ten acre tracts adjoining Manhattan Park onthe east, 

; ■ $200 per acre.

j

Also lots and blocks In Manhattan Park, in size xl25 

feet, at the following prices: For whole blocks, $1,500. 

For half blocks, $750. There are lorty-six lots in a block. 

In smaller quantities. $40 per lot No less than five lots 
will be sold, entitling purchaser to one corner without 

extra cost. The terms are one-third cash and the bal
ance In one and two yean, equal payments, at seven per 

cent, interest per annum. This is one of the most de
lightful locations In Pueblo Distant from the center 
twenty minutes by the proposed motor line. There are 

many fine improvements under construction close. One

Improvement being a costly hotel.

OUR BUSINESS RECORT AND REF
ERENCES.

It

We have sold 1600,000 worth of Pueblo property, 
mostly to non-residents, during the last year, all of whom 

have made money, and we have not during that time

APPENDIX.
This covers eight pages and was not Included in the Amer

ican edition It is devoted to a brief account of a young me
dium who under spirit influence wro.e poetry of a high 
order. Extracts from these poetic inspirations are given. 
The appendix is an interesting and most fitting conclusion of 
a valuable book.

This Is the English edition originally published at $4.(i0. 
It Is a large book equal to 610 pages ot the average 12mo, 
and much superior In every way to the American edition 
publishtd some years ago. Originally published In 1877, It 
was in advance of Its time. Events of the past twelve years 
have justified the work at d proven Mr. Home a true prophet 
gui.e aud adviser in a field to which his labor, gifts and 
noble character have given lustre.

8vo, 412 pages. Price, $2.00,' postage free.
Fof sale, wholesale and retail, ¿>y the Religio-PhilosopHI- 

cal PuBLisHitu House. Ctdcaaji.

sold anything with more certainty of profit than this ad- •

dltlon. We will be pleased to give you more detailed ln-

formation upon application either in person or by mall. 
We refer to the First National Bank and the Stockgrow-
era’ National Bank, both of Pueblo, Colo., or Lord &

Thomas, Chicago, 111., or the Cbambeilain Investment 
Company, Denver, Colo. Visits and correspondence ln-

vited.

HARD & McCLEES,
Beal Estate and Investment Agents,

Puebl CXdo

OPINIONS OF PRESS AND PEOPLE.
“A noble, philosophical and Instructive work."—AftwJ 

Emma Hardinge Britten. / ' .**•  |
•■ A work of remarkable ability and Interest.”—Dr J. K. 

Buchanan.
••A remarkably concise, clear, ana forcibly interestins 

work........It is more clear and intelligible than any otbeg 
work on like subjects.”—Mr. J. J. Morse.

•• A careful readtng of The Light of Egypt discovers th» 
beginning of anew sect in occultism, which will oppose tbs 
grafting on We^tern Occultlsts the subtle delusive dogmas 
of Karma and Reincarnation ."—New York Times.

“ It is a volume likely to attract wide attention from that 
class of scholars . Interested In mystical science and 
occult forces. But it-is written in such plain and simp!« 
style as to be within the easy comprehension.............of any
cultivated scholarly reader.”—The Chicago Daily Inter
Ocean. i |

•• However recondite tris book the author certainly presents 
a theory of first causes which is well fitted to challenge tha 
thoughtful reader’s attention and to excite much reflection." 
- -Hartford. Daily Timta.

jhis book is respectfully commended to the Americas 
Theosophical society.”—St. Louis Republic.

•• Considered asan exposition of Occultism, or the philos*  
ophy of the Orient from a Western standpoint, this is a tg- 
markable production......... ..The philosophy of theboekln
perhaps, as profound as am yet attempted, and so far reach
ing in It« scope as to take in about all that r latestoth*  
divine ego-man in its msnKoidrelatlonr to time and eter
nity—the past, present and future.”—The Daily Tribune, 
(Salt Lake City).

“This work, the result of years of research and stnd^ 
will undoubtedly ctea’e a nrofotiiul sensation throughout tha 
phllo-iODhlc world.”— The Detroit Commercial Advertiser,

“It is an Occult work but not a Theosophical one........ It Is
a book entirely new in its scone, and must excite wide atten
tion.”—The Kansas City Journal.

“The book is highly interesting and very ably written, and 
it comes at an opportune time to eliminate from the i Wis
dom Religion” reincarnation and other unphilosophieal 

-superstitions of the otherwise beautiful structure of Theoe»- 
phy."—Kansas Herald.

“ rhe work makes a very good ounterfoH to Thaosophls 
publications.”—The Theostphist. (India).

.i “What will particularly commend 'he book to many 1« 
this country is t*<at  it Is the flrst successful attempt to make 
the truths of Theosophy plain and clear to any one not a 
Bpeclal student, and that It lays bare the frauds of the Bto- 
vatsky schooL"—San Francisco Chronicle.

A “NOBLE, PHILOSOPHICAL AND INSTRUCTIVJ3
WORK.” ~

•Mr«. Emma Hardinge Britten In the Two Worlds maikdl 
brief editorial reference to “The Light of Egypt.” Here M 
what she says; *

We deeply regret that other matters of pressing moment ’ 
have of late, occupied our columr s to the exclusion of those 
notion of books, pamphlets, and tracts, which,we have re- 
celvedln great numbers, and which we hope yet to call at
tention to This apology relates especially to the noble, phi
losophic. and instructive work, published by George Seaway 
of London, entitled “The Light of Egypt.” We had hoped to 
have found space to give abundant quotations fiom this a4- 
mirable treatise, one which supplies not only fine suggestM 
views of planetary cosmogony, but also furnishes a guod eoa- 
rective.founded onthe basisot sclence.lact and reason.tetba 
groundless assertions of tneosopby, some of which appear m 
quotation in this number's Leader. Ere we dose this mere*  
prelimloary notice that we have been favored with a coil ok 
“The Light ot Egypt,” we could call Its author’s attention ta 
the fact that a certain American editor of a TheosophleM 
Magarino, entitled The Path, after venting on tuis fine work 
all the abase, scorn and display of Ignorance and in olenea 
that his malice could dictate, ends by adding that this book 
is • by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.” We trust it needs ns 
op-n disclaimer on our part to assure the gif ted-author sf 
“The Light of Egypt" that this rude and uncalled fer plec*  
of mendacity could only have beendesigned by the writer to 
add Injury to Insult, and compel the editor of this journal to 
express her regrets that she has not the smallest claim te 
stand in a position Implying ability far beyond her capa»- 
lty to attain to. .It Is hoped that this public disclaimer will be, sufficient to 
atone for the Intended injury to the esteemed author of -TI» 
Light of Egypt,’.’ and explain to him the animus with w£Mk 
bis comments on the fantastic theories of the day are receto- 
ed by a prominent theosophical journalist.

••LIGHT ON THE WAY” ON “THEUGHT OF EGYPT.” 
tn the August Issue of his bright little paper, ¿fgMoa«*.  

Way, Dr. Geo. A. Fuller, medium and lecturer, refers to 
“The Light of Egypt” in the following terms:

••We feel as though we must give this remarkable book a 
brief notice In this number of L‘ghi on the Way, and tn fuj 
tore numbers a more extended notice will appear. We shall 
not attempt ».criticism of the learned author, for in so doing 
we would simply show our ignorance. The work is absorb
ingly interesting a .d throws much needed light upon sub
jects of vital imp rtance. It is not written like many thee^ 
sophicai works, for the purpose of exciting curiosity in th*  
Ignorant, but instead appeils to the bigbest In man and cess- 
talnly Is uplifting and exalting throughout Instead of arb 
view we intend to allow the book to speak for Itself and win 
now present a few selections............. In our next we will fol
low ’ The Light of Egypt” still further. In the meantime we 
would advise all our readers to get this work at once, as it 
would proves source of constant delight and instruction.”
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Beautifully printed and illustrated on paper manufactured
for this special purpose, with illuminated and extra heavy
eloth binding. Price, $3 00. -No extra charge for postage./'
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inspiration to their withered hearts and de
spairing souls.

Let liberalism be life. Let liberalism be 
love. Let liberalism be truth. Then willi 
she be the God of this new age; the veritable' 
Messiah who will sit on the throne of Davidj 
the dead past, forever. ;

CONFESSION OF A «SPIRIT.”

atA Boston Girl Who Played «Spirit” 
Materializing Seances*  Tells How the 
Fraud is Practised.

Mrs. Amanda M. Cowan was exposed on 
April 25, 1888, while giving a materializing 
séance in Boston and the paraphernalia 
captured. August 8,1888, the Boston Herald 
published an exposé with diagrams, revealing 
the ingenious trap-doors by which Mrs. Cow
an’s confederate “spirits” made their en
trances and exits. The Cowan family had 
removed and the examination of the house 
was made under the supervision of the city 
inspector of buildings and the owner of 
the property. In its issue of Feb. 24, 1890, 
the Herald gives an abridged and severely 
condensed account of the confession of one 
of the Cowan spirits which the Journal re
publishes, as follows:

“In telling her story to the reporter the 
‘spirit’ imposed one coudition—viz: that her 
full name Bhoald, for family reasons, be sup
pressed. ‘The beautiful spirit,’ who now de
votes her time and talents to affairs and 
occupations entirely material, thus describes 
hej&^onnection with the colossal humbug ad
vertised as materialization: T was induced 
to enter this business, having heard about it 
from a lady friend who had shown me much 
kindness, and who also knew how dependent 
I was upon my own exertions for a living. 
Through this lady Mr. and Mrs. Cowan eame 
to the house where I was living; and after 
some conversation about the business, and 
how easily one could become au expert after 
being initiated into its mysteries, they went 
away remarking that they thought I would 
be just the person they wanted. I called on 
them several times for instruction and re
hearsals previous to being iutroduced into 
the cabinet as a ‘spirit.’ The salary they of
fered was in excess of what I could possibly 
earn in my chosen occupation and I was in
duced to take up the business. The position 
I was to occupy was at that time filled by 
Mrs. Florence K. Rich, who was a performer 
of such ability in this line as to make her 
services in great demand in other cabinets, 
her salary being double that of others in the 
same business.”

“Under what circumstances did you make 
your debut as a spirit?” queried the reporter.

“It was at an afternoon séance. Mrs. 
Rich, in the garb of a spirit, led me from 
the cabinet as another visitor from the un
seen world. I had been instructed with great 
care as to the role I should enact. I advanced 
to where Dr. Whitney and his wife were sit-
V •
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would materialize for Mr. Brackett at th 
back of -his chair, or in some remote part o 
the room. In order to do this it was neces*  
sary for me to creep behind the black curtain 
that hung around the wall, counting the 
chairsTby feeling as I crept along until I 
came txpthe one occupied by Mr. Brackett. I 
wonld then jump np and greet him, ‘How do 
you do, nncle?’ and take him by the hand. 
‘Andy’ always personated Mr. Brackett’s dead 
brother George, and we were often greatly 
amused by his enthusiastic descriptions of 
our séances in the Banner of Light. Mr. 
Wetherbee was also very enthusiastic in his 
descriptions of onr manifestations, especial
ly those at 219A Tremont street. Mr. John 
Low of Chelsea was another freqnent vis
itor- He- was very hard to please. He re
quired many spirits, and was not satisfied 
unless he saw them all in the same even
ing. His favorites, outside his own family 
circle, were the spirits of Phœbe and Alice 
Cary, whom he would lead to the centre of 
the room, and x in traduce to the circle. The 
famous sisters were always personated by 
Mrs. Cowan and myself. After awhile Mr. 
Cowan, desiring more privacy, decided tore; 
move into apartments which shonld be occu
pied by his own family exclusively. He lo
cated at 219A Tremont street, where he con
structed another cabinet introducing the 
‘spirits’ through a trap door in the corner, 
leading under the partition into the next 
room. The hinges of the trap were placéd on 
the under side so as to escape detection while, 
feeling over the carpet with which the floor 
was covered. Access was had to the spirit 
room through a hole chiselled out of the 
brick partition wall between the two floors. 
It was very easy for us to creep in and out 
of the cabinet on onr hands and knees.”

“Can you explain the sudden appearances 
of the two white forms at the cabinet open
ing?”

“Oh, yes; that is very simple. When Mrs. 
Cowan, in her role as medium, would enter 
the cabinet from the séance room, after hav
ing been introduced to the eircle, she was 
already attired in her spirit robe over which 
she wore a dark dress so constructed as to 
drop off almost instantly. At the same mo
ment I crawled rapidly throngh the hole 
from the private room, and thus two mate
rialized spirits were suddenly revealed, to 
the great astonishment of the circle.”

“What prominent people do you remember 
as among your visito»s at this latter place?” 

“There was Mr. T. P. Beals of Portland, who 
first visited ns in company with Mrs. Rich. 
From her we obtained, on the ‘teat exchange 
plan,’ points and information by which we 
were enabled to satisfy him that his wife and 
sister actually appeared. MrB. Cowan person
ated the sister, and I the wife. I can tell yon 
a funny little story about Mr. Beals. It seems 
that one night, when he was attending a 
séance at Mrs. Rich’s the spirit ‘Dew Drop,’ 
her control, suggested to Mr. Beals that he 
give ‘Medie’ his wife’s diamond ring, which 
he was then wearing on his little finger. -To 
this robbery I,‘thespirit wife,’ strenuously ob
jected, when he consulted me about it a few 
evenings later, and Mr. Beals may thank me 
for the preservation of his ring. A Mr. Rus
sell of Cambridgeport was very anxious to 
see LI. ..." ’ „
two deceased wives and his intended third. 
There were only two of ns women in the cast. V"- T*' r***c’r*ûi1  it?

is accorded a sitting on the occasion of a 
first visit. He is pretty thoroughly ‘pumped,’ 
however, and the medium is thus enabled to 
communicate with others in the same line 
Of business and io ascertain such facts in ref
erence to his family and friends as can be 
nsed in producing successful tests. When in 
the séance room ‘tips’ are given to ns by the 
manager, who takes a sharp view @f the sit
ters, whom he has placed about the circle to 
suit his own convenience. He then commun
icates to us the names of the spirits it is safe 
to present, and the location of each believer 
in the circle; and, lest memory be treacher
ous, a record of these ‘points’ is kept in the 
spirit room for freqnent reference, together 
with the messages to be delivered to the 
faithful.”

“What is the usual weekly salary of a ‘spir
it.’”

“The spirit, when inexperienced, nsually 
receives $1 for each séance. Mrs. Rich was 
paid $3 a séance, and this is the highest 
price I ever knew to be paid for a single sé
ance. I should say that $1.50 is a pretty fair 
price for playing spirit.”

There are Degrees in Humbuggery.
The St. Paul Globe says that the medium 

Mrs. Sawyer, whose swindling operations 
were the other day detected and exposed 
by the Tribune was carrying on “an inno
cent sort of humbuggery” :

It is an unpleasant commentary on the intelli
gence of the age that people will flock to ghost 
shows and pay ont their good money for the sim
ple pleasure .they derive from being deceived into 
the belief that they are enjoying association with 
visitors from the spirit land. But we fail to see 
the criminality of the act oi wherein morality suf
fers more than it does in a thousand other forms 
of which no notice is taken......................................
If in the dimness of the séance they can embrace 
some speckled-faced, crooked-nosed old bag in the 
belief that they are holding sweet communion with 
a mother, a wife, or a Bister long since departed to 
the spirit world there is no particular harm in the 
d-lusiou. There is comfort and solace in it for the 
victim of the humbug.

The truth of this cannot be admitted. This 
medium was a humbug, but her humbuggery 
differs radically from that of the exhibitor 
of a sea serpent, or a mermaid, or of the 
fortune teller who lets a man know the name 
of a winning horse or the number of a win
ning lottery ticket. The medium professes 
to bring back from the land beyond the grave 
the semblance of the loved and lost. She ap
peals to feelings which are not to be controll
ed by reason or 
it is therefore 
trifle.

The ordinary 
man’s purse and 
but the medium 
ings as well as his purse. Being in his eyes 
an intermediary between the dead and the 
living, and one who can open for him the 
portals of the other world, all that he pos
sesses is put at her absolute disposal, and 
her rapacity generally leaveshim little but a 
disordered mind. When man thinks he is 
dealing with things outside of this world his 
reason is often paralyzed and he is the prey

experience, and with which 
the more dangerous to 

humbug preys only on a 
does him but little harm, 
plays havoc with his feel-

or Gambridgeport was very anxious to. j0 grossest forms of imposture, as wit- 
his ‘three darlings, as he designated his ^nesa those people who were told by an im- nn/4 hin intnniind third J . . .. - ... — . J
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Jpostorthe other day that the Savior was in 

great distress, and who contributed from 
ol,Pntv rnAans to make him comforta-
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SEECHAlf»
For Weak Stomach—Impaired Digestion—Disordered Liver. 
_SOI/D BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 
PRICE 25 CENTS PER BOX.

Prepared only by THOS.BEECHAM, St.Helens,Lancashire,England. 
-B. -K. ALLEN & (JO; Sole Agentst

FOR UHITEO STATES, 365 &, 307 CANAE ST., WEW YORK, 
Who (if your druggist. does not keep them) will mail Beecham’s 
Pills on receipt of price—but inquire first. (Please mention this paper.)

F

Best Hatching nest and rearing coop made. Cost 10 to 15 
cents each. Plans, nest or coop 10 cents. Circular free.

CHAS. O. HAYS, Locust, Corner, O.

rror ‘SSS^Wâr.yMr.w jSgS»"l 
where. ‘IWISS: 

»CÖJ«. but a Iteam^ooked /ood,

ELY’S CREAM BALM
WILL CURE

CATARRH
Price 50 cents.

Apply Balm into each nostril.
ELiY BROS., 56 Warren St, N. Y.

Money.
A pocket full of money amounts to little 

after health is gone. To enjoy life, a good 
appetite, sound digestion and elastic limbs, 
take Tutt’s Pills. Then, if you are poor, you. 
will he happy; if rich, you can enjoy y- nr 
money. They dispel low spirits and give 
buoyancy to mind and body.

Recommendation. (
W. I. Blair, Danville, Va., says: “I have 

long suffered from Torpor of the Diver and 
Dyspepsia, and have tried almost every
thing, but never derived halftliebeneUtthat 
I have had from Tutt’s Pills. I recommend 
them to all that are afflicted with Dyspepsia 
and Sick Headache.”

Tutt’s Liver Pills
. GIVE GOOD DIGESTION.

«
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To Those who “ Do Not Care for 
a Religious Paper.”

Would it make any difference to you 
if you knew of one that does not advo
cate the doctrines of everlasting punish-

l ment. vicarious atonenient, miracle*  
and au infallible Bible?—

One that does stand for common sens, 
in religion, “truth for authority”, be- 
Iseves that religion should be friendly t. 
icienee, and advocates a religious fel
lowship that will welcome all of levery 
belief who are willing to work fortruth, 
righteousness and love in the world?—

One that does hot fill its space with - 
learned or ignorant discussions of scrip
ture t(;xt.s, but does give every week 32 
columns of fresh and rational reading, 
including«, sermon on some living topic, 
editorials and contributions on current 
events, and news of the progress of lib
eral religious thought? If you think you 
might care for such a paper, send ten 
cents in stamps for ten weeks.

JENKIN LLOYD JONES. 
SENIOR EDITOR;

CELIA PARKED WOOLEY,- 
ASSISTANT EDITOR.

Seventeen editorial contributors, from five 
different religious organizations.

CHARLES H. KERR & CO., Publishers, 
175 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

UNITY

EAST TACOMA.
>‘S33 in 1889. S38O in 1892. 

S44 in 1889. S44O m 1892. .
»75 in 1889. »750 in 1892.” 

will be the brief, but eloquent, history of our $88, 
$44, and $75

EAST TACOMA 
lots. Titles perfect. Prompt attention to orders by mall. 

WALTERS & CO.,
1O1 Srrutli LOtii St.. Tacoma. Washington

“I learned from them mat ttiey tom mène s-1 
business in the fall-of 1886 or 1887 (I have 
forgotten which) at. No. 612 Tremont street. 
In the parlance of toe cabinet Mrs. Cowan 
was. after a few lessons, developed by George 
T. Albro, at bis establishment at No. 55 Rut
land street, where she served in his cabinet 
as a spirit for a short time. Two kinds of 
cabinets were used. One was square in shape, 
with curtains at the back, reaching to the 
floor a|nd tightly drawn underneath and but
toned. After tbe cabinet Was examined by 
those in the circle who wishes to see that all 
was fair, the lights were lowered and the 
curtains unbuttoned and raised for the en
trance of the ‘spirits.’ Immediately in the 
rear of the cabinet used, by the Cowans was 
a door leading into a room which the ‘spir
its’ used as their headquarters. This door had 
bee i locked with a great show of sincerity 
am' the key handed to some one in the circle 
fo’- safe keeping. The Cowans, however, had 
constructed a clever device by means of 
which, with a small stick inserted in the cas
ing, the bolt of the lock could be thrown 
back by tbe ‘spirits’ who could noiselessly 
enter the cabinet amid the singing of the 
circle and the noise of the cabinet organ. 
Each white-robed ‘spirit’ was shrouded in 
black cambric while passing from the room 
into the cabinet, thus rendering them invis
ible in the dim light of tbe séance room. It 
was about this time that Mr. Cowan made 
the discovery of a new and admirable loca
tion for his cabinet in a bay window on the 
street front. To all appearances this cabi
net was fraud-proof, and so successful were 
the séances that visitors and believers were 
attracted in great numbers. Mr. Cowan’s 
discovery was accidental. While removing 
the floor in tbe bay window in order to con
struct a trapdoor by which the‘spirits’might 
enter from the cellar, he found a space of 
considerable dimensions so peculiarly ar
ranged as to have no visible connection 
with the cellar, rendering it absolutely safe 
from discovery. The male ‘spirits’.were per
sonated by Cowan’s brother Andrew (called 
Andy for short), while Mrs. Cowan and I 
played the role of female ‘spirits,’ each hav
ing our signals for entrances and exits. 
Business went on prosperously.”

“Will you not give a few illustrations of 
cabinet manifestations with which you were 
connected?”»’

“Well, I remember two spirits who used to 
come to Mr. E. A. Brackett, of Winchester. 
Mr. Brackett is the author of a book on the 
subject of materialization, entitled, ‘If Not 
Spiritual Beings, What Are They?’ and has 
always been looked upon as a high authority 
on the subject. Mr. John Wethetbee also 
had the freedom of all the circles. Mr. 
Brackett was very demonstrative in the 
séance room and inclined to over do his part 
in announcing the remarkable tests which he 
experienced. I personated his niece, Bettha, 
whom he desired to see on every occasion. I 
came to him ‘strong and lively’(in cabinet 
language), always calling him ‘uncle’ and 
grasping him by the hand and leading him 
up to the cabinet for whisperings with the 
‘spirits.’ Mr. Brackett would express great 
delight at seeing me, and would earnestly 
ask if I had ‘been near him all the time since 
the last appearance? In order to furnish 
convincing proof for some of the skeptics, I
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Airs. Cowan•—
and I*aL4' . ated in producing these spirits 
in appropriate disguises. Mr. Brewer was so 
infatuated that he arranged for private 
séances for once a week, paying at the rate 
of $10 for each sitting. Mr. Brewer was very 
fond of playing the organ at these séances 
while we ‘spirits’ joined in the singing. We 
also famished him with numerous messages 
of love and comfort from the Spirit-world. 
About this time Mr. Brewer had private 
séances with Mrs. Rich at her rooms at No. 
175 Tremont street, where the same ‘spirits’ 
appeared to him, as he declared. At any rate, 
they were satisfactory, Mrs. Rich being well 
acquainted with his wants. At one of Mrs. 
Rich’s sittings Mr. Brewer requested to see 
Mr. Ayer’s popular Back Bay Temple ‘Queen’ 
in her illuminated robes. This robe was 
manufactured especially for this occasion by 
Mr. Charles H. Bridge, an expert inspirit 
paraphernalia, and was similar to that in 
Which the ex medium, Mrs. Hatch, was wont 
to masquerade. 1 think the hardest time I ever 
had was in the role of Little Elsie, a spirit 
child, supposed to be only 3 years old. My 
make-up consisted of a short frock, an(i a 
veil wound closely around my face, eonceal 
ing the greater portion of it, and making it 
appear diminutive. I had cultivated quite a 
baby vocabulary, and had studied up cute 
little baby speeches. I never failed to keep 
the circle in good humor. I always did this 
baby act crouching down on my knees at the 
cabinet opening, and at that distance was 
said to be a great success. By all odds the 
most absurd thing was the ovation to Mrs. 
Cowan, tendered by about 30 believers, who 
presented her with a purse of $65, for, as the 
spokesman expressed it, ‘her efforts to elim
inate from the séance room every suggestion 
of fraud, and the opportunities she has af
forded us for interviews with our angel 
friends.’

“Were you present when the Herald re
porter and a party of friends broke up the 
Cowan séance and exposed Mrs. Cowan and 
her confederates?”

“Yes, that was an exciting night. The 
room was full, and everything was going 
along smoothly until Mrs. Cowan was seized 
by some one in the circle while personating 
a spirit. A voice cried out, ‘Now!’ and lights 
suddenly flashed through the room. We tried 
to escape, and during the excitement that 
followed succeeded in creeping through the 
trap-door into the spirit room, while Cowan 
stood guard. In the‘confusionI was seized’ 
by some one, and only escaped by slipping 
out of my spirit robe, which the raiders kept 
as one of their trophies. After this raid the 
use of this trap-door was abandoned.”

“Were you spirits not in constant fear of 
exposure?”

“Ye's, We were always under a great men
tal strain, and I scarcely ever concluded a 
séance without a severe headache. There 
was no danger from the believers, so com
plete was their confidence in whatever we 
did, no matter how absurd or apparently im
possible.”

“To what extent . are ‘test exchanges’ 
carried on?”

“All materializing mediums are in league 
together, and information is exchanged on 
application. . It is very rarely that a visitor
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A Monthly Journal Devoted to Intellectual« 
Moral, Social and Spiritual Progress.

A True-Incident.
The little one was sleeping with white lids 

half drawn over the blue eyes—those eyes so 
beautiful—that had opened to us a year of 
mornings, and had closed with smiles and 
dimples with a year of twilights. Now it 
was nearing midnight. Sweet darling! how 
the cruel fever was sucking out her life! Yet 
while there was life, was there not hope? 
The old doctor had said this, with a trembling 
voice, but then he loved the child. He had 
always caNed it his little one. We sat watch
ing with hearts that ached, oh, so unceasing
ly! Day after day we had watched and wept 
and prayed. If God would only spare our dar
ling—our one ewe lamb.' The light stood in 
a corner of the room, on a little round table. 
It was very dim, but its rays fell on the mar
ble-like face that grew dearer With every 
hour. Suddenly the bin*»  eyes opened. No 
pen could describe the celestial light that al
most blazed in their depths. And then came 
in sweet, low, thrilling uotes from those baby 
lips, the old, old song, sung in cot and palace, 
by the queen and the beggar alike, “Home, 
Sweet Home.”

Very faint, but perfectly distinct, floated 
each tone until the close. My husband was 
sobbing. I was in such awe and transport 
that I could neither move nor weep. It seem
ed to me that the room was full of angels.

Then came the end, without a struggle. A 
divine smile flitted over the lips, the eyes for 
a moment liquid and bright looked up in glad 
surprise, the little right hand flattered in the 
air, as if it sought the clasp of another hand. 
Baby was gone. Alice Robbins.

[We are assured by the,writer,, whom we 
regard as wholly trustworthy, that the above 
incident is true in every particular.—Ed. 
Journal.]
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States the various religious denominations, their 
numbers, creeds, history, etc., together with a 
vast amount of general 'and miscellaneous Infor 
mation, are published each year in

. THE

I I T

1

X AND

«
This book Is a conclse'yet complete hand book 

of ready refference on all subjects of current 
Interest. It is carefully edited both as to the 
character and accuracy of the information con
tained. It ought to be In the hands' of every one. 
The issue for 1890 is now ready and contains a 
great deal of material not heretofore published.

PRICE:

In Paper Covers................25 cents
In Stiff Board Covers, cloth 

back...................  ..40 cents

For Sale by all newsdealers, or 
will be sent postpaid on receipt of 
price by the Chicago Daily News.

(Ba gr of choice copyright A/
shee^muslc Jl.Vl

We have just issued tbe following pieces of choice, new 
coptkig-it sheet music, five vocal (thiee with both German 
and English words), and five instrumental; all composed by 
J. cob Friedman, graduate from the Conservatory at Berlin 
and late Professor of Music In tbe Conservatory of Vienna.

Each piece is complete, has an elegant, engraved title page 
and sells as follows, viz:
America (New)............. 60cts
Vanity of Vanities.........4 Octs
Night Song.................... SOcts
Stars or the MomlDg. ,40cts 
Rat Catcher (Comic). .30cts

The new “America” Is the first grand production of Amer
ican music to our National Bong and is arranged either for 
solo or full chorus. _ \ ■

To every person wbo sends us $1 and mentions this paper, 
we wlU mail a copy of each of tbe above ten pieces worth 
$3 55, or any one of them for 15 cents Remit by Draft. 
Money Order. Postal Note, or two cent stamps. Address

THE HERCHAXTM SPECIALTY CO.,
323 and 825 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

Mystic Shrine. March.. BOcts 
G. String Schottisch....SOcts 
Valley City Waltz......... 25cts
Humming Top Polka. .2 Bets 
Ramona Lake Gallop. .25cts

Believes that Universalism should re9t upon the great Uni
versals—the universal Fatherhood, the universal Brother
hood, man’s universal hunger for spiritual truth, the uni
versal inspiration which feeds that hunger, the universal 
action of laws and forces both in matter and spirit, the uni 
veisal progress by an evolution which i esults from Divine 
involution.

W. S. Crowe. D. D , Editor. Associate Editors: Rev. Amoa 
Crum, Rev. F. A. Bisbee, RIchmo< d Fisk, D. D., Charles 
Fluhrer, D. D. E L. Rexford, D. D., Rev. S. W. Sample, 
H. W. Thomas, D. D.

Among its special contributors are Rev. A. N.Alcott, Bev. 
Henry Blanchard, E. C. Bolles, D. D„ Ph. D.. Rev. Alexander 
Kent.

Motto: “Truth for authority, not authority for truth.”
For substances of doctrine THE RECORD believes tha 

“The highest in man is evermore the truest indication of the 
Divine purpose.”

Subscription price merely nominal. Send for sample 
copies. Address THE UNIVERSALIST RECORD.

Newark, N.J.

Wells vs. Bundy.
Supreme Court of New York

ACTION~FÔR LIBEL.

Damages Claimed $20,000
ELIZA A. WELLS, Plaintiff, #

JXO. C. BEADY, Defendant,

Case Dismissed at Plaintiff’s Costs with an 
Allowance of $200 to Defendant.

Tbe offense chafed was tbta publication of tbe following: 
•If necessary we can prove in the courts of New York Ottv 

that Mrs. WeJs is a vile swindler, and has been for years us
ing trick Cabinets and confe . erate.«.”

Plaintiff’s cause championed by H. J. Newton. Case'called 
for trial December 3d. 1889. in a court of Plaintiff’s selec
tion With a jury in the box. the Judge cn tbe bench and 
the Defendant present, ready and anxious to keep bls word, 
Mr. Newton backs down and refuses to allow the case to go 
to trial, which course Is considered by able lawyers as

AN OPEN CONFESSION OF CUILT.
In l*amphle.t  Form.

Brief History of the Career
—OF—

ELIZA ANN WELLS
As an alleged Materializing Medium, together with Pub
tiff’s Bill of Complaint and Defendant’s Amended Answer, 
the Questions of her lawyer to the Jury, Argument with the 
Court, Rulings of tbe Court, Action of Defendant's Ooansei 
and Dismissal of the Case.

The Editor of the Joubnal asks no favors of the Spiritual
ist. public in considering this or any other case; be only 
asks that people shall inform themselves correctly before nt 
tenng opinions either In print or otherwise. For this pur 
pose and for public convenience, and to show the dangerous 
menace such tricksters and their fanatical dupes are ttxttM 
welfare of the communltj in general and. Spiritualism !■ 
particular he publishes this pamphlet.

Single copies, -5 cents. Ten copies to one address, 25 cent«. 
One Hundred copies to one address, $2.00.
Relisio-PUlosopliical Publishing. House, 

CHICAGO.

NERVOUS DISEASES
AND

MAGNETIC THERAPEUTioa 
* By JAMES EDWIN BBIGGS, M. D.

Cloth. Price, 50 cents- postage, 3 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by tbe RELiGio-PHZLoecws»» 

cai. publishing House, cnicago.

BIBLE CRITICISMS.
Being Extracts from the Biography of 

Leonard B. Field.
Pamphlet form. Price 10 cents per copy.
For sale, tvholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosomb.

ill Publishing House. Chicago-


